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Abstract

The purpose of this research is to study knowledge management in the context of organizational
learning as a process in communities of practice. The aim of the study is to examine the ways in
which knowledge is created and managed, and how organizational learning works as a process in
communities of practice in order to offer some further insight into improving and developing the
management of knowledge, know-how and organizational learning.

Knowledge and learning are at the heart of strategic thinking and success in the new economy.
Much of knowledge is embedded in practice, and therefore professions have organized their
learning processes in ways that facilitate the learning of tacit knowledge. By supporting learning
and knowledge through fostering communities of practice, an organization can generate value for
its business, in this case for the supply of effective rehabilitation work. 

This study is inductive, emphasizing the fit between the grounded theory method and the
exploratory case study research strategy. I have deliberately applied both in studying the
phenomenon in question, organizational learning. Grounded theory is the inductive analytical
approach used, whereas the exploratory case study strategy is utilized as a broader framework for
drawing theoretical conclusions from the empirical material describing the organizational case
under study. 

The contribution of this study is both theoretical and empirical. The result is an abstract, refined
and enriched picture of communities of practice. The multilevel framework of this study facilitated
deeper understanding of the meaning of communities of practice in organizational learning and in
managing knowledge and know-how. There exist two different worlds: the world of informal
communities of practice and the world of the formal organization which interact with each other
in many ways. Communities of practice are often also occupational communities. They perform
various functions, but the ways in which these communities are structured and how they operate
reveal that they focus mainly on one or two activities. According to the empirical findings,
communities of practice are beneficial to the business in various ways, the community itself and
to employees. My research highlighted that invisible, socially constructed knowledge has a greater
tendency to flow within the case organization in comparison to explicit knowledge. The empirical
results show that knowledge management is also inherently in the management of time – time was
a critical factor in the efficient creation and sharing of knowledge and know-how. 

The study developed a substantive framework to describe knowledge creation and
organizational learning processes in communities of practice. By focusing on the social processes
and seeing organizational learning as a process in communities of practice, I was able to look for
new dimensions of learning as well as knowledge creation and utilization as local and emergent
processes.

Keywords: communities of practice, healthcare organization, know-how, knowledge, knowledge
creation, knowledge management, learning processes, organizational learning
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1 Introduction 

"Knowledge is experience. Everything else is just information." 

(Albert Einstein) 

1.1 Background of the study 

Knowledge production is becoming more distributed, complex, and diversified 
across disciplines and industries (Gibbons, Limoges, Nowotny, Schwartzman, 
Scott & Trow 1994). As knowledge and technologies keep differentiating, so do 
markets and customers who ask for integrated solutions. As the contemporary 
business environment becomes more complex, organizations face continuous 
pressure to change. Most importantly, these information technology-enabled 
changes have an effect on organizations’ relationships with their key stakeholders: 
their customers, investors and competitors. The nature, content and outcomes of 
these relationships are changing in the emerging ‘new economy’, and, conse-
quently, organizations have to invent new ways of managing their processes and 
assets within their relevant networks (see e.g., Pohjola 2002). It is often stated 
that the efficient management of knowledge assets has become a major source of 
competitive advantage in the knowledge-intensive economy. Nonaka (1991a) 
states that “In an economy where the only certainty is uncertainty, the one sure 
source of lasting competitive advantage is knowledge”. A crucial question in 
managing these knowledge assets and processes is the diffusion of knowledge 
within and between organizations. Organizations that want to stay competitive 
feel the pressure to grow in size, geographical scope, and complexity. In doing so, 
they may get a better chance to respond to increasingly complex market demands 
and technological and organizational conditions. 

Knowledge management has recently emerged as a strong, interdisciplinary 
topic area of research, currently drawing a lot of attention both among practitio-
ners and scholars. According to Teece (2000, 3), the fundamental core of knowl-
edge management is the development and astute deployment and utilization of 
intangible assets, of which knowledge, competence, and intellectual property are 
the most significant. At present, knowledge management is considered to be one 
of the most strategically important fields that can be seen to combine all tradi-
tional organizational functions, such as production, marketing, management and 
accounting. According to Sanchez and Heene (1997), the management of infor-
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mation and knowledge, and also related to this, the assertion of organizational 
learning, are absolute key questions in strategy work. 

In business economics the debate on knowledge management is still quite un-
organized. In terms of theoretical approaches, almost all contributors in knowl-
edge management debate suggest conceptual models or frameworks to analyze 
organizational phenomena associated with knowledge management (see Sanchez 
& Heene 1997, Sanchez & Heene & Thomas 1996). Knowledge management is 
an emerging discipline while its key questions have long been discussed in a large 
number of related disciplines. However, whether it is defined in terms of learning, 
intellectual capital, knowledge assets, intelligence, know-how, insight or even 
wisdom, the management of all kinds of information, knowledge and competence 
is regarded as a one of the most critical factors for an organization’s success, 
shifting the focus from the logistics of storing information to benefiting from the 
unexplored potential of the human imagination. 

1.2 Joining the research discussion 

1.2.1 Positioning of the study 

Learning at the organizational level has been extensively studied during the last 
years, while the term ‘organizational learning’ has been around for several dec-
ades: the significance of ‘knowledge’ has only become apparent only recently 
(Easterby-Smith & Crossan & Nicolini 2000). Organizational learning is a re-
search area that is closely associated with the discipline of knowledge manage-
ment, even if it is often difficult to distinguish between discussions on knowledge 
management and organizational learning as they address more or less the same 
problems: one of the core topics of knowledge management, knowledge creation, 
is a central issue in organizational learning, while key topic of organizational 
learning, organizational diffusion of innovations and practices, is a major topic in 
knowledge management. 

Organizational perspectives to knowledge management (i.e. the study of or-
ganizational structures, processes and meaning construction related to the man-
agement of knowledge assets) may be identified as the ‘core of the new disci-
pline’ in many ways (e.g., Argyris & Schön 1996, De Geus 1997, Nonaka & Ta-
keuchi 1995, Senge 1990). Organizational learning is currently the focus of con-
siderable attention, and it is addressed by a broad range of literature. Organization 
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theory, industrial economics, economic history, and business, management, and 
innovation studies all approach the question of how organizations learn (Dodgson 
1993). For example, economic historians have examined the importance of learn-
ing in the development of new industries and technologies (Rosenberg 1976), and 
the development of formal Research and Development (R&D) functions as insti-
tutionalized learning mechanisms (Mowery 1981). 

A number of reasons can be suggested why the study of organizational learn-
ing is currently so fashionable (Dodgson 1993). First, the concept of a ‘learning 
organization’ is gaining currency amongst large organizations as they attempt to 
develop their structures and systems to be more adaptable and responsive to 
change. Second, rapid technological change has a profound influence on organi-
zations. Third, the concept of ‘learning’ has broad analytical value; this is shown 
in the breadth of academic disciplines using it. Learning is a dynamic concept, 
emphasizing the continually changing nature of organizations. As organizations 
grow in size, geographical scope, and complexity, it is increasingly apparent that 
the sponsorship and support of communities of practice – groups based on com-
mon interests whose members regularly engage in sharing information and learn-
ing – can improve organizational performance (Lesser & Storck 2002). 

It can be easily argued that research on organizational learning is one key 
area of knowledge management theory, and that a learning organization is an or-
ganization that manages its knowledge processes successfully. The wide-ranging 
concept of “organizational knowledge creation” could be considered a topic 
which brings new dimensions to the concept of organizational learning itself. Iku-
jiro Nonaka (1994, 14-37) has pointed this out in his ‘Dynamic Theory of Organ-
izational Knowledge Creation’ which explains how individuals manage knowl-
edge. This study shows that there exists a distinct conceptual link between learn-
ing and knowledge creation – communities of practice. 

1.2.2 Organizational learning as a process in communities of 
practice 

Since being identified as a mechanism through which knowledge is held, trans-
ferred and created (Brown & Duguid 1991, Lave & Wenger 1991, Wenger 1998), 
the communities of practice approach has become increasingly influential within 
management literature and practice. The subject of communities in business envi-
ronment has recently taken on heightened interest among some of the world’s 
largest companies. Some organizations have undertaken significant community 
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development efforts in an attempt to leverage the collective knowledge of their 
employees. Organizations have begun to recognize that knowledge critical for 
business success is often created and shared by informal groups of individuals 
with common work practices and interests. This includes both the firm’s explicit 
knowledge (i.e., knowledge that is captured in a written or visual form) as well as 
implicit knowledge, where the communities serve as organizational memory pre-
serving valuable insights that could otherwise be easily lost in an age of employee 
mobility and early retirement. 

The term of ‘communities of practice’ was first coined by Etienne Wenger 
and Jean Lave (1991). Academics, technologists and management professionals 
have discussed knowledge and communities for years, both from a theoretical and 
a practical perspective. In particular, the search for “best practices” has directed 
the discussion on organizational learning towards a quest for universal mecha-
nisms and solutions, independent of the content and local contingencies of learn-
ing (Virkkunen & Kuutti 2000, 295). There is also discussion about how to under-
stand ‘best practices’; are they more about official and formal prescriptions or is, 
for example, experiential learning more crucial for defining the best practice for a 
company (see Brown & Duguid 1991, Orr 1990). 

The concept of a ‘community of practice’ provides a useful perspective on 
knowing and learning. A growing number of people and organizations in various 
sectors are now focusing on communities of practice as key to improving their 
performance (Wenger 2005). The popular image about communities of practice is 
that they are analytic and holistic structures, gangs which ‘float in the air’. De-
spite its popularity, the concept of communities of practice remains rather abstract 
with relatively little concrete substance. 

1.2.3 Identifying the research gap 

The development of knowledge management in theory and practice continues to 
involve a wide range of disciplines and contributors, each bringing their respec-
tive experiences, beliefs, and practices to the emerging field (Hazlett & McAdam 
& Gallagher 2005). Knowledge management is an eclectic discipline rather than 
grounded in any school of thought, therefore resulting in a variety of definitions 
and classification schemes (Amidon 1998, Bushko & Raynor 1998, Earl 1994, 
Nonaka 1991a, Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995, Pasternack & Viscio 1998), as well as 
methods, models and approaches (Earl 1994, Martiny 1998, Nonaka & Takeuchi 
1995, Pasternack & Viscio 1998). It is argued that knowledge management is cur-
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rently in a state of "pre-science," wherein proponents of different paradigms have 
their own beliefs and values and often disagree with others on fundamentals of the 
topic. 

At the present stage of theory development, there is a need to develop a 
deeper and more grounded theory in knowledge management (Cabrera & Cabrera 
2002). For example, Lanzara and Patriotta (2001, 968) call for a “new focus in 
research on knowledge management… Theories of knowledge need to address 
new questions… rather than confining the inquiry solely to the relationship be-
tween knowledge factors and competitive performance.” 

The interest in studying and understanding the organizational learning proc-
ess has been strong. So far, it appears that the definitions of the organizational 
learning process have, more or less, been developed by deduction and not through 
explorative empirical research on the phenomenon. If any attempts to empirically 
study learning processes have actually been made, these have occurred mostly in 
case studies, mostly as part of a change management consultation program. How-
ever, there have been some notable ethnography surveys on organizational learn-
ing (e.g. Orr 1990, Brown & Duguid 1991). On the other hand, as possible results 
of different types of learning have not been concretised either, one has to ask 
whether the authors are only building an ideal model which either can not ever 
come true or perhaps, though possible in theory, couldn’t exist in real life (c.f. 
Prahalad & Bettis 1996). 

According to Nelson and Winter (1982), ways of doing things can become in-
stitutionalized within routines. As Fox (2000, 860) notes, “the community of prac-
tice theory tells us nothing about how, in practice, members of a community 
change their practice or innovate”. In addition, it would be helpful to examine the 
nature of communities of practice of various sizes, in different sectors, and in a 
variety of socio-cultural contexts (Roberts 2006). In so doing, it may be possible 
to develop a detailed classification of types of communities of practice together 
with the appropriate organizational context for their successful application. Also, 
the boundaries of a community of practice may not reflect organizational bounda-
ries. An appreciation of the interaction between formal organizations and extra-
organizational communities of practice is required. 

I’ve been trying to take the above-mentioned issues into account to identify 
the research gap for this study. This study is inductive, emphasizing the fit be-
tween the grounded theory method and the exploratory case study research strat-
egy. I have deliberately applied both in studying the phenomenon in question; 
organizational learning. This study represents how, in practice, members of a 
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community change their practice or innovate, for example, by creating new ideas 
and ways of doing things, creating so-called new ‘best practices’. In this study I 
have described different types of communities of practice in the context of reha-
bilitation work, providing the abstract picture of the reality. I have also introduced 
various aspects of both formal and informal organization and discovered that 
there exist two different worlds: the world of communities and the world of for-
mal organization. The contribution of this study is both theoretical and empirical; 
the result is an abstract, refined and enriched picture of communities of practice. 

1.3 The purpose of the study 

The purpose of this research is to study knowledge management in the context of 
organizational learning – as a process in communities of practice. Knowledge and 
organizational learning should be examined at its source, considering that knowl-
edge is situated (Lave & Wenger 1991), i.e. affected by the activities of individu-
als and communities of practice. The aim is to study how knowledge is created 
and managed, and how organizational learning works as a process in communities 
of practice. 

More specifically, the question guiding this research is:  

– How communities of practice affect organizational knowing and learning, 
followed by two sub-questions:  

– How do learning and knowledge creation take place in communities of 
practice? 

– How is knowledge exploited and transferred between and among com-
munities of practice? 

In summary, the assumption of the study is that communities of practice indeed 
influence organizational knowledge creation and learning. Even so, a crucial issue 
must be taken into consideration: one of the most essential conclusion was that 
invisible, socially constructed knowledge has a greater tendency to flow within 
the case organization, compared to explicit knowledge. The most important fac-
tors inhibiting the flow of knowledge are the lack of facilities (e.g. computers or 
rooms) and the lack of explicit knowledge. It has been somewhat forgotten in 
previous studies that communities of practice also need explicit knowledge, not 
just tacit knowledge that gets emphasized in literature. 
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The study begins with a literature review in order to gain preliminary theo-
retical understanding of the conceptualization of knowledge management and 
organizational learning. Following this, the theoretical framework is empirically 
grounded with the aid of extensive qualitative interviews conducted in the chosen 
organization. 

The present study has been designed to be exploratory because such a design 
is compatible with the research thesis. The development of an inductive, grounded 
theory is most fruitful with the context of exploratory research (Bickman & Rog 
1998, Glaser & Strauss 1967). Exploratory research of this kind aims at the crys-
tallization of salient issues, an improved focus of research variables, and the gen-
eration of hypotheses. The research questions and theoretical understanding gen-
erally call for new case-study analysis. The specific context of the research also 
supports the method of the grounded theory approach "A general methodology 
of analysis linked with data collection that uses a systematically applied set of 
methods to generate an inductive theory about the substantive area" (Glaser 
1992, 16). The details of how this methodology was implemented are introduced 
in Chapter 3. 

This study cannot be considered as a pure case study neither a pure grounded 
theory analysis. The phenomenon under study requires both approaches, case 
study and grounded theory to be used, because organizational learning is a com-
plex interplay between different elements, a multifaceted and multiphased phe-
nomenon. The grounded theory methodology allows for the handling of complex-
ity, and it has been developed for meaningfully rendering complex data. Case 
study here refers to a metatheoretical approach in which generalization happens to 
theory. The core of the case study strategy doesn’t relate to the methods of col-
lecting data (like in grounded theory), but to the research framework and the way 
to build conclusions. Knights and McCabe (1997) suggest that the case study ap-
proach provides a vehicle through which several qualitative methods can be com-
bined, thereby avoiding too great a reliance on one single approach. In this study, 
the grounded theory approach has inspired ways to collect and analyse the data, 
and the grounded theory approach is used inductively for the generation of theory. 
In short, grounded theory is the inductive analytical approach used, whereas an 
exploratory case study strategy is utilized as a broader framework for drawing 
theoretical conclusions from the empirical material describing the organizational 
case under study. 

The contribution of this study is both theoretical and empirical; as the result is 
an abstract, refined and enriched picture of communities of practice. In this study 
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I have described different types of communities of practice in the context of reha-
bilitation work, providing an abstracted picture of the reality. 

1.4 The structure of the thesis 

This section outlines the structure of the study in order to clarify the relation be-
tween the research problem and the selected research strategy, the grounded the-
ory approach. Figure 1 introduces the research and the thesis writing process. 

The introduction (Chapter 1) presents the theoretical relevance of the study. It 
discusses organizational learning as an important research stream, closely coupled 
with the issues of knowledge creation and utilization. The chapter also introduces 
the research questions guiding this thesis. 

More specific knowledge of the context is needed in order to address the re-
search problem and to establish the limitations of the findings. The aim of Chap-
ter 2 is to introduce the main theoretical frameworks developed within the re-
search tradition of knowledge management and organizational learning, and to 
give a preliminary indication of the extent and significance of the research area. 
In the end of the chapter a comprehensive framework for social learning utilized 
in the later parts of the study is introduced. 

The methodological foundation of grounded theory is clarified in detail in 
Chapter 3. First, the underlying philosophical assumptions of the approach are 
introduced. Next, the type of research strategy and the choice of method used in 
the study are explained. 

The actual case description follows in Chapter 4. This is also the first abstrac-
tion level included in the data analysis. 

The results are derived from different analyses (Chapters 4 and 5) and dis-
cussed in the light of existing theoretical ideas and previous empirical studies in 
Chapter 6. Again, the findings result from iteration rather than from a linear proc-
ess, as illustrated in Figure 1. The researcher required additional study to con-
stantly broaden her understanding as complex constellations and relationships 
emerged from the empirical data. 

Chapter 7 concludes the research report with a summary of the main findings. 
The contribution of this study in terms of both academic and managerial interest 
is assessed, and limitations of the study and suggestions for further research are 
presented. 
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Fig. 1. Outlining the research process and the structure of the research report. 
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2 Organizational learning in communities of 
practice 

The aim of the chapter is to introduce social learning in general, to review and 
discuss the existing frameworks used in explaining knowledge management and 
organizational learning. Arguably, despite the efforts of the mainstream debates to 
incorporate social and situational learning into knowledge management frame-
works, there is a lack of coherent approaches that would sufficiently account for 
the social organizational learning community dimension. “Communities of prac-
tice” are presented as a fruitful theoretical and action-oriented framework for so-
cial learning and knowledge creation, followed by a discussion of the implications 
of communities of practice. For empirical study in terms of work through various 
dualities are introduced as part of an inductive analysis of actual communities and 
their learning processes. 

2.1 The starting points for social learning 

The social learning theory focuses on learning that takes place within a social 
context. It assumes that people learn from one another, through processes such as 
observational learning, imitation, and modelling. The social learning theory ex-
plains human behavior in terms of continuous reciprocal interaction between cog-
nitive, behavioral, an environmental influences. Among others, Albert Bandura is 
considered to be the leading proponent of this theory: the social cognitive theory 
stemmed from the social learning theory which has a colourful background dating 
back to the late 1800’s, while Bandura published his first work on the social 
learning theory in the early 1960’s. In 1986, Bandura officially launched the so-
cial cognitive theory with his book Social Foundations of Thought and Action: A 
Social Cognitive Theory. 

The social cognitive theory has its origins in the discipline of psychology, 
with its early foundation laid by behavioral and social psychologists. The social 
learning theory evolved under the umbrella of behaviorism, a cluster of psycho-
logical theories intended to explain why people and animals behave the way they 
do. Behaviorism, introduced by John Watson in 1913, took an extremely mecha-
nistic approach to understanding human behavior. According to Watson, behavior 
could be explained in terms of observable acts that could be described by stimu-
lus-response sequences (Crosbie-Brunett & Lewis 1993, Thomas 1990). A central 
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notion in behaviourism was the degree of that contiguity between stimulus and 
response determined the likelihood of learning. 

Social psychologists also made important contributions to the development of 
the social learning theory (Crosbie-Brunett & Lewis 1993). The earliest contribu-
tion was by William James in 1890, whose notion of the ‘social self’ laid the 
foundation for the modern social learning theory tenet of interaction between per-
sonal factors and the environment. This work was further developed by the work 
of Kurt Lewin (1890–1947), who extended the Gestaltist’s field theory by initiat-
ing a shift in focus from the individual to processes between individuals (Crosbie-
Brunett & Lewis 1993). 

The traditional cognitive theory dominates the thinking on learning and the 
practice of education (Fox 1997). In management studies, the theory has been 
influential vis-à-vis the ‘upper echelon theory’ which sees ‘the organization as a 
reflection of its top managers’ and applies cognitive psychology to top manage-
ment’s perceptions of the environment (Hambrick & Mason 1984). The tradi-
tional cognitive theory has also been influential in Daft and Weick’s (1984) 
‘model of organisations as interpretation systems’. More recently, the approach 
has been modified to incorporate a ‘political’ dimension (Schwenk 1989) and to 
develop the idea of ‘congregate’ cognitive maps (Bougon 1992) and ‘shared’ cog-
nitive maps (Langfield-Smith 1992). Organizations themselves are seen to pos-
sess ‘knowledge structures’ on the model of the individualist cognitive theory 
(Lyles & Schwenk 1992). 

Management education undoubtedly comprises a predominantly modernist 
range of disciplines, and its educational design and practice are as modernist as 
the higher education system which commodifies knowledge and distributes it 
even when that knowledge is classified as ‘critical’, ‘postmodern’, and so forth 
(Chia & Morgan 1996, Fox 1992). ‘Teaching methods’ and ‘implicit learning 
theories’ were the focus of management learning research from the early days 
(Burgoyne & Cooper 1976, Burgoyne & Stuart 1977), while the alternative of 
‘self-development’, idealized to some extent in the late 1970s and early 1980s 
(Burgoyne 1981), led to research in the phenomenological tradition emphasizing 
‘natural learning and managerial action’ in field study settings such as managers’ 
offices (Burgoyne & Hodgson 1983, Davies & Easterby-Smith 1984), business 
school MBA programs (Fox 1990), and other formal educational contexts (Boot 
& Reynolds 1980, Tanton & Fox 1987).  

The social learning theory spans both cognitive and behavioral frameworks. 
Bandura’s theory improves upon the strictly behavioral interpretation of modeling 
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provided by Miller and Dollard (1941). Bandura’s work is related to the theories 
of Vygotsky and Lave which also emphasize the central role of social learning. 
The concept of Situated learning – has been put forward by Lave and Wenger 
(1991). Rather than looking at learning as the acquisition of knowledge, they have 
tried to place it in social relationships – situations of co-participation. As William 
F. Hanks (1991, 14) puts it in his introduction to their book:  

“Rather than asking what kind of cognitive processes and conceptual struc-
tures are involved, they ask what kinds of social engagements provide the 
proper context for learning to take place.” 

The thesis is not so much about learners acquiring structures or models to under-
stand the world, but rather them participating in frameworks that have structure. 

The situated learning theory is a comparatively new arrival (Lave & Wenger 
1991, Chaiklin & Lave 1993). Unlike the Vygotskian activity theory, it does not 
amend the traditional cognitive theory by simply examining the social dimension 
within formal education contexts, as Lave (1993, 7) points out:  

“It is not enough to say that some designated cognitive theory of learning 
could be amended by adding a theory of ‘situation’ for this raises crucial 
questions about the compatibility of particular theories.” 

Ethnographic studies of management-in-practice have focused on ‘self-
management’ and careers from an increasingly critical viewpoint (e.g., Grey 
1994, Watson 1994, Brewis 1996). Management learning shares with both the 
situated learning theory and the traditional cognitive theory an interest in re-
searching learning processes. Although unlike conventional learning research, 
criticized by the situated learning theory for being dominated by the traditional 
cognitive theory, management learning, if anything, is emphasized to the study of 
management-as-action-in-context. By focusing on learning processes, the ways 
they are managed, and the ways people learn to manage (Fox 1994a/1994b), man-
agement learning’s crucial research problems encompass 

1. the nature of management as a range of social actions and 
2. the nature of learning as a complex set of relations between the context, text, 

decontextualized, and recontextualized knowledge. 

According to Lave and Wenger (1991), most learning takes place in practice and 
in communities of practice. For the situated learning theory and management 
learning, theory becomes practice, contextualized both socially and textually in 
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the hypertext of the world’s total volume of interpretations (see Fox 1996). Ac-
cording to Fox (1997, 744), “Situated learning theory and management learning 
open our eyes to everyday learning in situ in worlds of practice which include the 
specialized theoretical and practitioner-communities of the academy.” 

2.2 The knowledge management approach 

Knowledge management is an emerging discipline, with its roots in a variety of 
related disciplines and domains such as organization theories, management theo-
ries, computer technology and cognitive science. Knowledge management litera-
ture provides a complicated conceptual framework derived from various organiza-
tion theory traditions such as strategic management theory, human resource man-
agement and institutional theory. Knowledge management theorists approach the 
topic from a multiplicity of different, and at times contradictory, perspectives in 
order to make sense of the use of knowledge-based resources in organizations. 

Tuomi (1999, 16, 21) suggests that knowledge management is not a disci-
pline, but a set of problems. These problems are approached and defined in vari-
ous ways by various traditions. 

Empson (2001) suggests that knowledge management literature uses two ma-
jor, complementary conceptual models. The first model regards knowledge as 
assets, i.e. as ‘objectively definable commodities’ that can be used to create com-
petitive advantage. This perspective is referred to as the knowledge-based view of 
the firm because the firm or organization is seen as a bundle of competencies and 
capabilities that can be used to create competitive advantage (Grant 1996, 
Spender 1996, Liebeskind 1996). In this view, the organization is characterized 
through inner processes and its capacity to adopt external resources (Foss 
1996a/1996b). The second conceptual model sees knowledge as processes, as an 
outcome of socially constructed beliefs of what proper knowledge is. This view 
examines the use of knowledge resources and the management of knowledge and 
is called the knowledge management perspective (Leornard-Barton 1995, Choo 
1998, Seely-Brown & Duguid 2000). 

According to Styhre (2003), the emergence of the knowledge-based view of 
the firm and other knowledge management theories implies an increase in the 
number of key notions deriving from knowledge, e.g. skills (Knights & McCabe 
1999), competence (Gherardi 2000, McEvily & Das & McCabe 2000), tacit 
knowledge (Baumard 1999, Athanassiou & Nigh 1999), expert knowledge (Reed 
1996, Blackler & Crump & McDonald 1999), knowledge assets (Boisot 1998, 
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Teece 1998), narrative knowledge (Polkinghorne 1988), and creativity 
(McFadzean 2000, Amabile 1997, Oldham & Cummings 1996). 

2.2.1 Conceptualizing knowledge 

According to Larry Prusak (2000), the ancient Greeks differentiated between 
three kinds of knowledge:  

– Episteme – abstract generalizations, the basis and essence of sciences; scien-
tific laws and principles 

– Techne – technical know-how, being able to get things done, manuals, com-
munities of practice 

– Metis – "It is what the flair, the knack and the bent of the successful politician 
is made of: a form of knowledge which is at the opposite end of metaphysics, 
with no quest of ideal, but a search for a practical end; an embodied, incar-
nate, substantial form of knowledge." (Baumard 1994) 

Defining knowledge is a very difficult task. The literature discusses what can be 
defined as knowledge and what information is. Add data, and we have a both in-
tricate and challenging situation of intertwined and interrelated concepts. It has 
often been pointed out that data, information, and knowledge are not the same, 
but despite efforts to define them, many researchers use the terms very casually. 
In particular, the terms knowledge and information are often used interchangea-
bly, even though argually the two entities are far from identical. Information 
could we seen as ”closed” since it springs from a specific set of data, and knowl-
edge as ”open-ended” as it is created on an ongoing basis (Loasby 1986, Frans-
man 1998). Another difference might be that knowledge could be considered de-
pendent on context requiring human knowers, whereas information does not re-
quire a human holder to be stored (Lorenzen 1999). 

In contrast to many other organizational resources, knowledge is intangible 
and scattered, i.e. it exists in various places and various forms within the company 
(Styhre 2003, 49). In knowledge management, mainly the concepts of data, in-
formation and knowledge are used. It can be said that data is unfinished informa-
tion, which is typically stored in to the information systems. Data is always a one-
dimensional concept, and alone it is not worth nothing, but it is going to be valu-
able, when it is combined and analyzed together with other data. 

To the same extent, information is more about “active” data, meaning the 
same as a message – a message which has an impact on the receiver’s knowledge, 
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know-how and behavior. According to Davenport, De Long and Beers (1998), 
knowledge can be seen as information combined with experience, context, inter-
pretation, and reflection. It is a high-value form of information that is ready to be 
applied to decisions and actions. While knowledge and information may be diffi-
cult to distinguish at times, both are more valuable and involve more human par-
ticipation than raw data. 

Kogut and Zander (1992, 20), for example, define information as "knowledge 
which can be transmitted without loss of integrity", thus implying that informa-
tion is a form of knowledge. This is typical of early texts on knowledge manage-
ment which did not sufficiently separate information from knowledge. Nonaka, 
who is widely quoted in the knowledge management discourse, has too been criti-
cized for such carelessness (cf. Baumard 1999). However, Nonaka correctly ar-
gues that knowledge and information are both about meaning in the sense that 
both are context-specific and relational. Knowledge and information are thus 
similar in some aspects, but different in some: while information is more factual, 
knowledge is about beliefs and commitment. Further, knowledge is always about 
action – it must be used to some end (Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995, 57-58). More 
examples of data/information/knowledge definitions are displayed in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Some definitions of data, information, and knowledge (Stenmark 2002). 

Author(s) Data Information Knowledge 

Wiig 1993 - Facts organized to 

describe a situation or 

condition 

Truths and beliefs, 

perspectives and 

concepts, judgements 

and expectations, 

methodologies and know-

how 

Nonaka and Takeuchi 

1995 

- A flow of meaningful 

messages 

Commitments and beliefs 

created from these 

messages 

Spek and Spijkervet 

1997 

Not yet interpreted 

symbols 

Data with meaning The ability to assign 

meaning 

Davenport 1997 Simple observations Data with relevance and 

purpose 

Valuable information from 

the human kind 

Davenport and Prusak 

1998 

A set of discrete facts A message meant to 

change the receiver’s 

perception 

Experience, values, 

insights, and contextual 

information 

Quigley and Debons 

1999 

Text that does not answer 

questions to a particular 

problem 

Text that answers the 

questions who, when, 

what, or where 

Text that answers the 

questions why or how 

Not only are the definitions of the three entities vague and imprecise: the relation-
ships between them, although non-trivial, are not sufficiently dealt with. It seems 
unwise to try to define these entities in terms of each other since such definitions 
seem to confuse the picture further. 

To Boisot (1998), data is merely observations of events or entities. Informa-
tion refers to observations in codified form, while knowledge is the ability to 
make use of the information. Here, the concept of knowledge is what is used on 
the most abstract level. 

These notions, data, information and knowledge can be seen also as a proc-
ess, from data to information, and from information to knowledge, and this way to 
know-how. Know-how in an organization generates both tangible and intangible 
capital or substance. Moving from data towards know-how, knowledge is becom-
ing more active and human; in know-how the knowledge can be applied to ac-
complish a mission or to solve a problem. 
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Bierly, Kessler and Christensen (2000) contribute an additional concept to the 
analysis, namely wisdom. Wisdom is seen here as the ability to make use of 
knowledge (Table 2). 

Table 2. Distinctions between data, information, knowledge and wisdom (Adapted 
from Bierly, Kessler and Christensen 2000, 598) 

Level Definition Learning process Outcome 

Data Raw facts Accumulating truths Memorization (databank) 

Information Meaningful, useful data Giving them form and 

functionality 

Comprehension 

(information bank) 

Knowledge Clear understanding of 

information 

Analysis and synthesis Understanding 

(knowledge bank) 

Wisdom Using knowledge to 

establish and achieve 

goals 

Discerning judgements 

and taking appropriate 

action 

Better living/success 

(wisdom bank) 

Knowledge – the insights, understanding and practical know-how that we all pos-
sess – can be the fundamental resource that allows us to operate intelligently. The 
interdependence between knowledge and intelligence is integral, so that intelli-
gence creates the world in which it operates and where knowing occurs (Tuomi 
1999). Tuomi presents the relation between intelligence, knowledge, and capabil-
ity as shown in Figure 2. Intelligence generates knowledge structures that underlie 
capabilities that manifest themselves in selective action. However, intelligence, 
knowledge, capability and action do not need to follow each other chronologi-
cally, as in real life, action can produce knowledge directly, i.e. learning-by-doing 
or action learning, (Argyris & Schön 1996, 50) and develop know-how and capa-
bilities. 
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Fig. 2. Intelligence as a generator for selective action (Tuomi 1999, 122). 

In knowledge management literature, a clear connection is established between 
knowledge and action. However, knowledge is constantly expanding outside the 
boundaries of utility and practical concerns: our knowledge is always greater that 
what we can make practical use of. (Styhre 2003) 

It is challenging to define one single formulation of the qualities of knowl-
edge. For example, Blackler (1995) claims that knowledge needs to be examined 
from various perspectives. According to Bhatt (2000, 90), "Defining knowledge 
accurately is difficult. However, it is well agreed that knowledge is an organized 
combination of ideas, rules, procedures, and information." Wenger (2000, 226) 
adds that knowledge is primarly about communication: "knowing… is a matter of 
displaying competencies defined in social communities", while for Leonard-
Barton (1995, 3) knowledge is always in a state of flux: 

”Knowledge accumulates slowly, over time, shaped and channeled into cer-
tain directions through nudging of hundreds of daily managerial decisions. 
Nor does knowledge occur only one time; it is constantly aborning… knowl-
edge reservoirs in organizations are not static pools but well-springs, con-
stantly replenished with streams of new ideas and constituting an ever-
flowing source of corporate renewal.” 

Intelligence 

Knowledge 

Capability 

Action 
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Explicit and tacit knowledge 

One of the most important and extensive areas within knowledge management is 
the debate about the distinction between explicit and tacit knowledge. According 
to the famous proposition by Michael Polanyi, published as early as in 1958, 
knowledge is divided roughly in two: codified, explicit knowledge and tacit 
knowledge. He (1958, 49) writes: "The aim of a skillful performance is achieved 
by the observance of a set of rules which are not known as such to the person fol-
lowing them… the principle by which the cyclist keeps his balance is not general-
ly known". Being able to undertake some rather complex activity such as riding a 
bicycle without being able to fully express how you do it implies having some 
tacit knowledge. Tacit knowledge thus cannot be codified, formulated and ex-
pressed to the extent that another person could follow those instructions and then 
undertake the same activity. 

Nonaka has, with Takeuchi (1995), brought more meaning to the concepts of 
tacit and explicit knowledge. The nature of knowledge can be described, for ex-
ample time critical, virtual, reflexive, complex, interactive, intuitive, evolving, 
social, often self-organizing, creative, nonlinear, and selective. Accordingly,  

– Tacit knowledge is context-specific, personal, and it is hard to formalize and 
communicate. It is part of everything that we do and say, and as it is integral 
to our thinking, it is deeply embedded in the way that we work. First of all, 
tacit knowledge has subconscious value. 

– Explicit knowledge is easier to identify, because it is in written form. It can 
be stored as artefacts – physical or virtual – in different systems, so that it can 
be identified, measured, distributed and audited. Explicit knowledge is re-
usable in a consistent and repeatable manner. 

Both types of knowledge are important but the current debate on knowledge ad-
vocates the proposition that a firm’s tacit knowledge is more likely to be a source 
of competitive advantage than the firm’s explicit knowledge. The reason for this 
is that if tacit knowledge becomes explicit, it can readily be understood by anyone 
and as a result can diffuse beyond organizational boundaries: as a result, other 
companies can acquire that knowledge and the strategic advantage will be lost. 
The difficulty of observing and acquiring tacit knowledge limits its diffusion be-
yond the firm, which serves to preserve its distinctive nature. Thus tacit knowl-
edge can serve as a basis for distinctive competences and competitive advantage, 
while explicit knowledge cannot (Sanchez 1998, 164). 
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Boisot (1998, 57) presents three "quite distinct variants" of tacit knowledge:  

1. "Things that are not said because everybody understands them and takes them 
for granted," 

2. "Things that are not said because nobody fully understands them. They re-
main elusive and inarticulate,"  

3. "Things that are not said because while some people can understand them, 
they cannot costlessly articulated them".  

In addition, Baumard (1999, 59) points out that there are two sides to tacit knowl-
edge: (1) "cognitive dimension, e.g. paradigms, mental models, representations", 
and (2) "technical dimension, e.g. know-how, expertise applied to a specific con-
text". To Spender (1998, 243), “‘tacit’ is a portmanteau term embracing many 
important different notions". Evidently, there is substantial interest in how tacit 
skills and knowledge could be turned into explicit, jointly shared knowledge. A 
more critical view of tacit knowledge may imply that it is at best a marginal phe-
nomenon whose epistemological status is more mythological than practical (Sty-
hre 2003). For instance, Tsoukas (1996, 14), arguing against Spender (1996) and 
Nonaka and Takeuchi’s (1995) understanding of tacit knowledge, says that "tacit 
knowledge is the necessary component of all knowledge; it is not made of dis-
crete beans which may be ground, lost or reconstituted". 

2.2.2 Schools of knowledge management 

Conceptually, knowledge management can be approached from three perspectives 
(Tuomi 1999). The first emphasizes organizational cognition and intelligence, the 
second focuses on organizational development and strategy, and the third on or-
ganizational information systems and information processing. These schools of 
knowledge management are called, respectively: organizational intelligence, or-
ganizational development, and organizational information processing. 

Organizational intelligence 

The ways organizations and their members perceive, understand and learn about 
their environment define the perspective called organizational intelligence. Utiliz-
ing the metaphor of intelligence, we could say that various research traditions 
within this perspective focus on organizational perception, sense making, learn-
ing, and memory. The context of organizational theory and practice, intelligence, 
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as a term, has most often been used in reference to business intelligence, i.e., 
ways to gather and analyze information on competitive situation and market de-
velopments. In contrast to intelligence as a cognitive faculty, intelligence has been 
interpreted as gathering news and information. 

The metaphor of organizational memory is widely used nowadays, and it can 
be approached through several different and independent research traditions. Or-
ganizational memory has been discussed, for example, from the point of view of 
information systems, human resource development, business intelligence, and 
organizational un-learning and routines. As a result, the metaphor and construct of 
organizational memory has multiple interpretations, and its use varies across re-
search traditions.  

In particular, organizational learning according to the cognitive approach is 
closely associated with knowledge management. One of the core topics of knowl-
edge management – knowledge creation – is a central issue in organizational 
learning; a core topic of organizational learning – organizational diffusion of in-
novations and practices – is a major problem in knowledge management. The 
wide-ranging concept of “organizational knowledge creation” could be consid-
ered a topic which specifies and brings new dimensions to the concept of organ-
izational learning itself. Ikujiro Nonaka (1994, 14-37) has discussed in his ‘Dy-
namic theory of organizational knowledge creation’ the ways in which individu-
als manage knowledge: knowledge is created only by individuals, organizations 
cannot create knowledge without individuals, and therefore organizations support 
creative individuals or provide conducive contexts for them to create knowledge 
(Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995). This dynamic model of knowledge creation is an-
chored in the critical assumption that human knowledge is created and expanded 
through social interaction, and a mixture of tacit and explicit knowledge. This 
interaction is called ‘knowledge conversion’. Organizational knowledge creation 
is a continuous and dynamic interaction between tacit and explicit knowledge, 
shaped by shifts between different modes of knowledge conversion, which are in 
turn induced by several triggers (Figure 3). 
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Fig. 3. The knowledge spiral (Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995, 71). 

First, the socialization mode usually starts with creating a “field” of interaction. 
This field facilitates the sharing of members’ experiences, mental models, and 
technical skills. Socialization yields what can be called “sympathized knowl-
edge”. Second, the externalization mode is triggered by meaningful “dialogue or 
collective reflection”, in which using appropriate metaphor or analogy helps team 
members to articulate hidden tacit knowledge that is otherwise hard to communi-
cate. Externalization produces “conceptual knowledge”. Third, the combination 
mode is triggered by “networking” newly created knowledge and existing knowl-
edge from other sections of the organization, thereby crystallizing them into a 
new product, service, or managerial system. Combination gives rise to “system-
atic knowledge”, such as prototypes and new component technologies. Finally, 
“learning by doing” triggers internalization which produces “operational knowl-
edge” of project management, production processes, new-product usage, and pol-
icy implementation. All these contents of knowledge interact with each other in 
the spiral of knowledge creation. 

According to Nonaka and Takeuchi, the assumption that knowledge is created 
through the interaction between tacit and explicit knowledge allows us to identify 
four different modes of knowledge conversion: 
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1. from tacit to tacit knowledge, called “socialization”; 
2. from tacit to explicit knowledge, or “externalization”; 
3. from explicit to explicit knowledge, or “combination”; and  
4. from explicit to tacit knowledge, or “internalization”. 

Three of the four types of knowledge conversion – socialization, combination, 
and internalization – have been discussed from various perspectives in the organ-
izational theory. For example, socialization is connected with the theories of 
group processes and organizational culture; combination has its roots in informa-
tion processing; and internalization is closely related to organizational learning. 

Accordingly, socialization aims at the sharing of tacit knowledge. On its own, 
however, it is a limited form of knowledge creation: unless shared knowledge 
becomes explicit, it cannot be easily leveraged by the organization as a whole. 
But when tacit and explicit knowledge interact, innovation emerges. 

In the knowledge-based economy, companies that can leverage their knowl-
edge and transform it into competitive advantages, will flourish. As a result, com-
panies should invest heavily in knowledge that could increase productivity and 
innovation. The idea of knowledge as the source of competitive advantage has 
been celebrated in the management literature for some time (e.g., Nonaka & Ta-
keuchi 1995, Pfeffer & Sutton 1999, Davenport & Prusak 1998). 

Organizational development 

While the organizational intelligence perspective emphasizes the mechanisms that 
underlie cognition and learning, the organizational development perspective ap-
proaches knowledge management from a more interventionist and analytical per-
spective. During the last couple of years, a large body of literature has developed 
around the measurement and management of intellectual capital in organizations, 
and human resource development literature has focused on two areas. First, the 
development and management of skills and competencies have received a lot of 
attention; second, the development of knowledge-based work, including team 
work, organizational culture and work practices that support innovation, has been 
seen as key to organizational success. 

Business strategists and organizational theorists, in turn, have approached 
knowledge management from the organizational level of analysis. For example, 
Burns and Stalker (1994) discuss innovation and knowledge creation, focusing on 
managerial and organizational structures that enable organizational innovation. A 
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somewhat different approach underlies the influential work of Prahalad and 
Hamel (1990), who popularized the idea of organizations competing based on 
their existing stocks of competences. Similarly, business processes developers and 
total quality management have also focused on the aspects of organizational 
knowledge activity at the organizational level. 

Organizational information processing 

Although discussions on organizational structure address macro-level organiza-
tional information flows, micro-level message flows have been discussed more 
extensively. In contrast to macro-level structures, this view focuses on actual 
communication patterns within an organization. According to Tuomi (1999, 28), 
organizational information processing refers to research traditions that emphasize 
organizational communication and information sharing and processing. Especially 
knowledge management has been related with information systems. 

There are several definitions of knowledge management in literature. One 
body of literature on knowledge management has its origins in information tech-
nology and information systems, with few definitions of knowledge management 
to describing the development of different processes within organizations pre-
sented in Table 3. 

Table 3. Examples of definitions of knowledge management 

Author Definition of knowledge management 

Leonard-Barton, D. (1995) Determining the explicit knowledge somewhere in the organization that 

can be leveraged rather than having to reinvent the wheel. 

Novins, P. (1998) Organizing information from disparate sources into a context that reflects 

the business and the decisions and processes of the business. 

Applications, markets and 

technologies (1998) 

The task of developing and exploiting an organization’s tangible and 

intangible knowledge resources, covering organizational and 

technological issues. 

It is crucial to specify how organizations manage relevant knowledge, and how 
knowledge assets are intertwined and utilized in different processes of the busi-
ness. Organizations are able to make their employees more productive and decon-
struct the traditional organizational hierarchy by using knowledge management. 
Knowledge management can help companies to organize and understand potential 
uses of internally developed technologies. Knowledge management is more a way 
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of doing business than it is a piece of software; it’s more about business processes 
than systems. 

Several research traditions have developed tools to help information sharing 
within and between organizations. Most of these are intended to be implemented 
using information systems. Some focus on sharing information between com-
puters, for example the international standards for information sharing, such as 
SGML (Standard General Markup Language) and STEP (Standard for the Ex-
change of Product Model Data). 

According to the ‘brain’ metaphor (Morgan 1997, 73-118), an organization 
can be compared to a brain that manages knowledge in a self-organized, flexible 
and open way. The activity of organizations depends greatly on their information 
processing capacity. In other words, organizations can be seen both as large in-
formation systems, and as communication and decision-making systems. Never-
theless, even the ‘brain’ of this metaphor does not always operate objectively in a 
rational and calculating manner. This approach to understanding organizations, 
originally known as “the decision-making approach”, was pioneered in the 1940s 
and 1950s by Nobel prize winner Herbert Simon in his book Administrative Be-
haviour (1945). According to Simon’s acclaimed thinking, organizations can 
never be perfectly rational because their members have limited information proc-
essing abilities. Arguing that people (1) usually have to act on the basis of incom-
plete information about possible courses of action and their consequences, (2) are 
able to explore only a limited number of alternatives relating to any given deci-
sion, and (3) are unable to attach accurate values to outcomes, Simon challenged 
the assumptions made in economics about the optimizing behavior of individuals. 
He concluded that individuals and organizations settle for the “bounded rational-
ity” of “good enough” decisions based on simple rules of thumb and limited 
search for information. And even if the brain model emphasizes a new type of 
management infrastructure shifting from centralized management to self-
organization and the delegation of responsibility, it can lead to weaknesses in the 
organization: as a result of undermining control and hierarchy, we may ask where 
the control of the subconscious and the highest level of thinking in the organiza-
tion lies. 

The brain metaphor can be identified as the most important fundamental con-
cept of a learning organization. Besides this, influences have been drawn at least 
from metaphors involving organisms, culture and change. When the brain meta-
phor is applied to a learning organization, the biggest challenge is to get the or-
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ganization to learn to learn, and still grow by maintaining the desirable features of 
a small and flexible, more team-like organization. 

2.2.3 Discussion 

Knowledge management is a field that has attracted considerable attention both 
among academics and management practitioners. Knowledge management is also 
known as organizational learning, organizational memory, and expertise manage-
ment, and it has attracted increasing attention over the last decade. However, the 
term knowledge suffers from a high degree of "terminological ambiguity". 

Two main or metalevel paradigms are identified in the literature of knowl-
edge management, namely the scientific and the social view (Hazlett & McAdam 
& Gallagher 2005). The scientific view of knowledge considers ‘knowledge to 
represent the absolute truth’ (Alvesson & Willmott 1996), regarding knowledge as 
a canonical body of facts and rational laws (Swann & Scarborough 2001). These 
‘facts’ are labeled as scientific and are therefore reified. Gergen (1991, 81) de-
scribes such indisputability as “scientists adding sanctity to ideology”. Individu-
als “sift bodies of ‘scientific facts’, propose hypotheses, evaluate outcomes of de-
ductions, than they build repositories of knowledge within and hence take action 
in organizations”. Thus, the underlying assumptions rarely get questioned in 
communities. Embracing the scientific view and consequently only limited organ-
izational transformation in terms of increased business benefits and employee 
emancipation is likely, as improvements are restricted to increase efficiency rather 
than to reframe and challenge the status quo to produce innovation with regard to 
the organization and its employees (Pitt 1998). 

Considering the limitations of solely relying on the scientific paradigm to in-
terpret knowledge management, a different view or paradigm is needed (Demerest 
1997). Such a paradigm is what is loosely referred to as the social paradigm of 
knowledge construction. Describing this paradigm they call “constructionist con-
sciousness”, Burgoyne, Pedler and Boydell (1994) state that the “philosophy of 
science has largely been replaced on the intellectual agenda by the history and 
sociology of knowledge which emphasizes cultural and historical processes rather 
than being seen as universal scientific truth”. This concept agrees with Haber-
mas’s view that knowledge constitutes human interest, as opposed to being re-
stricted to a functionalist science approach. 

There is an implicit assumption in mainstream knowledge management litera-
ture that knowledge can, at least to some extent, be codified, i.e. expressed in 
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spoken language and in symbols such as concepts and texts. Most mainstream 
knowledge management technologies attempt to capture existing knowledge 
within formal systems, such as databases. Although the tacit component of 
knowledge is recognized, most knowledge resources and assets in organizations 
are thought of as codifiable. Knowledge management refers to a systemic and 
organizationally specified process for generating, storing and sharing both tacit 
and explicit knowledge of employees so that the organization can act as intelli-
gently as possible to secure its viability and overall success. Laurence Prusak 
(2000) has said: "You can’t manage knowledge. Nobody can. What you do – what 
a company does – is manage the environment that optimizes knowledge." Knowl-
edge management can therefore be defined as the process of creating an environ-
ment for companies to improve their capacity for effective action and learning. 

There are social learning aspects in knowledge management, especially in the 
social view. At this point of study this is not sufficient for research context (about 
knowledge creation and organizational learning in communities) and more social 
perspective is needed. So, next I will discuss the essential aspects of and debates 
on organizational learning, revealing the nature of social learning. 

2.3 The organizational learning approach 

In recent years, the concept of organizational learning has enjoyed a renaissance 
among academics and practitioners alike seeking to improve organizations (e.g., 
Argyris & Schön 1978, Srivastava 1983, Fiol & Lyles 1985, Levitt & March 
1988, Huber 1991, Hayes & Wheelright & Clark 1988, Pedler & Burgoyne & 
Boydell 1990, Senge 1990, Argyris 1993, Garvin 1993): the need to understand 
learning in organizations is one of the latest ‘isms’ of current management litera-
ture, partly driven by the to adapt organizations to the steadily accelerating pace 
of change in an increasingly complex environment. Not only is the ability to learn 
expected to create a major source of competitive advantage in the future (Stata 
1989, Senge 1990), but learning itself is also seen as a prerequisite for the sur-
vival of today’s organizations. In the future, according to Arie de Geus (1988), 
learning will be the only lasting competitive advantage. 

2.3.1 Defining organizational learning 

There is hardly an agreement within disciplines on what learning is and how it 
occurs (Fiol & Lyles 1985), let alone an agreement between different disciplines. 
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Economists tend to view learning either as simple quantifiable improvements in 
activities, or as a form of abstract and vaguely – defined positive outcome. Man-
agement and business literature often equates learning with sustainable compara-
tive competitive efficiency, and innovation literature usually sees learning as a 
factor promoting comparative innovative efficiency. These various approaches 
tend to examine the outcomes of learning, rather than delve into the actual process 
of learning is and how these outcomes are achieved. In contrast, it is a major con-
cern of organization theory and psychology to examine the processes of learning. 
Indeed, according to Dodgson (1993), learning relates to firms, and encompasses 
both processes and outcomes. It can be described as the ways firms build, sup-
plement and organize knowledge and routines around their activities and within 
their cultures, and adapt and develop organizational efficiency by improving the 
use of the diverse skills of their workforce. This extensive definition incorporates 
a number of assumptions: 

– Learning generally has positive consequences even though the outcomes of 
learning may be negative, i.e. firms learn by making mistakes. Although 
learning is based on members of the workforce, firms can learn in toto. While 
emphasizing the role of individual human agency in learning, corporate and 
group culture can assist the direction and use of that process. 

– Learning occurs in all the activities of the firm, and at different speeds and 
levels. Encouraging and coordinating the variety of interactions in learning is 
a key organizational task. 

Garvin (1994) has gathered a few definitions of organizational learning by differ-
ent authors: 

– Organizational learning means the process of improving actions through bet-
ter knowledge and understanding.  

– An entity learns if, through its processing of information, the range of its po-
tential behaviors is changed. 

– Organizations are seen as learning by encoding inferences from history into 
routines that guide behavior. 

– Organizational learning is a process of detecting and correcting error. 
– Organizational learning occurs through shared insights, knowledge, and men-

tal models... (and) builds on past knowledge and experience – that is, on 
memory. 
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Few phrases have entered the language of organization science with less apparent 
concern for establishing a common definition than organizational learning. The 
primary difficulty in reaching a useful definition is to distinguish the conse-
quences of organizational learning from the learning process. On one hand, the 
definitions proposed by Argyris and Schön (1978) and Fiol and Lyles (1985) em-
phasize the contribution of learning to the enhancement of organizational effec-
tiveness. On the other hand, Huber defined organizational learning as a change in 
the range of an organization’s potential behaviors (1991, 89), which may or may 
not contribute to enhanced effectiveness. For Huber, an organization may acquire 
the knowledge needed to perform differently without actually demonstrating that 
potential. It is clearly valuable to examine both the consequences of learning and 
the processes that produce those consequences, while the existing definitions of 
organizational learning tend to emphasize either one or the other. 

Organizational learning is used by Pedler, Boydell and Burgoyne (1989) in a 
metaphorical sense: the transformation of organizations is considered similar to 
individual learning. The use of metaphor is effectively used by Morgan (1986), as 
“… the use of metaphor implies a way of thinking and way of seeing that per-
vades how we understand our world generally”. Dodgson (1993) points out that 
individuals are the primary learning party in firms, and it is individuals who cre-
ate organizational forms that enable learning in ways which facilitate organiza-
tional transformation. 

It can be concluded that learning and action are related, and either enhanced 
or diminished effectiveness may result from organizational learning. In other 
words, learning does not always imply enhanced effectiveness. Organizations 
may learn superstitiously, or they may learn inappropriate behaviors vicariously 
from other organizations. Organizations may also develop "competency traps", in 
which knowledge gained from past successes is incorrectly applied to present 
problems (Levitt & March 1988, Miller 1993). While the normative thrust of the 
literature on organizational learning tends to frame learning as a positive force – 
which it can be – recognition must also be given to "learning disabilities" that 
result in unwanted outcomes for the organization. 

According to Garvin (1994), organizational learning can usually be traced 
through three overlapping stages. The first step is cognitive: members of the or-
ganization are exposed to new ideas, expand their knowledge, and begin to think 
differently. The second step is behavioral: employees begin to internalize new 
insights and alter their behavior. The third step is performance improvement, with 
changes in behavior leading to measurable improvements in results: superior 
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quality, better delivery, increased market share, or other tangible gains. Because 
cognitive and behavioral changes typically precede improvements in perform-
ance, a complete learning audit must include all three. 

2.3.2 Debates in the field of organizational learning 

Often, the debate on organizational learning brings up the objectives of organiza-
tional learning, learning processes in organizations, and the ways that either facili-
tate organizational learning easier or make it more difficult. Easterby-Smith, 
Crossan and Nicolini (2000) have identified five essential debates in the field of 
organizational learning. First, the debate about units or levels of analysis is impor-
tant in that it has allowed researchers to relate their research to the field of organ-
izational learning, questioning whether organizational learning was simply the 
sum of things that individuals learn within organizations, or whether there is 
something more to it. Kirjavainen (1997, 15-16) describes learning as a phe-
nomenon, where other sciences, like psychology and education have given clear 
content. The difficulties will begin when the subject of learning or its central con-
text are defined in the organization: should we focus on learning on the level of 
the individual, team, or organization? How are these levels connected? However, 
it is clear that know-how can increase in an organization so that the result is more 
than the sum of individuals’ learning. 

Some researchers have suggested that organizational systems, structures and 
procedures affect individual learning (Fiol & Lyles 1985), others have suggested 
that learning is stored in the systems, structures and procedures of the organiza-
tion (Hedberg 1981, Shrivastava 1983). As Hedberg points out, “although organ-
izational learning is nothing but the cumulative result of their members’ learning. 
Members come and go, and leadership changes, but organizations’ memories pre-
serve certain behaviors, mental maps, norms and values over time” (1981, 6). 

Role of learning on team level in the development of organizational learning 
has also been discussed. The levels of analysis have been extended to examine 
learning between organizations and communities (e.g., Gnyawali 1999, Lucas & 
Ogilvie 1999). 

Second, another field of debate is the cognition-behaviour discussion (Fiol & 
Lyles 1985). According to Fiol and Lyles, the study of organizational learning 
considers organizations to be cognitive entities, capable of observing their own 
actions, experimenting to discover the effects of alternative actions, and modify-
ing their actions to improve performance. Fiol and Lyles state that: "It is essential 
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to note the difference between cognition and behaviour, for not only do they rep-
resent two different phenomena, but also one is not necessarily an accurate re-
flection of the other’ (1985, 806). They suggest that learning involves changes in 
cognition, while adaptation involves changes in behavior. Organizational im-
provement is dependent upon revisions to organizational memory, an analogy 
used to describe the understanding shared by members of an organization, espe-
cially the cognitive maps that connect organizational actions to outcomes (Anand 
& Manz & Glick 1998, Duncan & Weiss 1979, Walsh & Ungson 1991). 

But in recent years the cognition-behaviour debate has subsided, as research-
ers have accepted a broad definition of organizational learning, regardless of its 
cognitive or behavioral focus, or their possible distinction altogether (See e.g., 
Gherardi 1999). 

Third, the captivating ideas of single and double-loop learning (Argyris 
1976) sparked debates about incremental and transformational change that seem 
to have given way to research that blurs the boundary between the two. According 
to Easterby-Smith, Crossan and Nicolini (2000, 786), the debate was resolved by 
the recognition that what appears to be incremental change at one level of analy-
sis (individual) may appear transformational when viewed from another level of 
interpretation (organization). Huber (1991) points out, that in practice there is no 
distinction between single-loop learning and double-loop learning. Moreover, 
rather than trying to argue this point, researchers have tended to use single- and 
double-loop learning as a shorthand expression to describe what they see as more 
routine learning versus more radical learning.  

Fourth, the notion of unlearning (Hedberg 1981) seems to have followed the 
same path as the concepts of single- and double-loop learning. According to Hed-
berg, it is one of the biggest problems in organizational learning; 

”Understanding involves both learning new knowledge and discarding obso-
lete and misleading knowledge. The discarding activity – unlearning – is as 
important as is adding new knowledge, and often more difficult to do.” 

Crossan, Djurfeldt, Lane and White (1995) suggested that unlearning could be 
considered a sub-dimension of performance, where unlearning would imply mal-
adaptation and unwanted outcomes. It appears that the major contribution of the 
concept has been to focus theorists’ attention on the process of discarding knowl-
edge, even though this process is still viewed as a matter of learning versus 
unlearning. 
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However, if organizational memory is well established, residual memory may 
prevent new learning unless there are established norms for experimentation and 
change. Changes in organizational memory cannot be realized by a simple ex-
change of old knowledge for new because it is difficult for organizations to 
unlearn what they already know (Bowker 1997, Hedberg 1981, Klein 1989). 
Memory distribution increases the problem of locating and exchanging specific 
elements of organizational memory: organizational memory may be widely dis-
tributed throughout a complex web of internal and external connections involving 
humans and technologies (Anand et al. 1998, Hutchins 1995, Weick & Roberts 
1993). 

Fifth, a vivid discussion on organizational learning and learning organiza-
tions has taken place in recent years. For many years researchers and practitioners 
studying learning in organizations appeared to be talking about the same phe-
nomenon but in different ways. At the moment, as various typologies of existing 
organizational learning theories or models demonstrate (e.g., Easterby-Smith 
1997, Miner & Mezias 1996, Fiol & Lyles 1985, Shrivastava 1983), these models 
are not synergistic as yet, but instead organizational learning research is scattered 
across different scientific fields. The topics of the learning organization and or-
ganizational learning have been rather confusing and difficult to penetrate. 

Theorists’ discussions of the learning organization have often been reverential 
and utopian, filled with near-mystical terminology, sounding idealistic and unsuit-
able for frameworks for action. The need for organizations to change continuous-
ly, innovate, and confront new circumstances brought about the theory of the 
learning organization. 

A learning organization has been defined as an organization that has devel-
oped a continuous capacity to adapt and change. One of the theorists that have 
focused on the learning organization is Peter Senge. His concept of the learning 
organization goes beyond the concept of the firm as a social institution and views 
it as a social organism that is also a knowledge system: just as individuals learn, 
so do organizations (Senge 1990). Learning organizations sometimes develop 
spontaneously, for example, in the case of start-up companies. In practice, how-
ever, it appears to be much harder to remain a learning organization (Van der 
Spek & Spijkervet 1997, 45). 
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2.3.3 Organizational learning theories 

Theories of organizational learning can be distinguished from theories of analysis 
and choice emphasizing anticipatory calculation and intention (Machina 1987), as 
well as from theories of conflict and bargaining emphasizing strategic action, 
power, and exchange (Pfeffer 1981). Theories of variation and selection focusing 
on differential birth and survival rates of processes and mechanisms of learning 
are sufficiently intertwined with choice, bargaining, and selection to make such 
theoretical distinctions artificial at times. Ideas about organizational learning are 
distinct from, and framed by, ideas about the other processes (Grandori 1987, 
Scott 1987). 

Approaches to organizational learning can also be classified into four theories 
(Virkkunen & Kuutti 2000): the rational action approach (organizational learning 
as changes in management’s assumptions), the behavioral framework (learning as 
refinement of routines), organizational learning as knowledge processing, and 
organizational learning as a process in “communities of practice” (COP). 

Rational action approach  

Amy C. Edmondson (1996) has analyzed the core of the three theories on organ-
izational intervention, which all ascribe organizational learning to changes in a 
management team’s cognition. These theories are Edgar Schein’s (1990/1992) 
theory of corporate culture, Chris Argyris’ (1982/1985) theory of interpersonal 
competence and Peter Senge’s (1990) theory of systems thinking that is based on 
Jay Forrester’s (1961/1971) theory of system dynamics. According to Virkkunen 
and Kuutti (2000, 294), the theories focus on obstacles to rational action and col-
lective learning. For Schein (1990/1992/1996), obstacles are created by the con-
tradictions of taken-for-granted assumptions that are embedded in the deep, 
mostly subconscious layers of corporate culture, or the contradictions and lack of 
dialogue between the three occupational cultures that meet in organizations: the 
operators, engineers, and managers’ cultures. For Argyris, obstacles are created by 
the governing competitive values of organizational life that lead individual man-
agers to adopt dysfunctional action strategies which create defensive communica-
tion and prevent collective learning. For Senge and Forrester, the obstacle is man-
agers’ inability to understand complex systemic relations and the mediated, long-
term effects of their decisions. All these theories assume a set of factors that pre-
vent actors from becoming aware of the counterproductive nature of their taken-
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for-granted cognition. Accordingly, once the obstacles of rational discussion and 
learning are recognized and removed, managers and the whole organization will 
begin to act more rationally and learn more effectively. 

Schein, Argyris and Senge’s approaches focus on cognition, leaving adminis-
trative structures, as well as tools and other artifacts used in organizational activ-
ity, out of the analysis. For Schein and Argyris, organizational learning is a result 
of the quality of managers’ interaction processes. These, they assume, can safely 
be analyzed and developed without considering the content of activity – a hy-
pothesis that lacks empirical substantiation (Kaplan 1979). Forrester and Senge, 
on the contrary, see the problem not in the processes as such, but in the content: 
the managers have false assumptions about the causal relations in the systems 
they try to manage (Edmondson 1996, 578-582). Their intervention strategy also 
differs from that of Argyris and Schein; they use models of system dynamics as 
tools for collective thinking and learning. 

Behavioral framework 

Economists’ early conceptualizations of organizational learning were based on the 
idea of learning by doing and the concept of the learning curve (Arrow 1962, 
Yelle 1979, Epple & Argote & Devadas 1991) which seem to take the production 
process implicitly as the basis unit of analysis. This analysis focused on generat-
ing potential improvements in production parameters (unit costs, amount of er-
rors, etc.) as a function of production time or the number of units produced. The 
mechanisms of learning in production were not studied. 

Levitt and March (1988) have built their argument upon this idea. Their in-
terpretation of organizational learning is based on three classical observations 
drawn from behavioral studies of organizations. First, they assume that behavior 
in an organization is based on routines (Cyert & March 1963, Nelson & Winter 
1982): action stems from a logic of appropriateness or legitimacy more than a 
logic of consequentiality or intention, involving matching procedures to situations 
rather than calculating choices. Second, they observe that organizational actions 
are history-dependent (Lindblom 1959, Steinbruner 1974): routines are based on 
interpretations of the past rather than on anticipations of the future. They adapt to 
experience incrementally in response to feedback about outcomes. Third, they 
argue that organizations are oriented to targets (Simon 1955, Siegel 1957), their 
behavior depending on the relation between the outcomes they observe and the 
aspirations they have for those outcomes. 
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Within such a framework, organizations are seen to learn by encoding infer-
ences from history into routines that guide behavior. The generic term "routines" 
refers to the forms, rules, procedures, conventions, strategies, and technologies 
around which organizations are constructed and through which they operate. It 
also includes the structure of beliefs, frameworks, paradigms, codes, cultures, and 
knowledge that buttress, elaborate, and contradict formal routines. Routines are 
independent of individual actors who execute them and are capable of surviving 
considerable turnover of actors. 

Experimental lessons, won through trial and error and conscious search for 
better solutions, are preserved in routines. Routines are transmitted through so-
cialization to new individuals who learn them, but not necessarily the historical 
causes of their specific form. Routines are recorded in a collective memory that is 
often coherent but sometimes jumbled, that often endures but is sometimes lost. 
Routines may change as a result of experiences of other learning organizations. 
These changes depend on interpretations of history, particularly on the evaluation 
of outcomes in terms of targets. 

According to Levitt and March (1988), the concept “routine” explains, in a 
natural way, how experience and knowledge are preserved and transferred to new 
individuals. The concept incorporates both material and non-material cultural arti-
facts used in realizing the “routine”. It is not helpful for understanding the pur-
poseful, cooperative learning activity neither does it explain deep qualitative 
changes and transformations of routines. 

Organizational learning as knowledge processing 

Organizational learning has also been studied as a system of social knowledge 
processing (see Pentland 1995, Boisot 1995, Dixon 1994, Huber 1991, Leonard-
Barton 1995, Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995). One of the most interesting attempts to 
explain the phenomenon is made by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) who propose a 
theory of cycles of knowledge production. This model is defined above (see 
2.2.2). 

Nonaka’s and Takeuchi’s theory is based on a matrix of conversions from 
tacit to explicit and explicit to tacit knowledge. The cycle of knowledge creation 
begins with socialization, the sharing of tacit knowledge. The next phase is the 
construction of explicit concepts by externalizing tacit knowledge. After that, sys-
temic knowledge is created by combining and ordering conceptual knowledge. 
Finally, the created new knowledge is internalized and converted into operational 
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knowledge. In complex processes, such as in the development of new products, 
this cycle is repeated over and over again. 

The framework proposed by Nonaka and Takeuchi directs our attention to the 
socially constructed, distributed and embedded nature of knowledge and the proc-
esses through which it is created and developed. Thus the knowledge process 
framework helps us to focus on the “organizational learning” proper, that is, on 
the collective, social processes of learning. On other hand, however, it also alien-
ates us from it: organizations are not basically knowledge systems, but systems 
that produce something of value to society. The knowledge-process framework 
does not explain the relation of knowledge processes to the productive processes 
in the organization; why and what kind of knowledge is needed in the productive 
processes and their management, and how the knowledge is created and used in 
these processes. Nonaka and Takeuchi describe the knowledge creation process in 
product development after a decision has been made to develop a new product: 
their theory does not explain how a need for creating new knowledge emerges in 
the first place, and how the problem is identified. Only when the knowledge-
creation process is set into the context of an organization’s activities, does the 
understanding of the knowledge processes help us understand organizational 
learning. 

Instead of basing the knowledge creation cycle on the transformations of 
knowledge along the epistemic (tacit-explicit) and ontological (individual-
collective) dimension as Nonaka and Takeuchi do, the cycle should be based on 
phases of problem identification, solution generation and application, and the 
generalization of the solution in practical activity (Virkkunen & Kuutti 2000). In 
these phases, the cognitive content is typically represented in different combina-
tions of the tacit and explicit, individual and collective elements (Engeström 
1996). 

Organizational learning as a process in “communities of practice” 

The search for “best practices” has also directed the discussion of organizational 
learning towards the search for universal mechanisms and solutions, independent 
of the content and local contingencies of learning. New findings concerning the 
nature of knowledge and learning have, however, emphasized the local and em-
bedded nature of learning processes (see Blackler 1993, Brown & Duguid 1991, 
Tyre & von Hippel 1993). These findings show the limits of the best practice ap-
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proach and pose the practical question: how can managers and consultants direct 
learning and development processes if there is no best practice to follow? 

John Seely Brown and Paul Duguid (1991) find that organizations consist of 
several “communities of practice” that often cross the formal boundaries of organ-
izational units. They argue that organizational learning should be studied by ana-
lyzing how these networked communities of practice create new insights and 
learn. The actual learning in practice differs remarkably from what managers and 
planners of personnel training seem to assume. Brown and Duguid base their ar-
gument, to a great extent, on Orr’s (1990) ethnographic research on copier repair-
ers’ work. Orr found out that the official instructions instead of helping the repair-
ers to do their work, in some cases, made it more difficult: the official directives 
and training depicted the work as straightforward and simple, while in fact it was 
complex and demanding. To compensate for the inadequacy of the official pre-
scriptions and to master the work, the repairers relied on each other’s experiences 
which they shared and preserved in the form of case stories. 

As a unit of analysis, the concept of a “community of practice” has partly the 
same elements as the concept of “routine”. There are, however, some important 
differences. Brown and Duguid’s concept focuses attention on the actors’ actual 
interactions and the ways in which the practitioners in a community of practice 
master a task collectively by transmitting knowledge and experiences to the 
members. The concept of routine, however, as Levitt and March describe it, does 
not emphasize the mastery of the task. The “community of practice” brings actors 
more prominently to the picture and focuses attention on the work at the grass 
root level. The official way of conceiving “organization” is problematized: the 
relevant cooperative relations do not follow the organization chart. The identifica-
tion of a community of practice, the subject of learning, is an empirical question 
for Brown and Duguid. 

Despite its merits, Brown’s and Duguid’s concept has the same fundamental 
limitation as the concept of routine. It does not help us understand why communi-
ties of practice exist in the first place, or why they sometimes break up or trans-
form radically. By stressing the inadequacy of official directives and focusing on 
creative problem-solving in the community of practice, Brown and Duguid fail to 
see that Orr’s study depicted a historically specific form of interaction between 
planners and doers as well as a historically specific mediating artifact used in this 
interaction, the algorithmic prescription. Because of this, they see experiential 
learning in communities of practice as the only possibility for learning, and do not 
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consider the possibility of any alternative, more fruitful forms of interaction be-
tween planners and doers. 

In the next section, I present and discuss the concept of “communities of 
practice” as a coherent perspective for social learning and knowledge creation. 

2.4 Communities of practice 

2.4.1 The idea of a community 

The concept of community has a long history in sociological analysis. According 
to Kelemen and Smith (2001, 373), the concept of community can be traced back 
to Tönnies’ (1963) distinction between Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft. Tönnies 
(quoted in Gusfield 1975) draws a sharp contrast between Gemeinschaft (commu-
nity), defined as a naturally developed association with intrinsic values, and Ge-
sellschaft (society), a deliberately formed organization with foundations in ra-
tional logic. The concept of community is used to convey different meanings, in-
cluding those of loyalty, social activity or social structure (Clark 1973), indicating 
either where people live, how they live, or ways in which they might be distin-
guished from other groups. 

There is also an idea of a community as a sentiment, conveying, as Clark 
(1973, 409) suggests, a sense of solidarity and significance, of individuals belong-
ing to it and in some way contributing to the whole to derive a sense of self worth. 
Similarly, Plant (1978, 105) has noted an emphasis on countering self-interest, 
reflecting to some degree the Marxist ideal of a society free of class or exploita-
tion – ‘a community can only exist when people have certain intentions toward 
one another, and value one another in certain ways’. As a sentiment, it is clear that 
a community is a normative concept. Its definition might be hard to pin down, and 
different groupings tend to associate it with whichever values they hold most 
dear. But no matter how it is defined, the notion of a community has a positive 
connotation when used. 

Recent interest in ‘communities’, particularly since the 1980s, has largely 
been a response to what has been seen as an exaggerated emphasis on individual 
autonomy and the fear of the potential resulting alienation and social fragmenta-
tion. Noddings (1996) sees that the perpetuation of the myth of the ‘pre-social’, 
autonomous individual, the preoccupation with individual rights and the conse-
quent neglect of alternative values associated with social responsibility and com-
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munity has eroded ‘our understanding of human sociality’ (1996, 252). A com-
munity provides an appealing alternative by offering a ‘constitutive conception of 
self’ (Young 1986) according to which one is defined by the community whose 
beliefs, desires and goals one shares. 

A ‘learning community’ (notion of Pedler 1974) is generally quite participa-
tive. The current interest in Habermas and the critical theory has introduced simi-
lar ideas about ‘community’, albeit within a more critically reflective ethos. This 
is illustrated in the work of Hart (1992) and Roberts (1996, 70) who write of ‘the 
formation of group culture and the possibilities of consensus grounded in dia-
logue’. 

The idea of a community underlies much of the more participative, if not ex-
periential, approaches to management education and development (Reynolds 
2000, 67). More recently the idea has entered the conceptual vocabulary of the 
‘learning organization’ and ‘organizational learning’. For example, Kofman and 
Senge (1993) and Sergiovanni (1994) invoke the values of communities, as the 
following quotations illustrate: 

“Each of us gives up our own certainty and recognizes our interdependence 
with the larger community of practitioners.” (Kofman and Senge 1993, 21) 

“Communities are defined by their centres of values, sentiments, and beliefs 
that provide the needed conditions for creating a sense of the we from a col-
lection of I’s.” (Sergiovanni 1994, 217) 

The appeal of community lies in its implied promise of solidarity, belonging, and 
a sense of personal significance. But these promises can mask darker tendencies 
towards coercion and the suppression of differences. 

Critics of idealized communities have emphasized their limitations in relation 
to difference, the oppressive aspects of conformity, and the obstacles to participa-
tion given inevitable inequalities and conflicts of interest. In his critique of the 
community as a ‘pastoral idyll’, Shulman (1983) argues that its roots lie in the 
ideal of an ‘American Eden’, evoking the promise of a self-governing, self-
sufficient society, but one which – in the interests of simplicity and certainty – 
does not spare the contradictions and complexities of social life. The significance 
of power is diminished in the concept of community as are the more constructive 
aspects of the tensions and differences which life in society entails. 

Two popular criteria for defining communities the inhabitance of a common 
territory and the possession of similar backgrounds, are especially misleading. 
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Since human groups and relationships are multi-faceted, any number of attributes 
can be invented or discovered along which members can be compared and con-
trasted. More crucial parameters for identifying communities are the social di-
mensions used by members themselves for recognizing one another, the social 
limits of such bonds, and situational factors which amplify or diminish the per-
ceived common identity. 

According to Barley and Kunda (2006), professions, when appropriately un-
packed by speciality and interest, are best viewed as occupational communities, 
differing from other lines of work (and each other) only by the virtue of the rela-
tive autonomy each is able to sustain within the political economy of a given so-
ciety. An occupational community can be defined as a group of people who con-
sider themselves to be engaged in the same type of work; whose identity is drawn 
from the work; who share with one another a set of values, norms and perspec-
tives that apply to but extend beyond work-related matters; and whose social rela-
tionships weld work and leisure (Van Maanen & Barley 1984). Occupational 
communities are seen to create and sustain relatively unique work cultures con-
sisting of, among other things, task rituals, standards for proper and improper be-
havior, work codes surrounding relatively routine practices and compelling ac-
counts attesting to the logic and value of these rituals, standards and codes. 

Van Maanen and Barley (1984, 295) argue that the relevant boundaries of an 
occupational community are those set by the members themselves. Hence, the 
first attribute of an occupational community is that it is composed of people who 
consider themselves “to be” members of the same occupation rather than people 
who “are” members of the same occupation. Gusfield (1975, 33) writes that “the 
concept of a community is part of a system of accounts used by members and 
observers as a way of explaining or justifying the member’s behavior. It is the 
criteria of action… rather than the physical arena within which action occurs… it 
is the behavior governed by criteria of common belonging rather than mutual in-
terest.” Adding “practice” to “community” may help in defining the type of in-
formal groups studied in this thesis. 

2.4.2 Defining “communities of practice” 

Like mentioned above (Chapter 1), the term “communities of practice” was first 
coined by Etienne Wenger and Jean Lave (1991). Academics, technologists, and 
management professionals have discussed knowledge and communities for over 
ten years, both from theoretical and practical perspectives. Social scientists have 
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used versions of the concept of community of practice for a variety of analytical 
purposes, but the origin and primary use of the concept has been rooted in lear-
ning theory. Once the concept was formulated, Wenger and Lave started to see 
these communities everywhere, even when no formal apprenticeship system exis-
ted. According them, learning in a community of practice is not limited to novi-
ces: a community is dynamic and involves learning on everyone’s part. 

“Communities of practice” can be defined as informal social structures which 
have long traditions, all the way from tribes to today’s informal groups. Accord-
ing to Wenger (2005), communities of practice are formed by people who engage 
in a process of collective learning in a shared domain of human endeavor: a tribe 
learning to survive, a band of artists seeking new forms of expression, a group of 
engineers working on similar problems, a clique of pupils defining their identity, a 
network of surgeons exploring novel techniques, a gathering of first-time manag-
ers helping each other cope. In short: ”Communities of practice are groups of 
people who share a concern or a passion for something they do and who interact 
regularly to learn how to do it better”. 

Not everything called a community is a community of practice. A neighbor-
hood for instance, is often called a community, but is usually not a community of 
practice. Three characteristics are crucial (Wenger 2005): 

1. The domain: a community of practice is not merely a club of friends or a 
network of connections between people. It has an identity defined by a shared 
domain of interest. Membership therefore implies a commitment to the do-
main, and therefore a shared competence that distinguishes members from 
other people (you could belong to the same network as someone and never 
know it). The domain is not necessarily something recognized as "expertise" 
outside the community. A youth gang may have developed all sorts of ways 
of dealing with their domain: surviving on the street and maintaining some 
kind of identity they can live with. They value their collective competence 
and learn from each other, even though few people outside the group may 
value or even recognize their expertise. 

2. The community: in pursuing their interest in their domain, members engage 
in joint activities and discussions, help each other, and share information. 
They build relationships that enable them to learn from each other. A website 
in itself is not a community of practice. Having the same job or the same title 
does not make for a community of practice unless members interact and learn 
together. The claims processors in a large insurance company or students in 
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American high schools may have much in common, yet unless they interact 
and learn together, they do not form a community of practice. But members 
of a community of practice do not necessarily work together on a daily basis. 
The Impressionists, for instance, used to meet in cafes and studios to discuss 
the style of painting they were inventing together. These interactions were es-
sential to making them a community of practice even though they often 
painted alone. 

3. The practice: a community of practice is not merely a community of interest 
people who like certain kinds of movies, for instance. Members of a commu-
nity of practice are practitioners. They develop a shared repertoire of re-
sources: experiences, stories, tools, ways of addressing recurring problems – 
in short, a shared practice. This takes time and sustained interaction. A good 
conversation with a stranger on an airplane may give you all sorts of interest-
ing insights, but it does not in itself make for a community of practice. The 
development of a shared practice may be more or less self-conscious. The 
"windshield wipers" engineers at an auto manufacturer make a concerted ef-
fort to collect and document the tricks and lessons they have learned into a 
knowledge base. By contrast, nurses who meet regularly for lunch in a hospi-
tal cafeteria may not realize that their lunch discussions are one of their main 
sources of knowledge about how to care for patients. Still, in the course of all 
these conversations, they have developed a set of stories and cases that have 
become a shared repertoire for their practice. 

It is the combination of these three elements that constitutes a community of prac-
tice. And it is by developing these three elements in parallel that one cultivates 
such a community. Communities of practice are known under various names, 
such as learning networks, thematic groups, or tech clubs. While they all have the 
three elements of a domain, a community, and a practice, they come in a variety 
of forms. Some are quite small; some are very large, often with a core group and 
many peripheral members. Some are local and some cover the globe. Some meet 
mainly face-to-face, some mostly online. Some are within an organization and 
some include members from various organizations. Some are formally recog-
nized, often supported with a budget; and some are completely informal and even 
invisible. 

According to Wenger (1998), members of a community are informally bound 
by what they do together – from engaging in lunchtime discussions to solving 
difficult problems – and by what they have learned through their mutual engage-
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ment in these activities. A community of practice is thus different from a commu-
nity of interest or a geographical community, neither of which implies a shared 
practice. A community of practice defines itself along three dimensions: 

– What it is about – it is a joint enterprise as understood and continually rene-
gotiated by its members 

– How it functions – mutual engagement binds members together into a social 
entity 

– What capability it has produced – the shared repertoire of communal re-
sources (routines, sensibilities, artifacts, vocabulary, styles, etc.) that mem-
bers have developed over time. 

Communities of practice develop around things that matter to people. As a result, 
their practices reflect the members’ own understanding of what is important. Ob-
viously, outside constraints or directives can influence this understanding, but 
even then, members develop practices that are their own response to these exter-
nal influences. Even when a community’s actions conform to an external man-
date, it is the community–not the mandate–that produces the practice. In this 
sense, communities of practice are fundamentally self-organizing systems. 

2.4.3 Elements of a community of practice 

Communities can be seen to be composed of three elements: people, places and 
things (Lesser, Fontaine and Slusher 2000). People are the primary ingredient in 
any community effort. A community is composed of people who interact on a 
regular basis around a common set of issues, interests, or needs. 

Secondly, communities need places for their members to gather. In conven-
tional community environments, the place is often a physical space where mem-
bers meet and exchange ideas and insights. But, in today’s electronic world, meet-
ing places do not necessarily have to be physical spaces. The development of the 
Internet has provided a virtual medium where individuals can effectively interact 
across boundaries of time and space. 

Etienne Wenger (2000) talks about “critical activity” performed within com-
munities: the management of “boundary objects” or things. In the workplace, 
these objects are the rules, norms, procedures, tools, and other artifacts that com-
munities use to accomplish their tasks. Individuals use these things as mecha-
nisms for documenting and sharing what they know and how the work they per-
form should be accomplished. 
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The voice of communities of practice 

People are the fundamental factor in every community. Participation in communi-
ties is often voluntary, and individuals play different roles. Communities of prac-
tice based on informal relationships between members: relationships that emerge 
as people attempt to solve problems, although they may be influenced by formal 
roles and relationships. People who are committed to these groups share similar 
goals and interests and employ common practices by using the same tools and 
language. 

Fluid communities of practice (Brown & Duguid 1991) enable organizational 
members to have a legitimate status on the periphery where they can observe each 
other and develop know-how. According to Dougherty (1995, 115), competencies 
‘do not exist apart from the people’ who develop them, ‘nor from the social proc-
esses of interpretation and construction through which people make their experi-
ences meaningful’. If, as organizational theorists Prahalad and Hamel (1990) sug-
gest, an organization is defined in terms of its ‘core competencies’, then the con-
stellations of communities of practice that embody these competencies are what 
gives organizations their identity in terms of organizational know-how (Snyder 
1996). 

The meaning of storytelling 

Learning resides in relationships and thus organizational ‘memory’ or the ‘collec-
tive mind’, insofar as it exists, lies between people, rather than inside their heads. 
Brown and Duguid (1991) suggest that a community of practice focuses attention 
on the actors’ actual interactions and the ways in which the practitioners in the 
community collectively master a task by transmitting knowledge and experiences 
to the members. Storytelling is the concept that describes the meaning of indi-
viduals in organizational learning. Narrative skills are crucial to learning because 
stories organize know-how, tacit knowledge and multiple causation into a memo-
rable plot that aids learning (Weick & Westley 1996). 

Brown and Duguid (1991) have presented an example of how storytelling 
represented organizational learning by describing an attempt to repair a machine. 
The machine was eventually repaired through a long storytelling procedure be-
tween a service technician and a technical specialist, who, through a series of an-
ecdotes discussed and produced a collective, convergent, coherent interpretation 
of the situation. First, the storytelling constituted a diagnosis in which the ma-
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chine was understood causally, and this causal map was eventually related to 
practice (i.e. the fact that the machine did not work). Second, storytelling was an 
important way to articulate and disseminate some of the tacit knowledge that was 
needed to fix the machine. Third, during this process, previous stories were 
amended and previously unintelligible data were given meaning. Consequently, 
the new story was added to the accumulation of organizational knowledge. 
Fourth, the storytelling was collective – organizational learning occured because 
the service technician could not construct a coherent account alone and looked to 
others to construct one collectively. Organizational learning took the form of a 
process of social construction where shared understanding, meaningful in a par-
ticular context, was created collectively. 

The meaning of middle management 

According to Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), knowledge is created by middle man-
agers, who are often leaders of teams or task forces, through a spiral conversion 
process involving both top and front-line employees. The process puts middle 
managers at the intersection of vertical and horizontal flows of information within 
the company. The dialogue between the top management’s abstract, visionary 
concepts, and the experience-grounded concepts originating from the shop floor, 
is essential for organizational learning (Nonaka 1988, Nonaka 1991b). It is impor-
tant to stress the central role of middle management as a mediator between these 
two perspectives. Although a community of practice differs from a business unit, 
or a team, the role of middle management can still be considered essential in 
managing the knowledge and know-how produced within communities of prac-
tice. 

2.4.4 Communities of practice in organizations 

Communities of practice exist in any organization. Because membership is based 
on participation rather than on official status, these communities are not bound by 
organizational affiliations; they can span institutional structures and hierarchies. 
According to Wenger (1998), they can be found: 

– Within businesses: communities of practice arise as people address recurring 
sets of problems together. So claims processors within an office form com-
munities of practice to deal with the constant flow of information they need to 
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process. By participating in such a communal memory, they can do the job 
without having to remember everything themselves. 

– Across business units: important knowledge is often distributed in different 
business units. People who work in cross-functional teams thus form com-
munities of practice to keep in touch with their peers in various parts of the 
company and maintain their expertise. When communities of practice cut 
across business units, they can develop strategic perspectives that transcend 
the fragmentation of product lines. For instance, a community of practice may 
propose a plan for equipment purchase that no one business unit could have 
come up with on its own. 

– Across company boundaries: in some cases, communities of practice become 
useful by crossing organizational boundaries. For instance, in fast-moving in-
dustries, engineers who work for suppliers and buyers may form a commu-
nity of practice to keep up with constant technological changes. 

Communities of practice are not a new kind of organizational unit; rather, they are 
a different cut on the organization’s structure – one that emphasizes the learning 
that people have done together rather than the unit they report to, the project they 
are working on, or the people they know. Communities of practice differ from 
other kinds of groups found in organizations in the way they define their enter-
prise, exist over time, and set their boundaries. 

A community of practice is different from a business or functional unit in that 
it defines itself through the doing, as members develop among themselves their 
own understanding of what their practice is about. This living process results in a 
much richer definition than a mere institutional charter. As a consequence, the 
boundaries of a community of practice are more flexible than those of an organ-
izational unit. The membership involves whoever participates in and contributes 
to the practice. People can participate in different ways and to different degrees. 
This permeable periphery creates many opportunities for learning, as outsiders 
and newcomers learn the practice in concrete terms, and core members gain new 
insights from contacts with less-engaged participants. 

A community of practice is different from a team in that the shared learning 
and interest of its members are what keep it together. It is defined by knowledge 
rather than by task, and exists because participation has value to its members. A 
community of practice’s life cycle is determined by the value it provides to its 
members, not by an institutional schedule. It does not appear the minute a project 
starts and does not disappear with the end of a task: it takes a while to come into 
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being and may live long after a project is completed or an official team has dis-
banded. 

A community of practice is different from a network in the sense that it is 
"about" something; it is not just a set of relationships. It has an identity as a com-
munity, and thus shapes the identities of its members. A community of practice 
exists because it produces a shared practice as members engage in a collective 
process of learning. 

People belong to communities of practice at the same time as they belong to 
other organizational structures. In their business units, they shape the organiza-
tion. In their teams, they take care of projects. In their networks, they form rela-
tionships. And in their communities of practice, they develop the knowledge that 
lets them do these other tasks more effectively. This informal fabric of communi-
ties and shared practices makes the official organization effective and, indeed, 
possible. 

2.4.5 The meaning of communities to organizations 

Communities of practice are important to the functioning of any organization, but 
they become crucial to those that recognize knowledge as a key asset. From this 
perspective, an effective organization comprises a constellation of interconnected 
communities of practice, each dealing with specific aspects of the company’s 
competence – from the peculiarities of a long-standing client to manufacturing 
safety to esoteric technical inventions. 

Communities of practice fulfill a number of functions with respect to the 
creation, accumulation, and diffusion of knowledge in an organization (Wenger 
1998): 

– They are nodes for the exchange and interpretation of information. Because 
members have a shared understanding, they know what is relevant to com-
municate and how to present information in useful ways. As a consequence, a 
community of practice that spreads throughout an organization is an ideal 
channel for moving information, such as best practices, tips, or feedback, 
across organizational boundaries. 

– They can retain knowledge in "living" ways, unlike a database or a manual. 
Even when they routinize certain tasks and processes, they can do so in a 
manner that responds to local circumstances and is thus useful to practitio-
ners. Communities of practice preserve the tacit aspects of knowledge that 
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formal systems cannot capture. For this reason, they are ideal for initiating 
newcomers into a practice. 

– They can steward competencies to keep the organization at the cutting edge. 
Members of these groups discuss novel ideas, work together on problems, 
and keep up with developments inside and outside a firm. When a community 
commits to being on the forefront of a field, members distribute responsibility 
for keeping up with or pushing new developments. This collaborative inquiry 
makes membership valuable, because people invest their professional identi-
ties in being part of a dynamic, forward-looking community. 

– They provide homes for identities. They are not as temporary as teams, and 
unlike business units, they are organized around what matters to their mem-
bers. Identity is important because, in a sea of information, it helps us sort out 
what we pay attention to, what we participate in, and what we stay away 
from. Having a sense of identity is a crucial aspect of learning in organiza-
tions. If companies want to benefit from people’s creativity, they must sup-
port communities as a way to help them develop their identities. 

Different members of an organization can take actions in their own domains to 
support communities of practice and to maximize the benefits they can provide 
(Wenger 1998). First, line managers should make sure that people are able to par-
ticipate in the right communities of practice so they can sustain the expertise they 
need to contribute to projects. Knowledge managers should go beyond creating 
informational repositories that take knowledge from being a neutral, inactive 
commodity, towards supporting the whole social and technical ecology in which 
knowledge is retained and created. Training departments should move the focus 
from training initiatives that extract knowledge out of practice to learning initia-
tives that leverage the learning potential inherent in practice. Strategists should 
find ways to create two-way connections between communities of practice and 
organizational strategies, and change managers should help build new practices 
and communities to bring about changes that will make a constructive difference. 
Also accountants have a role, as they should learn to recognize the capital gener-
ated when communities of practice increase an organization’s learning potential. 
Facilities managers should understand the ways in which their designs support or 
hinder the development of communities of practice, and finally, work process de-
signers should devise process improvement systems that thrive on, rather than 
substitute, engaged communities of practice. 
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2.4.6 Discussion 

The concept of “communities of practice” can be defined as informal social struc-
tures which have long traditions, all the way from tribes to today’s informal 
groups. But what is new? Human beings have always formed communities eve-
rywhere, different types for different purposes, and organizations are full of them. 
But now the management discipline has noticed, the need to “manage” knowledge 
and learning – the domains of communities of practice. People in these informal 
groups transform, analyze, transfer, utilize knowledge, they are able to learn, and 
they are really using their competencies. The novelty of the approach lies in the 
realization of the ways in which we can exploit this extensive amount of knowl-
edge and know-how that flows inside and between these communities. 

Communities of practice have previously been thought of as coming into 
existence when people interested in a common work-related or vocational area or 
feel a need to share what they know and to learn from others (Lesser & Storck 
2002). Professional associations, groups of software developers, and skilled craft 
guilds are examples of work-related communities of practice. Vocational exam-
ples range from communities of quilters to communities of rowers. In the past few 
years, e-mail, electronic discussion groups, and electronic chat rooms have facili-
tated the development of communities of practice whose members are not all co-
located. Regardless of the mode of interaction, the traditional notion of a com-
munity of practice is that it emerges from a work-related or interest-related field 
and that its members volunteer to join. 

In some organizations, the communities themselves are becoming recognized 
as valuable organizational assets. Whereas the value was previously seen as rele-
vant primarily to the individual members of a community, it is often now recogni-
zed that benefits can also accrue to the organization itself. Acknowledging that 
communities of practice affect performance is important in part because of their 
potential to overcome the inherent problems of slow-moving traditional hierarchy 
in a fast-moving virtual economy. Communities also appear to be an effective 
way for organizations to handle unstructured problems and to share knowledge 
outside of traditional structural boundaries. In addition, the community concept is 
acknowledged to be a means of developing and maintaining long-term organiza-
tional memory. These outcomes are an important, yet often unrecognized, supp-
lement to the value that individual members of a community obtain in the form of 
enriched learning and higher motivation to apply what they have learnt. 
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2.5 Towards a comprehensive framework for social learning 

The aim of this section is to generate a “soft” framework or a holistic model for 
my research context. The meaning of this kind of a holistic model of social learn-
ing is to present the most essential and critical organizational issues which will 
form the basis for the empirical part of this study to understand how knowledge is 
created and managed, and how organizational learning works as a process in 
“communities of practice”. Both in the fields of knowledge management and or-
ganizational learning we can find notable issues, and goals the theory of commu-
nities of practice can be seen to bring these two sides together. On one hand, it 
can be seen that knowledge is mainly about codifying, it’s using, even if there is 
somewhat social learning of a nature in knowledge management, especially in the 
social view. On the other hand, the organizational learning debate focuses more 
on how knowledge is created through learning processes. Knowledge is social and 
is created in social situations, for example in communities of practice. The objec-
tive of this section is to find out those relations between all these sides which con-
tribute to the study. 

In business and management literature several authors have already claimed 
that communities of practice are well suited to support learning processes (e.g., 
Davenport & Prusak 1998, Wenger 1998, Orr 1990, Ciborra & Lanzara 1994, 
Brown & Duguid 1991, Jordan 1989). These authors argue that communities of 
practice perceive learning as a collective process rather than a sum of individual 
processes. A community is based on shared activities and a shared need for 
knowledge (Star 1992). Probably the most often cited article that relates learning 
with communities of practice is the one by Brown and Duguid published in 1991 
in Organization Science. Their argument is that communities of practice are social 
structures that are able to blend learning, working and innovating during day to 
day work activities. In his book ‘Communities of practice, learning, meaning and 
identity’, Etienne Wenger (1998) provides more theoretical depth by linking the 
two concepts of “organizational learning” and “communities of practice”. A ‘so-
cial theory of learning’ is central to his work. Learning occurs through active par-
ticipation in the practices of communities while identities are constructed in rela-
tion to these communities. Learning thus refers both to the action and the belong-
ing by the members of communities of practice. Wenger’s work and the work of 
Brown and Duguid can be considered breakthroughs in later academic and prac-
tice oriented debates about learning, knowledge, and management. 
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2.5.1 Implications of a social learning perspective on the empirical 
design of the study 

Although communities of practice literature often provides us with a number of 
key concepts central for designing a study on social learning, it rarely presents 
itself as a heuristical perspective that can be used for sensitizing to empirical real-
ity. I therefore describe some critical issues emerging from a social learning per-
spective as “alternative vocabularies” for making sense of learning and knowl-
edge creation as complex, emergent social processes rather than individualistic 
cognitive procedures and mechanisms. 

Issue one: learning is considered situated, local and context-based 

Lave and Wenger’s book on situated learning established the notion of commu-
nity of practice (1991). The underlying assumption of this work is that most learn-
ing theory, even when it includes a social dimension as does the Vygotskian activ-
ity theory, tends to be based on empirical studies of learning in the varied contexts 
of schooling and classrooms (Fox 2000). However, as others have pointed out in 
relation to management learning (Burgoyne & Hodgson 1983) adults tend to learn 
in multiple work contexts different from classrooms and schooling institutions. 
The field of management learning, in particular, has for some time pursued a so-
cially situated and contextual way of looking at the learning of managers as an 
occupational group (Burgoyne & Hodgson 1983, Davies & Easterby-Smith 1984, 
Fox 1987/1990). 

When the environment changes and current routines are no longer useful in 
dealing with the new challenges faced by an organization, much effort is often put 
into learning new ways (Argyris 1991). Barley and Kunda (2001) advice to bring 
work back in which enables us to understand how opposites feed on each other. 
Intuitively, individuals are a source of tight relationships between opposites. 
Small groups of people make decisions concerning planning and action, integra-
tion and differentiation, as well as exploration and exploitation, within the same 
organization. Even when this is not the case, an organization plays a role in shap-
ing individual values and beliefs and models of the world as well as in filtering 
the information available for individual action and decisions (Meyer 1982). Such 
decisions are more often the result of action rather than those of deliberation 
which often takes the form of retrospective sense-making rather than an exercise 
in prospective goal setting (Clegg & Cunha & Cunha 2002). 
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Relational syntheses are situated, not designed. Individuals or groups use 
mechanisms such as material artefacts and roles to handle most of the problems 
and opportunities that organizations face in their day-to-day activities (Carlile 
2000, Clark 1997, Powers 1981) by generating the diversity of action necessary to 
handle unforeseen, although not necessarily novel, challenges (Weick 1979). 

The activity theory (Engeström 1999) and the situated learning theory (Lave 
& Wenger 1991, Lave 1993), including the community of practice theory 
(Wenger 1998) share a common preoccupation with systems as a root metaphor 
governing their conception of the sorts of contextual relationships that matter to 
learning. A difficulty with the situated learning theory’s reliance on ‘systems of 
relations’ (Lave & Wenger 1991, 53) is that it tends to conceptualize context as a 
container within which learning as a cognitive process takes place (Fox 2000). 
However, the actor-network theory emphasises the changing nature of systems of 
relations which it understands as being continually produced by actor-networks in 
real-time. The actor-network theory supplies a processual analysis of how net-
works are being constantly built and broken down which upsets the assumption of 
relatively stable ‘systems of relations.’ (Fox 2005) 

Lave and Wenger (1991) wanted to invent a new conception of a socially 
situated learning theory, one which treats the context of learning as pivotal and 
not simply an appendage to the cognitive theory (Fox 1997). They pointed out 
that most theories of learning rely on a model of ‘internalization’ and acknowl-
edged that while Vygotsky’s work had been fruitful in spawning several different 
interpretations of the social aspects of learning, most of these continued to see 
learning as a process experienced and accomplished by the individual person as-
sisted by certain forms of a situated context (Fox 2005). 

In cognitive theories, knowledge is seen as a collection of entities (or ‘bodies 
of knowledge’) in the mind of the learner. Here, learning is a process of acquiring 
these entities through a cycle of concrete experience, reflective observation, ab-
stract conceptualization, and active experimentation (Kolb 1984). Conversely, the 
core of the socially situated learning theory is practice: how actors act and interact 
in order to perform their daily activities in a social setting (Tagliaventi & Mat-
tarelli 2006). 

These two views of learning (that is, the cognitive theory and the socially 
situated learning theory) have different ontological premises and different impli-
cations on the management of knowledge processes in organizations (Lave 1993, 
Easterby-Smith & Snell & Gherardi 1998, Gherardi 2001). According to cogni-
tive theories, knowledge is a reified entity which resides in the minds of individu-
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als (Argyris & Schön 1978, Nelson & Winter 1982). Organizations learn by turn-
ing individual knowledge into organizational assets (Nicolini & Meznar 1995, 
Easterby-Smith et al. 1998). One way is to do this store individual knowledge in 
organizational structure and routines (e.g., Argote 1999). 

Practices are the means through which knowledge dynamics unfold, and 
therefore a practice is the unit of analysis for understanding knowledge processes 
in organizations. In a socially situated view of learning, individuals continuously 
combine and modify knowledge through their everyday activities and interactions 
(Lave 1993, Wenger 2000). Thus, context-specific, non-individual knowledge 
that resides in social relations is relevant and worthy of investigation (Brown & 
Duguid 1991, Turnbull 1993, Hard 1994, Araujo 1998). Here, learning is a matter 
of interpretation; knowledge cannot be divided into individual minds, but devel-
ops only through collective knowing and doing (also known as practice). Organ-
izational research, then, must address the process of knowledge generation and 
flow in specific social settings (Gherardi 2001) as well as consider the question of 
how operational knowledge is transformed into abstract knowledge (i.e. concepts) 
(Nicolini & Meznar 1995). 

Tennant (1997, 77) argues that this orientation has the definite advantage of 
drawing attention to the need to understand knowledge and learning in context. 
However, situated learning depends on two claims: 

– It makes no sense to talk of knowledge that is decontextualized, abstract or 
general 

– New knowledge and learning are seen to be located in communities of prac-
tice (op cit.) 

It may be that learning can occur seemingly unrelated to its context or life situa-
tion. Second, there may be situations where the community of practice is weak or 
exhibits power relationships that seriously inhibit entry and participation. 

Issue two: explicit versus tacit knowledge 

One of the most important and extensive fields of knowledge management is the 
debate on the distinction between explicit and tacit knowledge. Earlier approaches 
have concentrated on the capture-codify-store approach to managing knowledge. 
However, with the recognition that not all knowledge can be easily captured, 
codified and stored, researchers and practitioners have begun to explore aspects of 
the management of what is variously called tacit, soft, implicit or less-structured 
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knowledge. Von Krogh (1998) describes this as a shift in emphasis from a repre-
sentationalist approach to knowledge, regarding knowledge simply as a represen-
tation of an underlying reality, to a constructionist approach that considers knowl-
edge the outcome of a process of negotiation and social construction. 

According to Polanyi (1958), knowledge can be divided roughly into two 
categories: codified, explicit and tacit knowledge. He (1958, 49) writes: "The aim 
of a skillful performance is achieved by the observance of a set of rules which are 
not known as such to the person following them… the principle by which the cy-
clist keeps his balance is not generally known". Tacit knowledge is something that 
cannot be codified, formulated or expressed so that another person could follow 
the instructions and then undertake the same activity. 

Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) have brought more extensive meaning to tacit 
and explicit knowledge. Nonaka (1991a) states that “in an economy where the 
only certainty is uncertainty, the one sure source of lasting competitive advantage 
is knowledge”. Knowledge can be described, for example, time critical, virtual, 
reflexive, complex, interactive, intuitive, evolving, social, self-organizing, crea-
tive, nonlinear, and selective. For instance, using the term ‘externalization’ refers 
to the process through which knowledge is converted from tacit to explicit; con-
versely the term ‘internalization’ refers to the transition from explicit to tacit 
knowledge. Through internalization, individuals acquire organizational knowl-
edge that becoming member of an organization requires, for example. It makes a 
difference whether knowledge is mainly of tacit or of explicit nature. Acquiring 
knowledge with a high degree of explicitness is usually done through training 
courses, manuals, and using various databases. Acquiring organizational knowl-
edge with a high degree of tacitness requires different sources. 

Spender (1996) refers to social knowledge, of a tacit nature, as ‘collective 
knowledge’. It is particularly in this domain of acquiring collective knowledge 
that communities of practice are considered appropriate social structures. Boisot 
(1998, 57) presents three "quite distinct variants" of tacit knowledge: (1) "Things 
that are not said because everybody understands them and takes them for 
granted," (2) "Things that are not said because nobody fully understands them. 
They remain elusive and inarticulate," (3) "Things that are not said because while 
some people can understand them, they cannot costlessly articulate them". 

Baumard (1999, 59) argues there are two sides to tacit knowledge: (1) the 
"cognitive dimension, e.g. paradigms, mental models, representations", and (2) 
the "technical dimension, e.g. know-how, expertise applied to a specific context". 
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A more critical view of tacit knowledge implies that it is at best a marginal 
phenomenon whose epistemological status is more mythological than practical 
(Styhre 2003). For instance, Tsoukas (1996, 14), arguing against Spender (1996) 
and Nonaka and Takeuchi’s (1995) understanding of tacit knowledge says that 
"tacit knowledge is the necessary component of all knowledge; it is not made of 
discrete beans which may be ground, lost or reconstituted", implying that all 
knowledge has a tacit background in the sense that it is constructed socially 
through everyday interactions and practices. 

Issue three: individuals versus organizations 

Nonaka (1991b) discusses the implications of knowledge dynamics on different 
managerial levels. At the organizational level, the idea is to use organizational 
structures to shape the overall system of connections and communications by in-
tervening in the division of labor and control and power mechanisms. At group 
level, the focus is on more concrete social behaviors, where the search for new 
ideas takes place through dialogue and interpersonal dynamics. At the individual 
level, Nonaka stresses the empowerment of employees to enable them to reflect 
on their work and its meaning (Peltonen 2003). 

In the following typology (Table 4), the different approaches to organizational 
learning/learning organization research have been placed in a framework accord-
ing to their emphasis and learning level perspectives. However, placing many of 
the theorists only in one cell is not easy, as many of them use different approaches 
interchangeably (Lähteenmäki & Toivonen & Mattila 2001). 
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Table 4. Approaches to studying organizational learning and learning organizations. 

 Learning process Preconditions for learning  

(favourable learning context) 

Individual level Argyris, Argyris and Schön (shifting 

theories-in-use) 

Coopey (political process)  

Dewey (interrelated processes)  

Kolb (cyclic learning)  

Nonaka (spiral)  

Senge (ladder) 

Argyris (removal of defences)  

Senge (trust on leader)  

Starkey (removal of barriers) 

Organizational level Dixon (cyclical collective learning)  

Dunpy, Turner and Crawford (creation 

of corporate competencies)  

Dutton and Duncan (development of 

knowledge about the action-outcome 

relations)  

Fiol and Lyles (development of insights 

knowledge and association)  

Hedberg (development of new norms 

and mental maps)  

Nystrom and Starbuck (unlearning)  

Stata (shared learning processes of 

individual) 

Fiol and Lyles (4 contextual factors)  

Garvin (giving time, developing skills, 

opening up boundaries)  

McGill, Slocum and Lei (several 

supportive factors)  

Nevis, DiBella and Gould (10 facilitating 

factors)  

Pedler, Burgoyne and Boydell (11 

structural characteristics)  

Senge (5 main disciplines)  

Tannenbaum (12 learning environment 

factors) 

 Change Management scolars like 

Pettigrew; Tichy etc. (OD process 

towards new organizational culture) 

 

Whilst some authors argue strongly that only individuals can learn, indicating that 
the main actor in organisational learning is always the individual (Argyris 1992, 
Senge 1990) – others have adopted a more sociological view arguing that organi-
sations learn at the systemic level (c.f. Dunphy & Turner & Crawford 1997). Ac-
cording to Cummings and Worley (1997), organizational learning is a phenome-
non which can be distinguished from individual learning in an organizational con-
text. Researchers have emphasised that organizational learning isn’t simply a sum 
of the learning by each of its members. Organizations differ from individuals be-
cause they develop and maintain learning systems that not only influence their 
immediate members, but that are subsequently transmitted to others through 
means such as organizational history and norms (Fiol & Lyles 1985). 

The question of who the learning subjects are unavoidably leads to the next 
issue, namely, to the ways in which organizational learning differs from individ-
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ual learning. Although this distinction has probably been amongst the most dis-
cussed issues organisational learning literature (see e.g., Argyris & Schön 1978, 
Argyris 1992, Senge 1990, Coopey 1995, Levitt & March 1996), paradoxically 
one has to rely largely on theories developed amongst cognitive psychologists 
concerning the learning of individuals (see also Holman & Pavlica & Thorpe 
1997). 

One way of approaching the differences between the learning processes of 
individuals and organizations could be to study the types of knowledge learnt by 
organizations – contrasted with the types that can only be learnt by people (c.f. 
Cohen & Sproull 1996). Organizational learning theorists draw on obvious simi-
larities between individuals’ learning and organizational learning. One might ar-
gue though that the two learning processes haven’t been systematically and em-
pirically compared, but instead it has simply been assumed that a somewhat 
analogous process exists in both of them. 

According to the experiential learning model presented by Kolb (1984, 1996), 
individual learning takes place via immediate concrete experience which is the 
basis for observation and reflection. These observations are then assimilated into 
a theory from which new implications for action can be deduced. These implica-
tions, or hypotheses, then serve as guides for acting to create new experiences. 
Consequently, learners, if they are to be effective, need four different kinds of 
abilities − concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualisation, 
and active experimentation. Although the experiental learning theory has proven 
to be very useful, it has also been criticised for oversimplification because it, 
rooted in cognitivism, seemingly neglects the role of social, historical and cultural 
aspects of human action (Holman et al. 1997 c.f. Mischel 1973). This might be 
the reason why the experiental learning theory does not help much in building a 
sense-making construct of organizational learning. 

Also Argyris’s argument, based on the idea of ‘theories-in-use’, is consistent 
with Kolb’s model. By this concept Argyris refers to the causal reasoning used by 
individuals in order to explain their behavioral strategies. Although Argyris points 
out that the Model I type theory-in-use is learning through socialization, he does 
not explain the process, nor does he elaborate the process of shifting theories-in-
use. Instead, he introduces two new concepts: single-loop learning and double-
loop learning which in turn refer to different levels of learning (Argyris 1992). 
This comes close to Mischel’s (1973) framework of the social cognitive learning 
approach, but does not describe the interaction of human variables and psycho-
logical situations in detail. 
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By introducing a model called `The Ladder of Inference’, Senge has tried to 
describe the individual learning process and simultaneously make it easier for the 
members of an organization to identify how their mental models are created and 
perpetuated. According to this model, learning takes place through observing data 
in terms of own experience, selecting suitable data, adding meanings, making 
assumptions, drawing conclusions, adapting beliefs and finally taking actions 
based on these beliefs. By understanding the reasons for one’s behavior one can 
then start developing more effective theories-in-use ⎯ in other words, try to reach 
the level of double-loop or model II learning (Senge 1994, Senge & Roberts & 
Ross & Smith Kleiner 1995). It is important to notice however, that although both 
Argyris and Senge aspire to explain organizational learning, they concentrate on 
the learning of individual members in the organization and almost totally neglect 
the idea of an organization as a learner itself. 

Hedberg is one of the few researchers who has defined organizational learn-
ing without a linkage to the learning of individuals. For him, organizational learn-
ing is tied into an organization’s culture, visions and values and means the devel-
opment of new norms, mental maps and behaviors which then enable both more 
effective performance and better commitment (Hedberg 1981, Mabey & Salaman 
1995). This, however, is as far as he goes, as he fails to describe the actual learn-
ing process. 

Issue four: interaction 

Learners inevitably participate in communities of practitioners and the mastery of 
knowledge and skill requires newcomers to move toward full participation in the 
sociocultural practices of a community. "Legitimate peripheral participation" pro-
vides a way to speak about the relations between newcomers and old-timers, and 
about activities, identities, artefacts, and communities of knowledge and practice. 
A person’s intentions to learn are engaged and the meaning of learning is config-
ured through the process of becoming a full participant in a sociocultural practice. 
This social process includes, or indeed it subsumes, the learning of knowledge-
able skills. (Lave & Wenger 1991, 29) 

The idea of situated learning provides significant pointers for practice. Here 
three pointers are highlighted: 

– Learning is in the relationships between people – As McDermott (in Murphy 
1999, 17) puts it: 
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“Learning traditionally gets measured as on the assumption that it is a pos-
session of individuals that can be found inside their heads… [Here] learning 
is in the relationships between people. Learning is in the conditions that 
bring people together and organize a point of contact that allows for particu-
lar pieces of information to take on a relevance; without the points of contact, 
without the system of relevancies, there is not learning, and there is little 
memory. Learning does not belong to individual persons, but to the various 
conversations of which they are a part.” 

– Educators work so that people can become participants in communities of 
practice – they need to explore with people in communities how everybody 
can participate to the full. 

– There is an intimate connection between knowledge and activity – Learning is 
part of daily living; problem-solving and learning from experience have be-
come central processes (although situated learning is not the same as ‘learn-
ing by doing’ – see Tennant 1997, 73). 

As individuals bond through informal relationships and share knowledge in ac-
tion, learning happens in a voluntary and informal way. 

2.5.2 Discussion 

If learning is considered a social rather than an individual process, the link be-
tween organizational learning and communities comes easily to the forefront. As 
such, learning is seen as a situated activity that takes place in collectives, not in 
individual minds. Communities contribute to this social learning as they provide 
the most suitable setting for learning to take shape. ‘Situated learning’ thus draws 
our attention to learning that takes place in everyday life, including workplaces. 
Within such contexts, I argue with Lave and Wenger that the learning process is 
tied to ongoing activities and practices amongst communities of people through 
social interaction rather than to isolated individuals. 

Building on the understanding that knowledge is socially situated, I can exa-
mine the processes whereby heterogeneous professional groups share practices 
and knowledge. My aim is to construct a grounded theory that relates these pro-
cesses of an individual’s level of participation to communities of practice, sets of 
individuals who share common values and ways of doing things. The community 
of practice theory itself does not provide a theory of this wider set of social struc-
tures although it recognizes the need for a more adequate account of the social 
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world than provided for in most social learning theory. However, the community 
of practice theory does selectively adopt certain ideas from wider analyses of so-
cial structures in order to project a social world that is comprised of communities 
of practice, interacting with each other. 

In all, the knowledge creation and learning organization debate seems to be 
centered around various dualities. 

“Knowledge is not made up of opposites; regarding knowledge in these terms 
is a false dichotomy. Rather than seeing knowledge as opposites, perhaps we 
should think of it as consisting of two complementary facets: a duality con-
sisting simultaneously and inextricably of both what was previously termed 
‘structured’ and ‘less structured’ knowledge” (Hildreth & Kimble 2002). 

Viewing knowledge as a duality emphasizes that both sides of knowledge must be 
taken into account in an attempt to manage knowledge. 

According to Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), knowledge creation describes a 
dualism between tacit and explicit knowledge and argues that this is a balanced 
distinction that enables an meaningful view on knowledge creation dynamics be-
tween different types (Peltonen 2003). All knowledge has both harder and softer 
aspects (Kimble & Hildreth 2005): the harder aspects of knowledge can be made 
explicit, thus they are structured, ‘codifiable’ and can be captured and stored in 
knowledge repositories. The softer aspects of knowledge are aspects that are less 
structured and difficult or impossible to articulate. For example, they might take 
the form of a skill, an internalized experience, internalized domain knowledge or 
knowledge that is embedded in the practice or social relationships of a particular 
group. 

Another kind of duality can also be seen in the relation between individual 
and organization. Cummings and Worley (1997) state that “It is possible for indi-
vidual members to learn while the organisation doesn’t”. For example, an em-
ployee may learn to serve a customer better without ever sharing such learning 
with other members. However, Cummings and Worley also state that: 

“Conversely, it’s possible for the organisation to learn without individual 
members learning. Changes in systems such as improvements in equipment 
design or work procedures reflect organizational learning, but do not neces-
sarily mean that learning takes place at the level of every individual who is 
concerned. This would be the case if these changes were not even understood 
by the individual members of the organisation. Moreover, because organisa-
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tional learning serves the organisation’s purposes and is embedded in its 
structures, it stays with the organisation, even if members change.” 

There would be a possibility for a ‘win-win’ situation where both sides: both the 
individuals and the organization learn. The relationship between individual and 
collective learning has received a great deal of attention from the organization 
theory perspective. Contemporary approaches advocate the symmetry of internal 
and external processes of knowledge creation and emphasize that in order for 
learning to happen, interaction between organizational and individual processes is 
needed (Peltonen 2003); learning involves participation in a community of prac-
tice. 

The social constructionist perspective challenges the traditional idea that 
learning takes place in individuals’ heads or in organizational systems and struc-
tures (Easterby-Smith et al. 2000): it starts from the assumption that learning oc-
curs, and knowledge is created mainly through conversations and interactions 
between people (Brown & Duguid 1991, Cook & Yanow 1993, Gherardi & 
Nicolini 2000, Lave & Wenger 1991, Nicolini & Meznar 1995, Wenger 1998). 

Addressing the research problem of this study will require both theories of 
knowledge management and organizational learning discussed in the previous 
sections. In this chapter, I have reviewed the discourses on knowledge manage-
ment and organizational learning, and identified the links between them. My aim 
is to approach organizational learning through a communities of practice perspec-
tive which can be seen as one of the most prominent approaches within today’s 
organizational learning discourse. This look into the dynamics of work communi-
ties and constellations of individual actors makes an important contribution to the 
field of knowledge management. 

I believe that the potential contribution of this study can be established with 
the help of the theoretical departure and the heuristic model of social learning and 
knowledge creation presented here. Chapter 3 introduces the key concerns in 
terms of the philosophical background of the grounded theory methodology, and 
discusses how grounded theory research is applied in this study. I introduce the 
empirical data used in the case study and also evaluate my methodological 
choices and the unfolding of the research process critically. 
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3 The research process and methods of 
analysis 

3.1 The starting points of the methodological choices 

As stated in the introduction, the purpose of this study is to investigate knowledge 
management in the context of organizational learning and to understand how 
knowledge is created, demonstrated and exploited, and how organizational learn-
ing works as a process in “communities of practice”. Qualitative data is ideal for 
studying this complex phenomenon which involves multiple levels, possesses a 
dynamic character and has an interpretive dimension (e.g., Gersick 1994, Conger 
1998). In order to conduct qualitative research, I want to propose some underlying 
assumptions about what constitutes ‘valid’ research and which research method is 
appropriate for my study.  

At first, it is necessary to discuss the methodological orientation of the thesis 
by positioning the study in relation to other scientific approaches. When conduct-
ing scientific research, it is important to pay attention to the philosophy of science 
underlying the decisions concerning the research strategy (Easton 1995). The 
choice of the methodological approach is always influenced by the philosophy of 
science adopted by the researcher.  

In particular, the diverse nature of management and business scholarship has 
led to considerable disagreement on how research claims ought to be evaluated 
(Bryman & Bell 2003). Hence, some writers have suggested that management 
research can be understood only as an applied field because it is concerned not 
only with understanding the nature of organizations but also with solving prob-
lems that are related to managerial practice. For example, Gummesson (2000) 
sees academic researchers and management consultants as groups of knowledge 
workers who each place a different emphasis on theory and practice. Burrell 
(1997) argues that application is not a primary purpose to which management 
research should be directed. For these scholars, making research relevant to 
managerial practice should not be made the main aim of academic study (Clegg 
2002, Hinings & Greenwood 2002). Within this framework, the phenomenon un-
der scrutiny in this study – knowledge creation and organizational learning in 
communities of practice (an empirical analysis of a healthcare organization) – 
also falls into that view. 

Next, I will introduce some philosophical issues as it is important to under-
stand different sides of arguments in the field of social sciences, while research 
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problems often require compromises which draw from more than one particular 
tradition (Easterby-Smith & Thorpe & Lowe 2002, 27). Two traditions and con-
trasting views of how social science research should be conducted are positivism 
and social constructionism. Although it is now possible to draw up a comprehen-
sive list of assumptions and methodological implications associated with each 
position, it is not possible to identify any philosopher who ascribes to all aspects 
of one particular view, and occasionally an author from one side produces ideas 
which belong more neatly to those of the other side. Although there has been a 
trend away from positivism towards contstructionism since the early 1980s, there 
are many researchers, especially in the management field, who adopt a pragmatic 
view by deliberately combining methods drawn from both traditions (Easterby-
Smith et al. 2002). 

The key idea of positivism is that the social world exists externally, and that 
its properties should be measured through objective methods, rather than being 
inferred subjectively through sensation, reflection or intuition (Easterby-Smith et 
al. 2002). In business and management research, positivist research typically aims 
at predicting and explaining the actions within organizations by identifying cer-
tain law-like generalizations (Neilimo & Näsi 1980). 

Social constructionism, on the other hand, has been developed largely in reac-
tion to the application of positivism to the social sciences, stemming from the 
view that ‘reality’ is not objective and exterior, but is socially constructed and 
given meaning by people (Easterby-Smith et al. 2002). The key idea of social 
constructionism, as developed by authors such as Berger and Luckman (1966), 
Watzlawick (1984) and Shotter (1993), focuses on the ways in which people make 
sense of the world especially through sharing their experiences with others 
through the medium of language (Easterby-Smith et al. 2002). 

Although there is a clear dichotomy between the positivist and social con-
structionist world views, and sharp differences of opinion exist between research-
ers the practice of research involves a lot of compromises between these pure po-
sitions (Easterby-Smith et al. 2002, Alasuutari 1996, Koskinen & Alasuutari & 
Peltonen 2005). Next I will shortly bring out a general set of assumptions to clar-
ify the epistemological distinctions in this study. 

My perspective is based on epistemological constructionism and ontological 
realism in a way that is close to a philosophy of science called critical realism 
(Sayer 1992). On the other hand, my research strategy and methodology lean on 
the approach generally known as grounded theory (Glaser 1998, Glaser & Strauss 
1967). 
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Glaser and Strauss (1967) propose two main criteria for evaluating the quality 
of grounded theory. First, it should be sufficiently analytical to enable some gen-
eralizations to take place, but at the same time it should be possible for people to 
relate the theory to their own experiences, thus sensitizing their own perceptions. 
If we consider the scale between subjective and objective in research approaches 
in the social sciences, the present study can be located towards the subjective end 
of the subjective-objective continuum. According to Silverman (2000), quantita-
tive research simply objectively reports reality, whereas qualitative research is 
influenced by the researcher’s political values. Ultimately, objectivity should be 
the common aim of all social science (see Kirk & Miller 1986, 10-11). This study 
attempts to gain a deeper understanding of the phenomenon under study, as well 
as its context and logic, in order to explain the phenomenon under study rather 
than to find law-like generalizations. The study can also be situated within 
grounded theory research which emphasizes a dialogue between data collection 
and analysis. The theory ensures that inferences are grounded on systematically 
gathered and scrutinized information, and that the formulation of theory evolves 
as research progresses. 

Primarily, the research design adheres to the qualitative approach. There are 
numerous approaches which can be utilized in qualitative research. For example, 
Miles and Huberman (1994, 5) have pointed that “no study conforms exactly to a 
standard methodology; each one calls for the researcher to bend the methodology 
to the peculiarities of the setting”. In the early part of the 20th century the ap-
proach was employed by cultural anthropologists in ethnographical fieldwork 
(e.g., Boas & Radcliffe-Brown & Malinowski). However, qualitative research is 
difficult to define clearly, it seems that it has no theory, or paradigm, that is dis-
tinctly its own (see e.g., Denzin & Lincoln 1994, 3). 

According to Miles and Huberman (1994, 7), “Qualitative investigation is or-
dinarily conducted by participant observation in the actual life situation. Qualita-
tive methodology equips the researcher to investigate the concepts which evade 
the scrutiny of other research approaches”. Generally, the qualitative perspective 
is deemed suitable for the examination of various social groups as well as rela-
tions between various communities. 

My ideas were clarified during the course of research, and it was my intention 
to seek evidence to formulate new ideas. In my study, I needed to incorporate the 
variety of factors, mechanisms and aspects that affect organizational learning, and 
needed a methodology that utilizes the breadth and depth of the data to incorpo-
rate the variety and range of variables. This study – like many other qualitative 
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studies in the field of knowledge management and organizational learning – relies 
on the recollection of events, recorded in interview data. 

The discussion about deductive and inductive theory is now in order. It is 
substantial to understand the nature of the relationship between theory and re-
search, in particular whether theory guides research (known as the deductive ap-
proach) or whether theory is an outcome of research (known as the inductive ap-
proach). Deductive theory represents the commonest view of the nature of the 
relationship between theory and research (Bryman & Bell 2003, 9). In deductive 
approach, theory and the hypothesis deduced from it come first and drive the 
process of gathering data. Conversely, with an inductive stance, theory is the out-
come of research and the process of induction involves drawing generalizable 
inferences from observations. Inductive researchers, like myself, often use 
grounded theory approach for the analysis of data and for the generation of theory 
(Koskinen et al. 2005). 

The generation and development of concepts, categories and propositions is 
an iterative process. A grounded theory is not generated a priori and then subse-
quently tested. Rather, it is inductively derived from the study of the phenomenon 
it represents. That is, it is discovered, developed, and provisionally verified 
through systematic data collection and analysis of data pertaining to that phe-
nomenon. Therefore, data collection, analysis, and theory should stand in recipro-
cal relationship with each other. One does not begin with a theory, then prove it. 
Rather, one begins with an area of study and anything that is relevant to that area 
is allowed to emerge (Strauss & Corbin 1990, 23). 

The main reason for choosing the case-based grounded theory approach was 
that organizational learning is a complex interplay between different elements, a 
multifaceted and multiphased phenomenon. I have applied both approaches to 
produce a systematic analysis of the empiricial data. This study is not neither pure 
case study nor pure grounded theory analysis. Grounded theory is the inductive 
analytical approach used, whereas an exploratory case study strategy is utilized as 
a broader framework for drawing theoretical conclusions from the empirical ma-
terial describing the organizational case. The grounded theory methodology al-
lows for the handling of complexity, and it has been developed for meaningfully 
rendering complex data. The case study is a metatheoeretical approach in which 
the generalization happens to theory. The core of the case study doesn’t relate to 
the methods of collecting data (like in grounded theory), but to the research frame 
and the way to build conclusions (Koskinen et al. 2005). With a case study, there 
should be used various sources of information; it allows studying diverse cases 
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and it also allows “triangulation” which improves the “construction validity” 
(Seale 1999, 53-61). If various methods generate the same findings, we may bet-
ter rely on researcher’s construction than using just one method. In that case the 
researcher has causes to suggest that the findings cannot result from method’s 
special features. Especially then, when there is only one case, this guide is rec-
ommended. Knights and McCabe (1997) suggest that the case study provides a 
vehicle through which several qualitative methods can be combined, thereby 
avoiding too great a reliance on one single approach. With a case study, the case 
is an object of interest in its own right and the researcher aims to provide an in-
depth elucidation of it. For example, the case study has given me those tools and 
ways through which I have been able to describe such essential issues within the 
case organization that are crucial in this study’s phenomenon. In this study, 
grounded theory approach has given me the ways to collect and analyse the data, 
and as an inductive researcher, I also use the grounded theory approach for the 
generation of theory. 

In the following sections I discuss grounded theory as a research approach 
and the case study as a strategy for generating theoretical conclusions from the 
empirical material. The scientific representation should be based on – and incor-
porate – large amounts of appropriate, purposefully collected evidence (Ragin 
1994) and should thus be the result of systematic analysis of that evidence. The 
primary concern is therefore to present a synthesis of the facts that both makes 
sense and is true to the evidence (Ragin 1994, Williams & May 1996). The crite-
ria for evaluating the research process are given at the end of this chapter (3.5) 
and the findings of the study are discussed in Chapter 6 and summarized in Chap-
ter 7. 

3.2 The grounded theory as a research approach 

3.2.1 The underlying assumptions 

The choice of research approach depends on the nature of the phenomena under 
scrutiny and on the resources available (Ragin 1994, Denzin & Lincoln 1994). 
Also, the process of conducting research and the completed research interact with 
the world in which they take place (Alexander 1987, Denzin & Lincoln 1994). 
Thus, it is important to understand how the assumptions that underlie the actual 
research purpose match the research approach. All philosophical positions and 
their attendant methodologies, explicitly or implicitly, hold a view of social real-
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ity1. The method chosen will indicate epistemological assumptions about the op-
erationalization of the research question, and about the best means for obtaining 
the knowledge required. The concept of grounded theory was first introduced by 
Glaser and Strauss in their 1967 book, The Discovery of Grounded Theory, and 
they believed that an adequate theory could emerge from intensive involvement 
with the phenomenon under study. More recently, Strauss and Corbin (1990) 
elaborated: 

"A grounded theory is...inductively derived from the study of the phenomenon 
it represents...it is discovered, developed, and provisionally verified through 
systematic data collection and analysis of data pertaining to that phenome-
non.. One does not begin with a theory, then prove it. Rather, one begins with 
an area of study and what is relevant to that phenomenon is allowed to 
emerge." (p. 23) 

The grounded theory approach, particularly the way Strauss develops it, consists 
of a set of steps whose careful execution is thought to "guarantee" a good theory 
outcome. Strauss would say that the quality of a theory can be evaluated on the 
basis of the process through which the theory has been constructed. This contrasts 
with the perspective where the way in which a theory is generated – be it through 
dreams, analogies or dumb luck, is irrelevant: the quality of a theory is deter-
mined by its ability to describe and explain new data. Although not part of the 
grounded theory rhetoric, it is apparent that grounded theorists are concerned with 
or largely influenced by emic understandings of the world: they use categories 
drawn from respondents themselves and tend to focus on making implicit belief 
systems explicit. According to Bryman and Bell (2003, 432), concepts and cate-
gories are perhaps the key elements of grounded theory. Indeed, it is sometimes 
suggested that, as a qualitative data analysis strategy, it works better for generat-
ing categories than theory. And that is the case also in this research where the 
most substantial aim is to find factors, mechanisms and aspects that affect organ-
izational learning. 

Grounded theory is an interpretivist methodology. However, as Goulding 
(1998) points out, grounded theory is somewhat excluded from the discourse on 
interpretive and post-modern methodologies because its language has connota-
tions of positivist practices. Among interpretivist methodologies, the grounded 
                                                        
1 A connecting line can be drawn between philosophy and social research, since philosophy is con-
cerned with knowing what kind of things exist in the world and what our reason is for knowing them, 
whereas social research is concerned with their knowable properties. 
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theory approach differs more significantly in terms of the sources of data used and 
in the use of literature to inform and locate the developed theory; it allows for 
multiple sources of data. The principle is that the developing theory should direct 
the researcher to the literature that best informs, explains and contextualizes the 
findings (Goulding 1998). Knowledge and theory are used in grounded theory as 
informants during the investigation. It therefore requires an understanding of a 
broad range of established theories and empirical work (Eisenhardt 1989) in order 
to enhance theoretical sensitivity. The ability to perceive variables and relation-
ships is termed "theoretical sensitivity" and is affected by a number of things in-
cluding one’s reading of literature and one’s use of techniques designed to en-
hance sensitivity. 

Glaser and Strauss (1967) first developed the grounded theory methodology 
specifically for sociology. Over the decades grounded theory has diffused to other 
disciplines. It has raised relatively little productive discussion in management 
literature, even though aspects of the methodology match well with the applicabil-
ity requirement. By the 1970s, the grounded theory approach had been taken up 
and used in studies of management and organization behavior published in 
prominent journals (Locke 2001, 93). Recently management science has started to 
adopt the grounded theory approach, too. However, adoption by other disciplines, 
including management sciences, is not completely congruent with all the original 
principles. There is room for grounded theory in organizational research, as we 
need to be more open to a variety of forms of coupling between theory and data 
(Langley 1999). According to Glaser (1992), the grounded theory method he and 
Strauss developed in 1967 is particularly useful for researchers concerned with 
issues related to human behavior in organizations, groups or any other social con-
figuration. The method involves examining the phenomenon on a variety of levels 
and in different contexts. As a general statement, much of the theoretical concern 
in management and organizational studies is with substantive topics such as deci-
sion-making, socialization, and change (Locke 2001). Grounded theory is particu-
larly useful for examining those situated processes. 

My conclusion is that the grounded theory methodology suits the design and 
aims of this study. Next I will explain in more detail why I adopted a case-study 
research strategy in combination with the grounded theory approach. 
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3.2.2 The case study as a way of applying the grounded theory 
approach 

The basic case study entails a detailed and intensive analysis of a single case 
(Bryman & Bell 2003). As Stake (1995) observes, case study research is con-
cerned with the complexity and particular nature of the case in question. Case 
studies are complex because they generally involve multiple sources of data, may 
include multiple cases within a study, and produce large amounts of data for 
analysis. Researchers from many disciplines use the case study method to build 
upon theory, to produce new theory, to dispute or challenge theory, to explain a 
situation, to provide a basis to apply solutions to situations, to explore or to de-
scribe an object or phenomenon. The advantages of the case study method are its 
applicability to real-life and contemporary, human situations and its public acces-
sibility through written reports: case study results relate directly to the common 
reader’s everyday experience and create an understanding of complex real-life 
situations. The case study method may be useful for theory-building with largely 
qualitative data when the established perspective is questioned (e.g., Eisenhardt 
1989). 

According to Bryman and Bell (2003), the most common use of the term as-
sociates the case study with a location, such as a workplace or an organization. 
The emphasis tends to be upon an intensive examination of the setting. A case 
study can be used to describe a unit of analysis (e.g., a case study of a particular 
organization) or to describe a research method. Case studies emphasize detailed 
contextual analysis of a limited number of events or conditions and their relation-
ships. Researchers have used the case study method for many years across a vari-
ety of disciplines. Social scientists, in particular, have made wide use of it to ex-
amine contemporary real-life situations and provide a basis for the application of 
ideas and extension of methods. 

Many well-known case study researchers such as Robert E. Stake, Helen 
Simons, and Robert K. Yin have written about case study research and suggested 
techniques for organizing and conducting it successfully. The case study is a valu-
able method of research, with distinctive characteristics that make it ideal for 
many types of investigations; it can also be used in combination with other meth-
ods. The case study is a research strategy that has various uses according to the 
underlying theoretical and methodological perspectives. In this study, the meth-
odological perspective is derived from grounded theory approach. Thus, the main 
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concern in this sub-chapter is to assess the fit between these two, grounded theory 
approach and the case study research strategy. 

The case study may be used with a bottom-up approach – from data to theory. 
It is an advantageous strategy when questions like "how" and "why" are posed in 
the research; when the researcher has little control over events and when the focus 
is on real-time phenomena within a real-life context. The case study is a research 
strategy that focuses on understanding the dynamics within embedded settings 
(Edwards 1998). Its aims may be description, theory testing and theory genera-
tion. 

Knights and McCabe (1997) suggest that the case study provides a vehicle 
through which several qualitative methods can be combined, thereby avoiding too 
great a reliance on one single approach. Combined data-collection methods are 
typically used: archives, interviews, questionnaires and observations. The evi-
dence may be qualitative, e.g., words, or quantitative, e.g., numbers, or both. Ac-
cording to Smith (1991), it is a mistake to claim that the case study research strat-
egy uses purely qualitative evidence. What distinguishes a case study is that the 
researcher is usually concerned to elucidate the unique features of the case (Bry-
man & Bell 2003). 

There are different types of case studies to meet various aims. Yin (1993) 
listed several examples along with the appropriate research design for each case. 
There were suggestions for a general approach to designing case studies, and also 
recommendations for exploratory, explanatory, and descriptive case studies. 
There is not necessarily a clear-cut distinction among the different types. For ex-
ample, descriptive and explanatory case studies may be essentially interwoven, 
and the underlying argument is that the emphases naturally shift within research 
(see Eisenhardt 1989, Smith 1991, Edwards 1998). A descriptive case study is 
relevant, because a social system first needs to be described. As many researchers 
acknowledge (Dyer & Wilkins 1991, Guba & Lincoln 1994, Langley 1999), it is 
through a "thick description" of the contextual details that a better understanding 
of the phenomenon is arrived at. The narrative ("thick description") is not neces-
sarily the final product of a research project (Langley 1999). The challenge may 
be to generate a theory based on the data with reference to related studies (Lukka 
& Kasanen 1995, Alasuutari 1996). The contextual detail of the data makes it 
possible to further evaluate these theories. This is why my data analysis started 
with a thorough description of the selected case as well as of the communities of 
practice emerged within the organization in question. 
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Beyond the need for description, the objective here was to derive explana-
tions from the data which is why I considered it important to clarify the crucial 
difference between the so-called explanatory and exploratory case studies. Admit-
tedly, there is some contradiction in literature concerning the type of case study 
called explanatory or exploratory. Explanatory cases are suitable for doing causal 
studies: in very complex and multivariate cases, the analysis can make use of pat-
tern-matching techniques. Exploratory case studies on the other hand, differ quite 
fundamentally in their objectives (Ryan & Scapens & Theobald 1992). Their fo-
cus is on specific cases; the aim is to understand and explain the specific, rather 
than to generalize (Tsoukas 1989, Smith 1991). The objective is to generate theo-
ries which provide good explanations. Generalizability refers here to theoretical 
generalization, finding out if a particular theory has explanatory power over the 
phenomenon in question. The issue in these cases is whether the theory explains 
the observation or not. 

In exploratory case studies, fieldwork and data collection may be undertaken 
prior to the definition of the research questions and hypotheses. This research ap-
proach is used to define the exact nature of the problem, using e.g. interview, fo-
cus groups, and observation. According to Ryan, Scapens and Theobald (1992) 
and Tsoukas (1989) – exploratory case studies are intended to generate ideas and 
hypotheses for rigorous empirical testing at a later stage. In other words, they are 
ultimately concerned with statements of statistical occurrences in a particular 
population. 

Exploratory studies are also ideal for situations in which any methodological 
innovation is used (Bickman & Rog 1998). The narrative and the mini-
ethnography are methods that have been used consistently in studies of organiza-
tional learning (Orr 1990, Brown & Duguid 1991, Weick & Westley 1996). For 
example, Brown and Duguid (1991) have presented an example of how storytel-
ling represented organizational learning by describing an attempt to repair a ma-
chine. Also, relating to organizational learning, narrative skills are crucial to 
learning because stories organize know-how, tacit knowledge and multiple causa-
tion into a memorable plot that supports learning (Weick & Westley 1996). 

This study has been designed to be exploratory not just because of structural 
constraints, but because such a design is compatible with the research thesis. Ex-
ploratory research is well suited for understanding the concepts and theories held 
by the subjects being studied (Bickman & Rog 1998, 79). The development of an 
inductive, grounded theory is most fruitful with the context of exploratory re-
search (Bickman & Rog 1998, Glaser & Strauss 1967). Exploratory research of 
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this kind of is meant to reach enlightment regarding salient issues by focusing on 
research variables, and generating hypotheses. These studies are less concerned 
with generalization: in general, exploratory research is not concerned with gener-
alization. 

The major difference between grounded theory and other methods is its spe-
cific approach to theory development – grounded theory suggests that there 
should be a continuous interplay between data collection and analysis. Grounded 
theory is a research method that seeks to develop a theory that is based on data 
that has been systematically gathered and analyzed. According to Martin and 
Turner (1986), grounded theory is "an inductive theory discovery methodology 
that allows the researcher to develop a theoretical account of the general features 
of a topic while simultaneously grounding the account in empirical observations 
or data." This can be seen to be hermeneutics which can be treated as both an 
underlying philosophy and a specific mode of analysis (Bleicher 1980). The idea 
of a hermeneutic circle refers to the dialectic between understanding a text as a 
whole and interpretating its parts (Gadamer 1976, 117). 

Above I emphasized the fit between grounded theory method and the explora-
tory case study research strategy. I have deliberately applied both in studying the 
phenomenon in question; organizational learning. My next step is to introduce the 
empirical design of my research in detail. 

3.3 The empirical research design 

The research design is the scheme of any research. Generally, the components are 
the question(s), the propositions, the unit of analysis, the logic linking of the data 
to the propositions, and the criteria for interpreting the findings (Perry 1998, Un-
cles 1998). Ragin (1994) points out that the design of the scientific investigation 
touches almost every aspect of the research. 

The research design embraces a systematic plan for the collection and analy-
sis of data (details in the following section 3.4). The systematic collection of evi-
dence at an early stage of the investigation is important even in less structured 
research that is more open-ended. In grounded theory research (Glaser & Strauss 
1967, Ragin 1994, 28), issues of sampling and selection bias are addressed during 
the course of the process, as the project takes shape. The researcher who discovers 
a new aspect may develop his or her own data collection strategy during the 
course of the research (Eisenhardt 1989), in order to assess the generality of the 
phenomenon. 
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Table 5. Key features of the research design. 

Research Problem Area Managing knowledge and organizational learning as a 

process in “communities of practice” 

Case Healthcare organization 

Levels of Analysis Community of practice level 

Individual level 

Time Frame 2002-2004 

Data Sources Interviews 

Fieldnotes 

Observations 

Archival records 

Number of Investigators One 

The key features of the research are summarized in Table 5 above. 
The research problem area and the context were outlined and the specific re-

search questions were introduced in the first chapter. At this point, I would like to 
pay attention to the question of the unit of analysis. Because organizational learn-
ing is a multifaceted and dynamic phenomenon, a complex interplay between dif-
ferent factors of a system, I found it necessary to emphasize the need for a discus-
sion of units of analysis. 

One of the basic practices in science is to analyze a phenomenon by dividing 
it into elements and by studying these separately. However, as Vygotsky (1962, 3-
5) has pointed out, we do not learn anything about the qualities of water, or, its 
ability to extinguish fire, for example, by studying separately its constituent ele-
ments of oxygen and hydrogen, the former of which is a necessary element in all 
burning and the latter of which is an explosive gas: the proper unit of analysis is 
the water molecule. In a similar view, many theories in the field of organizational 
learning analyze different kinds of aspects of learning separately. However, ac-
cording to Virkkunen and Kuutti (2000), we should not hope to learn to under-
stand organizational learning by analyzing individual learning and changes in 
institutional structures, cognitive changes and development of cultural artifacts or 
incremental development and revolutionary transformations of organizations 
separately. 

It can be seen then that the debates on learning have witnessed a move from 
traditional cognitive theories towards organizational level concepts and explana-
tions. Palmer and Hardy (2000, 224) argue that organizational learning can be 
approached from three distinct perspectives that illustrate the attempts to move 
from individual to organizational analysis of learning and knowledge creation 
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which they label ‘individual components’, ‘organizational hardware’ and ‘organ-
izational software’. Table 6 presents these approaches. 

Table 6. Approaches to organizational learning (adapted from Palmer and Hardy, 224). 

Focus Individual components Organizational hardware Organizational software 

Status of 

organizational 

learning 

‘Organizational’ learning is 

really individual learning 

‘Organizational’ learning is 

really individual learning 

applied to organizations 

Organizational ‘learning’ is a 

process quite different from 

individual learning 

Learning 

process 

Individuals learn; they think 

and act 

Organizations learn; they 

think and act 

Organizations are sums of 

the collective actions and 

meanings 

Developing 

learning 

Ensure that individuals 

learn more effectively by 

improving their cognitive 

processes 

Ensure that organizations 

learn more effectively by 

improving structural and 

cultural processes 

Ensure that organizations 

learn more effectively by 

improving meaning creation 

processes 

In the analyses following a predominantly individualistic view, the main focus is 
on the mechanisms affecting those processes. Organizational aspects of learning 
are often reduced to psychological questions about the ‘essence’ of the mind, with 
less weight put on the social dimensions of knowing and acting. This approach is 
evident in much of the current knowledge management literature which tends to 
argue that organizational level knowledge creation is not possible without prior 
learning on individual level. For example, Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995, 13) note 
that “although we use the term ‘organizational’ knowledge creation, the organiza-
tion cannot create knowledge on its own without the initiative of the individual 
and the interaction that takes place within the group”. 

In contrast, the organizational ‘hardware’ approach takes a meso level view 
on the knowledge creation process, arguing that it is the organization that learns, 
not the individual. Thus, organizational behavior is not seen as the sum of indi-
vidual actions and intentions, but more as a phenomenon driven by the structural 
properties of a social system. This perspective looks at the emergence and ‘engi-
neering’ of knowledge as it happens within complex information processing 
‘pipelines’ and ‘feedback mechanisms’ of an organization. Morgan’s (1997) dis-
cussion of the “brain” metaphor is in like under this kind of thinking, assuming 
that organizations can be likened to large information processing organs, deci-
sion-making systems. The systemic perspective is still rooted in the idea that al-
though social in character, organizational learning and knowledge become under-
standable as we locate these concepts within the image of organizations as an in-
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formation processing brain that operates according to the principles of neurologi-
cal or cybernetic systems. 

In contrast to this, the organizational ‘software’ approach argues that knowl-
edge is constructed in social practices that are diverse and ambivalent in nature. 
The perspective is distinct from the individual level cognitive theories as well as 
from the structural approaches that treat learning and knowledge creation as a 
systemic phenomenon. 

This research may bring out a systemic, alternative concept for the unit of 
analysis that allows us to understand and analyze these different aspects of organ-
izational learning and knowledge, as well as the interrelations between them. 
Easterby-Smith, Crossan and Nicolini (2000) have pointed out that the debate 
about units or levels of analysis has allowed researchers to connect their research 
to the field of organizational learning. This debate is around whether organiza-
tional learning is simply the sum of what individuals learn within organizations, 
or whether there is something more to it. It is unclear if one should focus on 
learning of the level of the individual, team, or organization, or how these levels 
are connected. 

In my research, I wanted to emphasize that knowledge and organizational 
learning should be examined at its source, i.e. through the activities of the indi-
vidual and communities of practice. Styhre (2003) presents at least three levels of 
knowledge management research:  

1. Firm-to-firm. Knowledge is created, exploited, and disseminated in networks 
of firms, alliances, in “innovative systems” such as industries and clusters. 
Knowledge is also co-evolutionary, developed between a number of different 
actors within a particular industry or region. 

2. Organizational unit-to-organizational unit. Knowledge is created and ex-
ploited in communities of practice, in expert groups and expert divisions of 
the firm, in what Ludwik Fleck (1979) called thought collectives and Karin 
Knorr Cetina (1999) calls epistemic cultures, in projects and in work teams. 

3. Individual-to-individual. Knowledge is created and transferred between indi-
viduals, which implies that differing capacities for learning, the use of em-
bodied skills and emotions, and communication skills are crucial for using the 
acquired knowledge. 

Studies of knowledge management can take place on these three different levels 
or seek to show how new combinations give rise to new knowledge. I mainly 
adapt the last two levels of analysis (intraorganizational relations and interper-
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sonal dynamics), because the study of organizational units (especially in commu-
nities of practice) and the ways in which individuals make use of and share 
knowledge is more closely associated with my purpose of research. As a unit of 
analysis, the concept of a “community of practice” focuses attention on the ac-
tors´ actual interactions and the ways in which the practitioners in the community 
of practice collectively master a task by transmitting knowledge and sharing ex-
periences among group members (Brown & Duguid 1991). Hence, the units of 
analysis are the relationships between different kinds of communities of practice, 
and the relations between individuals associated with these communities in the 
chosen healthcare unit. 

The healthcare unit forms a network of various communities of practice that 
cross the formal boundaries of organizational departments. The healthcare unit is 
comprised of four departments and several various work communities, both for-
mal and informal. The study covered approximately a two-year period. The data 
was collected mainly through personal interviews with actors at different levels, 
on a real-time basis. The schedule of interviews conducted for this study and 
other sources of empirical qualitative material is presented in Appendix 1. 

The case analysis started with more than two hundred pages of transcribed 
data. The principal data source was interviews which were tape recorded. That 
allowed me to return to the collected data in their original form as often required. 
I also made fieldnotes, not simply recording data but also analysing them (see 
e.g., Silverman 2000, 126). I mainly transcribed what I saw and heard in the pro-
ject meetings (see Appendix 1) by expanding fieldnotes beyond immediate obser-
vations. Archival records and other printed material, such as promotional materi-
als, annual reports and home pages on the Internet were needed mainly in the case 
description (Chapter 4). 

The following section (3.4) covers the procedures used in the systematic col-
lection of evidence and results analysis, by introducing the actual phases of em-
pirical research. 
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3.4 The research process according to the grounded theory 
approach 

3.4.1 The elements of grounded theory 

There exist three basic elements in grounded theory: concepts, categories and 
propositions. Concepts are the basic units of analysis since it is from the concep-
tualization of data, not the actual data per se, that the theory is developed. Corbin 
and Strauss (1990, 7) state: 

”Theories can’t be built with actual incidents or activities as observed or re-
ported; that is, from "raw data". The incidents, events, happenings are taken 
as, or analyzed as, potential indicators of phenomena, which are thereby 
given conceptual labels.” 

Only by comparing incidents and by calling similar phenomena by the same term 
can the theorist accumulate the basic units for theory. For example, if a respon-
dent says to the researcher, "Each day I spread my activities over the duration of 
the morning, resting between shaving and bathing," then the researcher might 
label this phenomenon as "pacing." As the researcher encounters other incidents, 
and when after comparison to the first, they appear to resemble it, then these, too, 
can be labelled as "pacing." 

The second element of grounded theory, categories, is defined by Corbin and 
Strauss (1990, 7): 

”Categories are higher in level and more abstract than the concepts they rep-
resent. They are generated through the same analytic process of making com-
parisons to highlight similarities and differences that is used to produce 
lower level concepts. Categories are the "cornerstones" of developing theory. 
They provide the means by which the theory can be integrated.” 

In addition to the concept of "pacing," the analyst might generate concepts like 
"self-medicating," "resting," and "watching one’s diet." While coding, the analyst 
may note that, although these concepts are different in form, they seem to repre-
sent activities directed toward a similar process: keeping an illness under control. 
They could be grouped under a more abstract heading, a category: "Self Strategies 
for Controlling Illness". 

The third element of grounded theory is propositions which indicate general-
ized relationships between a category and its concepts and between different cate-
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gories. This third element was originally termed ‘hypotheses’ by Glaser and 
Strauss (1967), but the term ‘propositions’ is more appropriate since, as Whetten 
(1989, 492) correctly points out, propositions involve conceptual relationships 
whereas hypotheses require measured relationships. Since the grounded approach 
produces conceptual and not measured relationships, the former term is preferred. 

Explaining simply and correctly a method that “happens sequentially, subse-
quently, simultaneously, serendipitously and scheduled” (Glaser 1998, 1) is chal-
lenging. As mentioned above, the study begins with describing the area of study 
(Chapters 1 and 2) highlighting the issues relevant to that area. Adding compo-
nents from the literature of Glaser, Strauss, Bryman and Bell, I wanted to empha-
size the importance and role of data collection and analysis (including four ab-
straction levels), as well as the role of existing literature in grounded theory 
method study. 

By doing so, it was possible to present a picture that both includes all key as-
pects of the method and provides an accurate depiction of its iterative nature. This 
is presented next in Figure 4, followed by a discussion in the next chapters. 
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Fig. 4. The data-analysis process according to grounded theory methodology. 
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3.4.2 Case selection and data collection 

Once the basic research questions had been identified, the research was focussed 
(Chapter 1), and the research design presented (Section 3.3). The next step was 
the case selection and the technical design of data collection. First I want to pre-
sent some assumptions underlying the case selection and the data collection 
guidelines, followed by an account on how I chose the case organization and how 
the data was collected. 

When the aim is to generate a theory based on a case, the case has to be cho-
sen on theoretical rather than statistical grounds (Glaser & Strauss 1967, Eisen-
hardt 1989, Strauss & Corbin 1990). In accordance with the originators of the 
grounded theory method, Pettigrew (1990) urged researchers to be alert with re-
gards to extreme situations and critical incidents: cases where relevant processes 
are transparent and observable, i.e. highly visible should be selected. Another 
strategy is to select polar types of cases (showing high and low levels of perform-
ance, for example). In the end, the main feature of data collection in the grounded 
theory approach is the way in which the theory develops and directs the re-
searcher towards new informants and appropriate locations. The iterative process 
between data analysis and data collection guides the latter. 

I started my research process by contacting a local consultant who had cre-
ated a model for competence development for various organizations in different 
areas of business. We had a few meetings (Appendix 1) where we planned our 
cooperation and he presented his model. He was consulting various organizations, 
and presented me with an extensive outline of the characteristics of these organi-
zations. I acquainted myself with a certain healthcare organization which I found 
suitable for this type of research. 

I chose the healthcare organization for my case study, focusing on a certain 
healthcare unit which had been facing some significant changes over the past few 
years. The unit had gradually moved to operate in markets with tough competi-
tion, and had been forced to increasingly develop competitiveness both in the 
public and the private sector. The large change project was initiated and under-
taken only a few years ago, and the unit was divided into four independent de-
partments with different functions. On one hand both the structural and the mana-
gerial changes, and on the other hand the demanding sector with a strong human 
resources focus, created a favourable basis for this research.  

According to Glaser and Strauss (1967, 45), theoretical sampling is the proc-
ess of data collection for generating theory where the analyst jointly collects, 
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codes, and analyses the data and decides the type of data to be collected next, in 
order to develop the theory as it emerges. The process of data collection is con-
trolled by the emerging theory, whether substantive or formal. According to 
Glaser and Strauss (1967), “theoretical sampling is done in order to discover 
categories and their properties and to suggest the interrelationships into the the-
ory”. In grounded theory, the researcher carries on collecting data (observing, 
interviewing, collecting documents) until she has achieved theoretical saturation 
(Bryman & Bell 2003); in practice this meant that I carried on collecting data un-
til no new or relevant data seem to be emerging for a category. The interviews 
were conducted after the research and project meetings where I had a good oppor-
tunity to make observations (see Appendix 1). Both the observations and inter-
views formed the basis for the creation of a category and confirmed its impor-
tance; there has no need to continue with data collection in relation to that cate-
gory or cluster of categories, and I could move on and generate hypotheses for the 
categories that were created. 

Interview design 

The principal source of data in this study was interviews. Interviewing is the most 
common method used in qualitative research. Interviews can be highly structured, 
as in the case of fixed response questionnaires, or minimally structured, as is the 
case in the narrative method (Heyink & Tymstra 1993, Kleinman 1988). There are 
difficulties with qualitative interviews as interviewers must be knowledgeable, 
skilled, and well-prepared before entering the field. Interviewing, as well as proc-
essing interview data, is both laborious and time consuming, allowing only for 
relatively small sample sizes. Unstructured and highly unstandardized interviews 
are unlikely to fulfill positivist criteria for validity and reliability (Heyink & Tym-
stra 1993). The cultural bias that both the interviewer and the respondent bring to 
the interview can distort data (Miller 1991, 161). However, the interviewer or 
observer, is as much a part of the study as is the respondent. Conversations and 
interactions cannot be reproduced in detail (Behar 1996, 7); bias is present. This 
is supportive of the assertion that the observer present during the research should 
be present in the explication of the research findings (Behar 1996). 

Access and permission to conduct interviews. Access to the case organization 
was obtained with the help of the consultant who created the model for compe-
tence development in the healthcare unit from year 2003. First of all, I had a few 
meetings with the local company, after which I participated in several meetings 
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(called project meetings and workshops), arranged between the management of 
the healthcare unit and the company during the years 2002-2004 (See Appendix 
1). I acted mainly as an observer in these meetings. I had a meeting with the ex-
ecutive group of the healthcare unit, where the research plan was submitted to 
obtain the permission to carry out the research. Upon approval, steps were taken 
to arrange interviews. Access to all respondents was granted by department man-
agers. The managers contacted prospective participants and informed them about 
the study. Everyone informed expressed interest in participating and the inter-
views were organized. 

The interview setting. The initial intention was to carry out all of the inter-
views in a face-to-face fashion with the researcher. The interviews took place in 
the healthcare unit. I was able to organize several interviews for the same day 
because all respondents worked in the same building or geographically near to 
each other. All interview settings were quiet and comfortable, and it seemed that 
the setting had a minimal effect on the information that the participants agreed to 
share. 

The interviews. The interviews were conducted in December 2003 and Janu-
ary 2004. The total number of interviews for the study was 17: the number of in-
terviews by profession is displayed in Table 7. The length of the interviews 
ranged from one hour to one and a half hours, while on average the interviews 
lasted about 60 minutes. The complete interview schedule is available in Appen-
dix 1. I transcribed the interviews, which resulted in 210 pages of text. 

Table 7. The division of the interviews by profession. 

Profession Department 

A 

Department 

B 

Department 

C 

Department 

D 

Unit Total 

Manager of department 1 1 1 1  4 

Vocational rehabilitation tutor    1  1 

Planning Manager     1 1 

Physiotherapist  1 2   3 

Nurse   1   1 

Departmental secretary  1  1  2 

Practical nurse   1   1 

Occupational health nurse 1     1 

Rehabilitation social worker 1     1 

Psychologist   1 1  2 

      Σ 17 
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Upon arrival at the interview site, greetings were exchanged and the respondent 
and I negotiated a suitable room in which to have the interview. Most of the re-
spondents had questions which I answered happily. I then proceeded to introduce 
myself and the study in a standard manner. I began the interview sessions by in-
troducing the interview guidelines carefully to the respondents and discussing the 
framework until I was sure that a reasonable common understanding had been 
acquired. Once the guidelines had been explained, I started the actual interview. 
Data were collected in a structured interview where the questions were themed or 
detailed and developed in advance. Each respondent was asked the same set of 
questions, but was allowed to "tell their story" in their own order and depth with 
guidance from the interviewer. Some of the questions were open-ended where 
respondents were asked to comment on certain events. This way they got to pro-
pose different solutions or provide insights into events, and I encouraged them to 
tell their stories with as little interruption as possible from my side. My intention 
was to minimize my influence on what they considered important or relevant 
about a certain issue. As a researcher, I had to avoid becoming dependent on a 
single informant, and seek the same data from other sources to verify its authen-
ticity. Field notes were taken in combination with audio tape-recording. I took 
notes of any needs for clarification and asked these questions once the respondent 
had finished with his/her story. At the end of the interview the respondents were 
asked whether they felt they had anything else to share. All interviews were tran-
scribed verbatim. 

Other methods and sources of information 

The secondary methods used in this study were observation and archival records. 
Observation provides some unusual opportunities for collecting data, but could 
create some problems as well: the researcher could well alter the course of events 
as part of the group, which may not be helpful to the study. That was not an issue 
in my situation, because I mainly acted as an outside observer, and my intention 
was not to have an influence on the course of events. I had the opportunity to par-
ticipate in several meetings arranged between the management of the healthcare 
unit and the consultant who had built the model for competence development in 
the healthcare unit from year 2003.  

In addition to the data obtained from the interviews and observation, archival 
records provided additional sources. These were mainly the records of the meet-
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ings where I was able to receive essential information about the unit’s situation 
and the working methods. 

3.4.3 Data analysis and theory development 

Although a clear distinction between data gathering and data analysis is com-
monly made in quantitative research, such a distinction is problematic for many 
qualitative researchers. For example, from a hermeneutic perspective it is as-
sumed that a researcher’s presuppositions affect the gathering of data – the ques-
tions posed to informants largely determine what you are going to find out. The 
analysis affects the data and the data affect the analysis in significant ways. My 
intention is to show the data analysis in great detail because the data analysis is 
central to grounded theory based research. 

The case analysis started with over two hundred pages of transcribed data. I 
started by getting familiar with my data by reading through the data several times 
and making notes and memos. Through these notes, and the notes I made during 
the interview sessions, I was able to find the most interesting issues from the data. 
In order to create the physical structure for the data, I computerized it. I used a 
computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software, NVivo, which helped me to 
manage a large set of empirical data. In the end, I used both manual and com-
puter-based analysis techniques together. 

I was constantly comparing theory and data (cf. Eisenhardt 1989). Measuring 
constructs and elaborating on relationships was also essential in formulating the 
propositions on which the theory was built, aiming to achieve judgement (Lincoln 
1995) on the strength and consistency of the relationships. The iterative process 
worked backward and forward between the steps, allowing me to achieve a higher 
conceptual level, and ultimately to develop a concise, modifiable and useful theo-
retical framework. 

This thesis is done systematically and can be seen as one of the inductive 
studies. The analytic induction is a guideline of qualitative research which gives 
handy and practical tools for organizing reasoning (Seale 1999, 83). I used this 
model of process to help reach an extensive interpretation of my emprical data. At 
the beginning of the research I made an accurate analysis on a small group from 
the case, from which the conducted interpretation was tested against the larger set 
of data. First I defined a preliminary distribution of the case organization’s com-
munities, both formal and informal ones. I chose two groups which I considered 
to be extreme among informal communities, and analyzed these informal com-
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munities, by using various types of ways to describe the communities’ basic char-
acteristics and creating a set of hypotheses. I then tested these hypotheses with the 
whole data set, including other informal communities within the case organiza-
tion. 

Throughout the research report I distinguished four abstraction levels (Figure 
4). The first level comprised the case description2., while the next levels were the 
three types of coding which are at the centre of the grounded theory analysis3. 
These are analytic types and it does not necessarily follow that the researcher 
moves from open through axial to selective coding in a strict, consecutive manner. 
All in all, the grounded theory analysis allowed for the systematic comparison of 
small units of data (i.e. concepts) (Glaser & Strauss 1967, Strauss & Corbin 
1990). The method involved the gradual construction of a system of concepts that 
described and explained knowledge management and organizational learning in 
the actual case. 

I stayed very close to the data in order to maintain accuracy and intensity.  
Next I would like to describe how the analysis progressed from the lowest 

towards the higher abstraction levels. 

The case description 

The case description is relevant, not only for familiarizing the researcher with the 
particular case in the light of the research problem, but also for giving the reader 
an opportunity to gain his/her own insight into it. The overall objective is to be-
come thoroughly familiar with the case. A detailed and unbiased description is 
essential, which calls for detailed observation of the phenomenon and the identifi-
cation of basic concepts and distinctions. The researcher is advised (Glaser & 
Strauss 1967, Edwards 1998, cf. Brytting 1991) to use terms that are close to the 
data and simple rather than high-level constructs wrapped in jargon. Indeed, I 
described the cases in the participants’ own terms whenever possible, given that 
the descriptions incorporated all the other empirical material collected (inter-
views, observations and secondary data). Accordingly, the lowest levels (Level 1 
in Figure 4) comprised a close description of the case (Chapter 4). 

                                                        
2 See Chapter 4. 
3 See Chapter 5. 
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Data reduction 

After the interviews had been conducted, I transcribed all the interview material 
and re-read the transcriptions several times in order to identify the passages that 
fitted the probable conceptual elements (i.e. data reduction). Because I intended to 
keep the context as intact as possible, I did not omit any passages from the analy-
sis: each passage may include many meaningful concepts, although the connec-
tions between them were not necessarily obvious in the passages in which the 
concept was identified. The 88 extracts from "Department A", 129 from "Depart-
ment B", 169 from "Department C", and 120 from "Department D" (and 20 ex-
tracts from the planning manager at the unit level) represent a significant reduc-
tion in the amount of data. These extracts comprised the second level of abstrac-
tion. 

The extracts were coded according to the department and the respondent’s in-
formation, so that the codes could be used to identify the actual respondent (Fig-
ure 5). The coding of the interview extracts4 is of utmost importance because the 
codes are referred to when the grounds for creating the categories are justified. 

Fig. 5. A sample of the codes used in the interview extracts. 

                                                        
4 This coding should not be confused with the coding terms used in grounded theory 

Department

Respondent’s profession:
PM = Planning manager
M = Manager of department
T = Vocational rehabilitation tutor
PH = Physiotherapist
N = Nurse
DS = Departmental secretary
PS = Practical nurse
OS = Occupational health nurse
RS = Rehabilitation social worker
P = Psychologist

BM912/10

Date of interview

The number of extracts
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Coding according to the applied grounded theory methodology 

In the centre of the grounded-theory analysis are the coding strategies. According 
to Bryman and Bell (2003), coding is the most central process in grounded theory 
whereby data are broken into components which are the given names. As Char-
maz (2000, 515) puts it: “We grounded theorists code our emerging data as we 
collect it…”. The process of naming or labeling things, categories, and properties 
is known as coding. Coding can be done very formally and systematically or in-
formally. In grounded theory, it is normally done quite informally. For example, if 
after coding a lot of text new categories emerged, grounded theorists do not nor-
mally go back to the earlier text to code that category. 

Open coding. Open coding refers to the part of the analysis that deals with the 
labelling and categorizing of phenomena as indicated by the data. Labelling and 
categorizing result in concepts – the basic building blocks in grounded theory 
construction. Open coding requires application of a practice that is referred to as 
‘the comparative method’, that is, asking questions and making comparisons. 
Data are initially classified by asking simple questions such as what, where, how, 
when, how much, etc. Subsequently, the data are compared and similar incidents 
are grouped together and given the same conceptual label. The process of group-
ing concepts at a higher, more abstract level is termed categorizing. 

I started the open coding at the healthcare unit after the interviews had been 
conducted. I transcribed all the interview material and re-read the transcriptions 
several times in order to identify the passages that fitted any probable conceptual 
elements. I used open coding to break down the extracts into distinct units of 
meaning. In much the same way as Strauss and Corbin (1990), Miller and 
Fredericks (1999) and Partington (2000) suggested, I was thus able to identify 
more general and unspecified categories. A formal open-coding procedure was 
conducted on each selected interview extract, involving the search for key words 
(Figure 6) with a view to connect them to conceptual themes. Undoubtedly, the 
broad literature review and the intuitive capacity of the researcher proved useful 
here. 

Fig. 6. A sample of the key word search in the interview extracts. 

BPH912/5

This work is so manual, you learn your basic skills during the schooling. Then the work and the 
trainings. With the database you can refresh your memory, and also from your workmates you’ll learn
these, you know, techniques or then which method would be worth using.
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The goal of the second level, open coding, yielded concepts which were later 
grouped and turned into categories. I identified, named, categorized and described 
phenomena found in the data. In fact, four large groups of themes seemed to 
emerge. 

This led to the third level of abstraction. The data reduction and open coding 
were iteratively connected. The goal of this iteration procedure was to include all 
probable conceptual elements in a single analysis in order to deepen the interpre-
tation. This resulted in 80 provisional categories (i.e. conceptual themes) from the 
whole data. The category names were sometimes a direct quotation from respon-
dents – when their words described the situation in question best or were better 
than a theoretical term would have been. Nevertheless, I also used literature to 
find suitable category names. The selection of meaningful categories and the rela-
tionships identified, were without exception based on the empirical data.  

The four most significant themes were know-how and learning related to 
work, managing knowledge, the network of the communities of practice, and the 
role of the organization. At that point, these theoretical elements seemed suffi-
cient. The theme regarding know-how and learning related to work was clear as 
the interviewees gave enough factual and consistent information (e.g., two inter-
view extracts below): 

“Like anything, you have to learn new things all the time, and still the most 
challenging thing for me is that we should develop new products throughout, 
able to have visions of the future and find out what the product or service of 
the future is, and what a good market niche would be, and to develop the 
closest thing to these services.” BM912/01 

“I feel that I learn most by doing that job, and from other workmates. I think 
the best thing is when you are able to do that job by yourself. Of course the 
theory can also be found on the intranet.” CN1212/04 

The interviewees seemed to learn things from very different sources, and in par-
ticular, one of the most important sources was seen to be the work itself and 
learning from one’s own workmates. The challenging nature of the work brought 
also the financial challenge along to learn and invent new ideas and products, but 
also to develop one’s own know-how. 

The respondents gave accounts of the ways and means to manage knowledge, 
representing the reality in which they were working (i.e. the flow of information). 
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“If we talk about communication and the flow of information, it is such an is-
sue that there’s never enough of it. And certainly, we do have a lot to improve. 
Indeed, that flow of information has been made more effective. But if I think 
of these kinds of things, in customer care, our systems are not bad. There in-
formation is transferred and it works, because there are these kinds of inter-
mediate meetings, and when the customer arrives, we together with the work-
ing group see who and what kind of cases they are. We arrange for contact 
persons and so on. And this contact person is in a way the person who gath-
ers that information about the customer.” DM1912/12 

The network of the communities of practices was discovered. Many different 
kinds of communities of practice, multidimensional by nature, exist within the 
case organization (e.g. the community of practice of rehabilitation managers, see 
the interview extract below). 

“We managers have our own group. When the agenda is made beforehand for 
a meeting of the management group and the department, we often, for exam-
ple, we arrange our own meetings by phone in advance. We can agree that we 
will take up issues like this and this, so we can prepare ourselves for the 
meeting. Or then, we often meet without any advance arrangements so every-
one only has those things that they’re working on, and… those are more in-
formal meetings.” BM912/36 

The members of the community of managers use different ways to arrange 
their meetings. Also the content of the meetings may vary from very informal to 
formal, defining the goal of these meetings (e.g. financial issues, professional in-
terests, etc.). 

The series of interviews in the healthcare unit showed how the respondents 
perceived the role of the organization, for example in terms of learning and the 
development of know-how (see the next interview extract). 

“Yes, I believe that learning is taken into account, and it is appreciated if 
someone has the enthusiasm to go to training and develop herself. In spite of 
all, it is at the organization level, I don’t know if it is simply those financial 
resources that hinder it, or if there are other things which affect and under-
mine that appreciation. You have to have great motivation yourself. I think 
that it depends on your own motivation, you have to find that motivation 
within yourself, regardless of whether the employer supports it or not.” 
AOS1712/16 
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Mostly the role of the organization in supporting the workers’ will for learning 
and developing people’s competence were regarded as sufficient. However some 
offending factors, like financial resources were seen to hinder participation in 
training courses, for example, it was down to the individual to be motivated 
enough to develop oneself regardless of the role of the organization. 

Axial coding. Whereas open coding breaks the data into concepts and catego-
ries, axial coding puts those data back together in new ways by making connec-
tions between categories. This is done by linking codes to contexts, to conse-
quences, to patterns of interaction, and to causes (Strauss & Corbin 1990). Thus, 
axial coding refers to the process of developing main categories and their sub-
categories through a combination of inductive and deductive thinking. 

The number (80) of provisional categories had to be reduced, so the next step 
was to use the axial coding procedure. In order to define the final categories and 
to link them together within the cases I searched for similarities, differences and 
opposition between the categories. Defining the categories meant that, as far as 
the data allowed, the categories were assigned their correct properties and dimen-
sions. For example, if in one category the data had the same properties and di-
mensions as in another, I could combine them and thus reduce the number (for 
instance, in the case of the categories: The attitude to management practices and 
Management practices and communality). 

Selective coding. The fourth level, selective coding involves the integration 
of the categories that have been developed to form the initial theoretical frame-
work. Selective coding is the process of choosing one category to be the core 
category, and relating all other categories to that category. A core category is the 
central issue or focus around which all other categories are integrated. It is what 
Strauss and Corbin (1990) call the storyline around which everything else is 
draped. It is either generated or made explicit. 

The role of existing literature and theoretical saturation 

At this point in the process, the role of the existing literature becomes very impor-
tant, as the researcher needs to acquire sensitivity and knowledge on grounded 
concepts. Literature is therefore a source of additional data to be compared with 
the existing grounded data. For example, texts on knowledge management, 
knowledge creation, learning, and communities of practice raised the theoretical 
level and facilitated the construction of definitions (as suggested by Eisenhardt 
1989). In my study most of these texts were outside the substantive area of my 
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research, yet they were made relevant by the actors’ main concern and the emerg-
ing theory. I achieved theoretical saturation when I was able to fully account for 
the main concern of the research and further sampling failed to add significant 
value (i.e. new categories or properties) to the study. 

Developing a substantive theory 

Glaser and Strauss (1967) argued that grounded theory is concerned with two 
types of theory: substantive and formal (conceptual); they emphasized that theory 
generation was accomplished through the collection, coding and analysis of the 
data and that these three operations should be done as simultaneously as possible, 
interacting continuously from the beginning of the investigation to its end. Gener-
ating a formal theory is relatively unusual in grounded theory, because researchers 
typically concentrate on a certain setting (Bryman & Bell, 2003). Like mentioned 
earlier (see 3.2.1), the most substantial aim of this study is to find factors, mecha-
nisms and aspects that affect organizational learning and knowledge creation. The 
concepts and categories are the key elements in grounded theory, and as a qualita-
tive data analysis strategy, it works better for generating categories than theory 
(Bryman & Bell 2003, 432). And here, in this study, I call these generated con-
cepts and categories also as a substantive theory. 

A substantive theory is built through coding, categorization and process: a 
case-based theory should contain essential concepts, distinctions and principles 
linked in a logical manner (Edwards 1998). I want to point out that the method in 
this study is of contextual design and the description of the phenomenon is situ-
ated and local. I will now briefly relate the steps in building the theory, while the 
theoretical elements of the emergent framework were defined in Chapter 5. This is 
also a means of organizing the theory-building blocks related to the methods in 
this section and the theoretical ones in the forthcoming analysis Chapter 6. The 
elements of a substantive theory are presented in Figure 7. 
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Fig. 7. The elements of substantive theory. 

To generate substantive theory, the analyst must discover the core category and 
delimit the investigation around it. The core category is the pivotal point for the 
theory; most other categories relate to it, and it accounts for most of the variation 
in pattern and behavior. The core category “has the prime function of integrating 
the theory and rendering the theory dense and saturated as the relationships in-
crease” (Glaser 1978, 93). As Strauss and Corbin (1990, 124) say, “The core 
category must be the sun, standing in orderly systematic relationships to its plan-
ets”. Subsidiary categories are related to the core category, allowing the re-
searcher to think systematically about data and relate them in complex ways. The 
concepts arose as the underlying meaning, uniformity or pattern within a set of 
descriptive incidents (Glaser 1992). 
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Theory testing 

The last step was theory testing. I had to acknowledge openly the assumptions 
implicit in the initial structures. The argument through which the material was 
linked to existing theoretical discourses needed to be tight and rigorous. It was 
necessary to compare the emergent concepts and theory with a broad range of the 
existing literature (Chapter 6), even deductive models of the same topic (Eisen-
hardt 1989). This in turn helped in discussing the results, as it is the essence of 
case-based research to display how new cases contribute to the established 
knowledge. Furthermore, I turned back to the case material to critically assess the 
"fit" of the conceptual structure of the developed theory (e.g. "hermeneutic 
lenses" according to Edwards 1998), looking at how it could provide insight into 
the deeper dimensions of the case. Testing the findings is also about evaluating 
the exploratory power of the developed theory in similar cases (Edwards 1998); it 
is about checking how far the theory can be extended and developed by evaluat-
ing it in a different context. 

The approach of reading literature first with the objective of identifying gaps 
and relevant theories is opposed to the role that literature has in grounded theory. 
Glaser (1998, 67) is very specific in this regard: grounded theory is a) not doing a 
literature review in the subject area and related areas where the research is done, 
but rather b) performing the literature search in the substantive area when 
grounded theory is nearly completed so that additional data can be woven into the 
theory for constant comparison. 

The purpose is to keep the researcher as free as possible from influences that 
could restrict the independence required for theoretical discovery, not to ignore 
existing, relevant knowledge. Adopting the grounded theory method commits the 
researcher to a rigorous and constant literature review process that occurs at two 
levels; where 

1. the researcher must be constantly familiarizing herself with other subject ar-
eas to increase her theoretical sensitivity, and 

2. conceptual emergence forces the researcher to review convergent and diverg-
ing literature on the field related to the developing concept. 

Because emerging theoretical construction drives literature review, the existing 
literature is incorporated into the study as data. Therefore, to be true to the 
method, most insights of the relevant reviewed literature needs to be presented as 
they find their way into, and becomes integrated with, a substantive theory. 
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3.5 The methodological choices 

3.5.1 The validity, reliability and replicability in this study 

To generalize the findings of this study, theoretical generalization has been used. 
Scapens (1990) argues that theoretical generalization is based on a logic of repli-
cation, where repetition may or may not lead to a re-occurrence of the phenomena 
we are interested in. The goal of this study was not to provide statistical generali-
zation, but rather more explanatory evidence and generation of theoretical genera-
lization (Yin, 1994). The design of the study and the framework provides support 
for this theoretical generalization. Theoretical generalization raises the question of 
how empirical patterns can be regarded as representative of a theoretical pheno-
menon. Although we cannot generalize from particular case to an overall empiri-
cal pattern, we may be able to see empirical patterns as representatives of theore-
tically significant variations. Theoretical generalization does not necessarily seek 
falsifying empirical evidence, but rather repetition or additions to earlier results to 
enhance one’s understanding of the phenomena under study. Eisenhardt (1989) 
formulates a similar point when she notes that theory building involves examining 
both conflicting and unanimous literature, and thus both conflicting as well as 
supporting points of view are useful in the process of theory building. 

Validity is another word for truth (Hammersley 1990, Silverman 2000). Ac-
cording to Hammersley (1990, 57), “By validity, I mean truth: interpreted as the 
extent to which an account accurately represents the social phenomena to which it 
refers.” Validity is the extent to which a piece of research gives the correct answer 
(Perry 1998). More precisely, it refers to the best available approximation to the 
truth of propositions. Reliability refers to replicability, and the criteria for both are 
closely related in positivist evaluation. Validity and reliability issues are raised in 
discussion on the strengths and weaknesses of qualitative vs. quantitative re-
search. However, not all objectivist and positivist criteria apply in the grounded-
theory methodology (Strauss & Corbin 1990, Perry 1998). 

Full replication is impossible in grounded theory research. Given the varied 
social construction of knowledge, I had to accurately describe the study context 
and the techniques I used, so that subsequent follow-up studies could match them 
as closely as possible (Pettigrew 1990, Goulding 1998). Indeed, the more detailed 
the grounded theory approach is, the more it allows the researcher to explain and 
understand if applied to a similar phenomenon. In this case, research performed 
under this study is claimed to be reliable (Parry 1998). 
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Undeniably, the requirement for accuracy, consistency, extensibility, simplic-
ity and fruitfulness should be widely employed within all scientific disciplines, 
with any applied paradigm and methodological consequences. With a view to dis-
cussing the strengths and weaknesses of the grounded theory methodology, both 
the researcher and the audience should understand what the theory can do and 
what it cannot. What grounded theory can provide is a way of thinking about a 
phenomenon. On one hand, this investigation produces deep implications, and on 
the other, it does not offer direct solutions to individuals (Goulding 1998). It is not 
predictive of the treatment of individual cases and it is only provisional in the 
light of the fluidity of the social phenomena under investigation. 

Indeed, the suitability of the grounded theory methodology in general de-
pends on the constant comparative method it involves. Its application can be 
evaluated in terms of how the result, the theoretical output, fits the real world. The 
degree of the fit with antecedent literature is also an issue: any part of the gener-
ated theory that does not fit or support the existing literature has to be explained 
in terms of the substantive differences. Thus, this theoretical framework meets the 
reliability criterion. 

In the following, I discuss the relevant evaluative criteria of the research 
process and the findings. At the same time, I explain what was done to meet those 
criteria. 

3.5.2 Evaluating the research process 

The evaluative criteria of any grounded theory should be the plausibility of the 
explanation of the phenomenon under study it offered (Glaser & Strauss 1967). In 
terms of reliability, this concerns the vividness of the informant’s social world, 
and whether the research process is detailed enough and conforms to the require-
ment of constant comparison i.e. rigorousness. 

The theory was developed on the basis of one case, consisting of four dis-
similar departments. It was able to link diverse facts in a coherent, useful and 
pragmatic way and had the capacity to reveal unrecognized or unknown issues. 
The theorizing involved a process of constructing alternative explanations until 
the best fit was achieved with the data. In this sense, the links to established theo-
ries must have been acceptable. ‘Verification’ came through the process of cate-
gory saturation by staying close to the data. 

The basic idea of the grounded theory approach is to read (and re-read) a tex-
tual database (such as a corpus of field notes) and "discover" or label variables 
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(called categories, concepts and properties) and their interrelationships. The abil-
ity to perceive variables and relationships is termed "theoretical sensitivity" and is 
affected by a number of things including one’s reading of the literature and one’s 
use of techniques designed to enhance sensitivity. The ability to generate concepts 
from data and to relate them according to normal models of theory in general, and 
theory development in sociology in particular, is the essence of theoretical sensi-
tivity. Generating a theory from data means that most hypotheses and concepts 
not only come from data, but are systematically worked out in relation to the data 
during the course of the research. 

Theoretical sensitivity is necessary in this type of research. I understood this 
in two ways, in respect to my personal and temperamental bent, and to my ability 
to have a theoretical insight in order to make something of these insights. In other 
words, I had to have the ability to conceptualize and organize, make abstract con-
nections, visualize and think multivariately. According to Strauss (1987), pre-
conceptions are inevitable. After all, it seems like common sense that someone 
could not be interested in a research topic or setting without knowing something 
in advance about it (Easterby-Smith et al. 2002). Hence I as a researcher made 
myself aware of previous work conducted in the general field of research before 
starting to generate my own theory. A pre-understanding of the immediate field of 
research (Chapter 2; comprehensive framework for social learning) was necessary 
before I could embark upon my project (Kvale 1996, Creswell 1998). It follows 
that the general risk for the preliminary theoretical understanding to force bias 
into the development of the theory was not great. 

The aim in my interview-based theory building was to build a framework 
while acknowledging the lack of absolute causal certainty. Indeed, social proc-
esses are rarely reducible to absolute laws. Reality is socially constructed and 
consists of individual interpretations. The actions of rehabilitation workers were 
not always observable in an objective way. In short, a researcher could identify 
some elements as observable events, and some were accessible through the sub-
jective accounts of the rehabilitation workers. 

Linking data to propositions within the case-study research strategy can be 
done in a number of ways (Campbell 1975, Wilson & Woodside 1999, Langley 
1999), and not only using the grounded theory methodology applied here. 
Grounded theory is admittedly a considerable challenge for the reader because of 
its density. It is criticized because it is time-consuming, there are obvious traps 
and the boundaries are difficult to establish. Indeed, its application in managerial 
sciences is quite rare. When it has been applied, it has been unsuccessful more 
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often than not. Successful conclusions can only be achieved if methodological 
implications are addressed in the actual study, to the purpose and the assumptions 
according to which the data were collected. 

The main source of data was real-time interviews. Some of the outcomes 
were not seen during the investigation. I attempted to explain how communities 
of practice affect organizational knowing and learning. I analyzed how learning 
and knowledge creation take place in communities of practice and how knowl-
edge is exploited and transferred in both intraorganizational relations and inter-
personal dynamics and collected data from parties on both sides. My selection of 
the healthcare organization that had encountered both structural and managerial 
changes, and also the demanding job where human resources were in focus turned 
out to be a fruitful choice. All in all, the choices I made at the outset and during 
the research process were motivated by the desire to increase the capacity for cre-
ating new understanding in the form of interpretive theoretical output. 

I was aware that the emphasis of the classic case study approach is to high-
light a construct by showing its operation in an ongoing social context (cf. Dyer 
& Wilkins 1991). The very setting of this study is indicative of my purpose – to 
gain deep understanding and comprehensive insight. 

The use of multiple sources of data certainly increased the complexity of the 
analysis. In as far as phenomena are generally not easy to observe, this justified 
the use of multiple sources of data. Quantitative evidence, mainly obtained from 
archival sources, was important in revealing circumstances and the overall envi-
ronment that may not have been salient otherwise5 (Yin 1989). Numerical find-
ings and the observations kept the study on track, and preventing the researcher 
from being carried away by qualitative data that was too vivid and could have 
produced unrealistic results. The key source of data was semi-structured in-depth 
interviews with rehabilitation workers, which produced largely qualitative process 
data. All in all, the grounded theory methods (i.e. coding, constant comparison) 
offered ways of handling multiple sources of data. 

I found the analytic induction approach very useful in my research, to com-
plement grounded theory approach. Analytic induction is an approach to the 
analysis of data in which the researcher seeks universal explanations of phenom-
ena by gathering data until no inconsistent cases with a hypothetical explanation 
(deviant or negative cases) of a phenomenon are found (Bryman & Bell 2003, 
Koskinen et al. 2005). I used analytic induction and at the beginning of my re-

                                                        
5 In other words, supporting the search for the issues under study. 
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search I made a thorough analysis with a small group based on which derived the 
interpretation which I then tested against a larger set of data. In practice this 
meant that I analyzed the data of a certain group of people, tested it against the 
whole set of data and continued doing this until the interpretation of the data did 
not change. The result was a model – a description of the life of some of the 
communities of practice – that could comprehensively explain the whole set of 
data. 

During data collection, I had to ensure that the raw data were genuine and 
free from bias and selection effect. I had to avoid asking leading questions, acti-
vating response sets and setting up situations with selectively recording re-
sponses. In my opinion, these requirements were sufficiently covered. 

Case studies are reliable when the researcher does not push them into ready-
made boxes. I aimed to present a case description that was good enough to make 
the reader understand the complexities involved and to support my explanations. 
Whether the aim of the project is to be descriptive, theoretical-heuristic, or to 
support theory testing, case studies involve technical procedures for the collec-
tion, reduction and interpretation of data (Miles & Huberman 1994). The case-
based theory-building (i.e. theoretical-heuristic) project reported here included 
iteration among the research ‘steps’, although the project had to be portrayed in a 
step-by-step manner. Furthermore, the freedom of theory-building case research 
lies in making rigorously reported adjustments during data collection and analy-
sis. The quality of presentation and the value of the method were enhanced by 
creating awareness of the actual phase of the work6 in each part of the report 
(Edwards 1998). 

Problems with the grounded theory methodology arise when the research 
does not utilize the full method, or has not progressed enough to pass the descrip-
tive stage of analysis. The theoretical framework created in this study applied 
grounded theory methodology. The reflexive interrogation of the data was needed 
to allow the theory to emerge and to avoid premature closure (Goulding 1998). 
Thus, I had to apply a systematic effort to check and refine my categories. 

All in all, grounded theory is a bottom-up approach in that the results are de-
rived from the study of the phenomenon it represents. A theory is discovered, de-
veloped and provisionally verified (Strauss & Corbin 1990) through systematic 
data collection and analysis. The levels of analysis are crucial for arriving at a 
more refined, integrated view of abstract concepts that cover behavioral variation. 

                                                        
6 For more detail, see Chapter 3.3. 
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According to Parker and Roffey (1997), grounded theory emphasizes induction, 
deduction and verification as integral parts of its inquiry. Inductive thinking un-
derpins the initial research propositions or questions, and the deductive process is 
used to draw implications from propositions or larger systems for the purpose of 
verification (Machlup 1955, Arthur 1994). 
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4 The formal and informal organization: the 
case description 

This chapter describes the case organization and its operation. The chapter con-
sists of two central focus areas; the formal and the informal organization. Both 
organizational structures are presented in the following sections. The case organi-
zation comprises of different operations and units, from which I chose one large 
unit incorporating four departments to be the subjecgt of my study. The case de-
scription is based on interviews with managers7, but beyond that, other informa-
tion was collected from printed material, such as promotional materials, annual 
reports, newspaper and magazine articles and home pages on the Internet 8. 

The description begins with general information about the case organization 
and the unit. Thereafter, the aim is to describe the main functions of each depart-
ment. The discussion covers the objectives of and the demands on the depart-
ments, and also the standard of work which is required from the staff. Following 
that, the main findings of the constellation of communities of practice are dis-
cussed. First, the aim is to provide an overview of the communities of practice as 
a network, as a kind of organizational structure. After that, I’ll describe the com-
munities of practice according to their dimensions. To sum up, both a formal and 
an informal organizational structure of the unit is presented after that. 

4.1 The case organization 

The organization was established about 110 years ago to educate itinerant nurses 
in Northern Finland. The hospital and the education formed an operational entity. 
The organization is owned by a non-profit foundation: part of the profits gener-
ated is used on welfare work and projects for helping people. The organization 
offers modern and versatile state-of-the-art health services, care and housing for 
elderly people, as well as healthcare education. 

The organization specifies their four basic values which guide their business 
to be humanity, justice, profitability and being a forerunner. Humanity implies the 
respect for an individual’s dignity and sovereignty, and serving each customer 
individually, skillfully and in a trustworthy manner. Justice is about facing fellow 

                                                        
7 Appendix 1: The sources of empirical qualitative material. 
8 The Internet pages of the organization were checked regularly (once every two months). Furthermo-
re, the home pages of partners in cooperation and relevant institutions added valuable background 
information. 
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people freely and in an appreciative manner. To make justice happen, the aim is to 
have an impact on attitudes and structures. Profitability means that the organiza-
tion conducts good quality operations cost-effectively, according to common tar-
gets, also understanding the importance of profit making as a factor of creating 
security. The organization’s aim is to lead the way by respecting their history and 
looking forward to the future. They co-operate actively with their interest groups. 

As mentioned earlier, the healthcare unit has faced various changes recently 
which have varied from organizational to managerial changes and changes in hu-
man resources. A major reform was initiated and undertaken a few years ago. The 
organizational structure was reorganized and the unit was divided into four inde-
pendent departments with differentiated functions. Figure 5 illustrates both the 
formal and informal structure of the case organization. The informal structure will 
be discussed in 4.2. 

Besides the organizational changes, also the power and hierarchy relations 
had changed. The changes had taken place in the management structure where the 
organization moved from a command-and-control system to a structure of units 
and teams. Decision-making is now done by managers in each department, who 
then report directly to the director of the unit. The intention is to share strategic 
decision-making responsibilities and ultimately to deal with the most crucial stra-
tegic decisions at board meetings. 

A quality project had been implemented in the organization over the past few 
years. The quality system was obtained in 2003, and the organization’s whole ac-
tivity complies with the SFS-EN ISO 9001:2000 quality standard. 

The scenarios for the future seem relatively positive, in terms of both the 
unit’s internal development and the markets. The situation in the field of rehabili-
tation is competitive and the unit is forced to increasingly develop both in the 
public and the private sector. On one hand both structural and managerial 
changes, and on the other hand the demanding job where skills and competencies 
of the personnel are in focus, created a favorable basis for this research. 

The research focuses on one unit which will be described in more detail next. 
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4.1.1 The unit 

The Business Idea and Core Competence 

The chosen healthcare unit consists of four accountable independent departments 
lettered A, B, C and D. The unit offers versatile fitness services for individuals 
and groups. Their aim is to improve customers’ general well-being and their abil-
ity to work. The unit’s business idea is to produce high quality and price-quality 
ratio rehabilitation services in collaboration with customers and society. The busi-
ness has long-term experience in professional, medical and social rehabilitation, 
and skilled and committed personnel. When needed, the unit has the flexibility to 
use other units’ versatile services. The unit is staffed with rehabilitation profes-
sionals, such as physicians, psychologists, rehabilitation social workers, physio-
therapists, occupational therapists, speech therapists, community health nurses, 
nurses, practical nurses, vocational rehabilitation tutors, a physical education in-
structor, a leisure activities instructor, a chiropodist, masseurs, corrective thera-
pists, as well as office workers, and cleaning and nutrition branch staff. 

Department A 

Department A is organized vocationally to provide medical rehabilitation and 
training to maintain and improve rehabilitees’ ability to work. The most integral 
part of the department’s work is the collaboration with the rehabilitee’s employer, 
the occupational health service and the Social Insurance Institution. The depart-
ment is staffed with a rehabilitation manager, an occupational health physician, a 
rehabilitation physician, a psychologist, a rehabilitation social worker, a physio-
therapist, an occupational health nurse, a speech therapist and the departmental 
secretary. 

The fundamental objective of early rehabilitation is to improve the cus-
tomer’s health and ability to work. The other objective is to give customers the 
abilities to assess and cultivate their own working practices, tools and working 
environment, by taking into account the loading and functional performance of 
the musculoskeletal system. Both the assessment of the customers’ own work and 
the operation of their working community, as well as development guidance and 
practice are followed through in various groups. 

This rehabilitation service is meant for working people. It has been designed 
for employees in professional fields where the physical, mental and social loading 
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through work is exceptionally heavy and can easily lead to the accumulation of 
health problems. The courses are structured to in two or three phases, lasting 
about one year, either through the treatment of outpatients or as institutional care, 
or a combination of those. The courses are meant for occupational groups or po-
tentially workplace-specific teams and are applied to by companies and occupa-
tional health services nationally or locally. 

The department’s other form of rehabilitation, the training to maintain and 
improve the ability to work is also vocational rehabilitation. Its objective is to 
improve and support the customer’s coping in his/her own work. The aim is pri-
marily to enable the rehabilitee to continue working, or return to his work by de-
veloping a process for the rehabilitee and his company. Rehabilitation is imple-
mented both individually and in groups according to each rehabilitee’s own pro-
fessional field. The methods include, among others guidance, counseling, practi-
cal training and discussions. The content of the rehabilitation can be personalised 
according to the situation and the needs of each rehabilitee: the emphasis can be 
on the development of vocational facilities to manage work loads, the adoption of 
new working methods, increasing self-awareness to achieve the improvement of 
overall well-being both at and outside work. 

This rehabilitation is meant for elderly employees whose working capacity 
and earning opportunities have substantially decreased because of illness, disease 
or disability. The treatment is also meant for those with a threat of incapacity for 
work in the coming years. There are also customers with a determined need for 
rehabilitation and the possibilities of rehabilitation by their company or their oc-
cupational health service. Also, physically disabled workers can participate in 
rehabilitation, irrespective of the rehabilitee’s age. The rehabilitation is imple-
mented in three phases, diagnosis, assessment and training, and the whole process 
extends from one to two years. 

Department B 

The department’s purpose is to contribute to people’s well-being by using reha-
bilitation. The department provides individual inpatient rehabilitation and group 
rehabilitation for musculoskeletal patients. They also offer recovery training for 
heart patients and resource courses for long-term unemployed. In addition, there 
are group rehabilitation projects to support children’s social interaction. The de-
partment is staffed by rehabilitation professionals, such as physicians, psycholo-
gists, rehabilitation social workers, physiotherapists, occupational therapists, a 
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speech therapist, a community health nurse, a nurse, a physical education instruc-
tor, masseurs, as well as office workers, and cleaning and nutrition branch staff. 

Individual inpatient rehabilitation courses are meant for working population 
whose working and functional capacity is decreased by diseases of the muscu-
loskeletal system. The objective of rehabilitation is to reduce problems of the 
musculoskeletal system, and by the means of active training and health counsel-
ing to guide and encourage rehabilitees for self-care. The rehabilitation time is 
about two to three weeks. The adjustment training and rehabilitation courses for 
heart patients are implemented for patients undergoing surgery and cardiac arrest 
patients. The objective of rehabilitation is both to maintain the patients’ working 
and functional capacity, and to improve their quality of life. The courses last for 
about two to three weeks. 

The group rehabilitation projects for children’s social interaction are arranged 
in co-ordination with the local hospital and the Social Insurance Institution. The 
objective of rehabilitation is to support children’s social growth and coping with 
routine daily activities, but also to develop skills of interaction. The aim of the 
program is also to provide support and guidance for facing problem situations 
through individual rehabilitation plans, taking into account families’ and re-
sources. The rehabilitation program contains several different working methods 
from which the most suitable alternatives are selected in collaboration with the 
family. 

Department C 

The department offers outpatient and institutional rehabilitation, both at the acute 
phase and maintenance phase. The multiprofessional working group develops and 
implements rehabilitation for neurological/severely disabled patients, geriatric 
patients, and for disabled veterans. The objective of rehabilitation is to support 
coping with routine daily activities and maintaining general state of health ac-
cording to the rehabilitees’ individual needs. The department is staffed by a reha-
bilitation manager, an assistant chief physician/physiatrist, physicians, physio-
therapists, occupational therapists, corrective therapists, a primary nurse, nurses, 
practical nurses, departmental secretaries, a neuropsychologist, a rehabilitation 
social worker, a speech therapist, masseurs, leisure activities instructors, chiropo-
dists, a health-care assistant and ward maids. 

The department offers neurological and severely disabled patients institu-
tional rehabilitation and arranges adaptation training courses in collaboration with 
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different organizations. Versatile equipment, gymnasiums, pools and profession-
ally skilled staff prepare the way for efficient rehabilitation. The objective is to 
strengthen and support the functional capacity and basic physical activity, taking 
comprehensively into account the rehabilitees and their close network. Rehabilita-
tion is implemented as individual or group therapy, and contains versatile thera-
peutic training, counseling, guidance and mapping assisting devices. 

The outpatient rehabilitation services are directed to patients who suffer neu-
rological or severe disease of the musculoskeletal system. The objective of 
physiotherapy is to improve the rehabilitees’ functional capacity and basic physi-
cal activity in their own environment, in terms of balance and coordination, im-
provement of muscular activity and joint mobility, the normalization of muscle 
tone and training in the activities of daily life. The physiotherapy is based on in-
dividual needs and customer orientation. The therapies are implemented as indi-
vidual and group therapy, and when necessary, of the rehabilitee’s home. 

Department D 

Department D conducts studies and evaluations of working and functional capac-
ity, training for working life, and the implementation of development projects 
related to vocational rehabilitation. In collaboration with their interest groups, 
new products and operations models are developed. The department’s working 
philosophy is that work is a linchpin for our welfare, for both our physical and 
emotional health, professional know-how and social attendance. The department 
examines, guides and trains both individuals and groups in unstable life situa-
tions. The objective is to find new devices for increasing everyone’s individual 
welfare. The department is staffed by a rehabilitation physician, a rehabilitation 
manager, a rehabilitation social worker, a vocational rehabilitation tutor, a psy-
chologist, a neuropsychologist, a psychiatrist, a neuropsychiatric rehabilitation 
advisor, a physiatrist, an employment physical therapist, an occupational health 
nurse, an occupational therapist, a departmental secretary, a tutor and project em-
ployees. 

The department carries out several projects, in co-ordination with various 
partners. In addition, they use experts as an outsourced service. For example, the 
department uses the services of medical specialists for clinical examinations. In 
projects, rehabilitation is implemented and evaluated in close co-operation with 
customers, working groups and partner(s). They meet at common meetings, revise 
rehabilitation programs, and if necessary, formulate service plans. The depart-
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ment’s services include, for example, career planning, coaching for employment, 
workshop activity for adults and support services for rehabilitation for employ-
ment. There is also a research, training and neuropsychiatric team. 

4.1.2 The cooperation partners 

The close and continuous co-operative relationships with partners are important 
for the unit’s business development. The most significant cooperation partners are 
occupational healthcare and the Social Insurance Institution. Other partners are 
the municipalities, the federation of municipalities, insurance companies, the hos-
pital district, universities, employment authorities, as well as various associations 
and organizations. Together with these partners the unit implements rehabilitation 
for different target groups. In most cases, the rehabilitees come to rehabilitation 
on their own initiative through theirs own occupational healthcare. The responsi-
bilities of a company’s occupational healthcare unit are, among other things, to 
clarify how the work affects the worker, then deal with the work arrangements, 
and refer the employee to rehabilitation. 

Perhaps the most significant partner for the unit is the Social Insurance Insti-
tution which concedes the rehabilitation allowance for rehabilitees or their com-
pany. The rehabilitation allowance is dependent on a assessment of a customer’s 
need for rehabilitation. The local offices determine on a case-by-case basis 
whether a rehabilitation assessment is necessary. Other organizations responsible 
for providing rehabilitation services include the social services, the health, labor 
and education authorities, and the insurance and employment pension institutions. 
If a customer needs rehabilitation which is either not available through the Social 
Insurance Institution or which some other authority is more qualified to provide, 
the Social Insurance Institution is required to refer the customer to such services. 
Decisions on a claim for a disability pension must be preceded by a verification 
that the customer’s rehabilitation prospects have been evaluated. 

The Advisory Board for Rehabilitation, appointed by the Council of State, is 
responsible for the co-operation on the national level. Its task is to steer, develop 
and co-ordinate co-operation between authorities, communities and institutions 
responsible for rehabilitation as well as direct the activities of the regional co-
operational committees for rehabilitation services. Represented in the Delegation 
are the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health, The Ministry of Labor, the Ministry 
of Education, the National Research and Development Centre for Welfare and 
Health (Stakes), the State Treasury, the Social Insurance Institution, the Associa-
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tion of Finnish Local and Regional Authorities, the disability organizations, the 
employee pension insurance, the accidents and motor third party liability insur-
ance companies and labor market interest groups. 
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Fig. 8. The organizational structures of the healthcare unit; formal and informal. 
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4.2 The informal organization: the constellation of communities of 
practice 

Within all organizations, one can find the formal structure that is described by 
boxes and arrows, just like I’ve described the healthcare unit in the previous sec-
tion. This formal structure may be contrasted with an informal environment that is 
more based on social interactions and individual relationships. The formal organi-
zation can be seen to leave some white spaces where the greatest potential often 
exists: behind every organization chart lie these kinds of informal clusters and 
networks of employees who work together – sharing knowledge, solving every-
day problems and exchanging insights and experiences and telling stories. I call 
these networks communities of practice and see them as the primary building 
blocks in creating, sharing, and applying organizational knowledge. 

4.2.1 The structure of the network of communities of practice 

The structure of the communities of practice as a network is discussed in this sec-
tion. A number of potential communities of practice are found within the unit. 
These communities of practice are identified based on the empirical material and 
the previous literature about communities of practice discussed in Chapter two. 
I’ve used some basic characteristics to identify the social structure of each of the 
communities of practice in the healthcare unit. 

Characteristics of the communities of practice 

In order to find existing and potential communities of practice, I used the defini-
tions from literature (see 2.4.2). According to Wenger (2005), there are some cru-
cial characteristics of communities of practice which help to identify them within 
an organization: the domain, the community and the practice. It is the combina-
tion of these three elements that constitutes a community of practice. And it is by 
developing these three elements in parallel that one cultivates such a community. 
I used an interviewing process to accomplish my aim by following the existing 
networks and exploring the potential benefits of forming communities of practice. 

The domain. A community of practice has an identity defined by a shared 
domain of interest (Wenger 2005). Membership therefore implies a commitment 
to the domain, and therefore it is the shared competence that distinguishes mem-
bers from other people. These domains of practice should be concrete enough to 
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permit members to engage fully and develop their expertise and their professional 
identities. Without this kind of personal engagement and passion for something 
they do, communities of practice would not emerge and thrive. For example, in 
my study different occupational groups displayed in these kind of competence 
areas a natural way. People doing the same work, facing the same kind of prob-
lems have capabilities of the same kind. As far as communities of practice are 
comprised of professionals from the same field, the key issue is that the members 
value their collective competence and learn from each other, even if they come 
from various departments and/or professional fields. 

The community. By pursuing their interest in their domain, members engage 
in joint activities and discussions, help each other, and share information. They 
build relationships that enable them to learn from each other. It should be remem-
bered that, for example, having the same job or the same title does not make for a 
community of practice unless members interact and learn together. For example, I 
observed in the unit that employees in the same department or in the same work-
ing group may have much in common, yet unless they interact and learn together, 
they do not form a community of practice. For instance, the groups mentioned 
below cannot regarded as communities of practice. 

“We have one rehabilitation line, and there is a working group that I belong 
to. And then we have four lines of this kind in my department, and I act as the 
responsible physiotherapist in one of them. As a whole, I belong to this reha-
bilitation department. In addition, we have three units. Then there is a larger 
block with the Healthcare Unit and then the whole organization.” 
BPH912/16 

The practice. The members of a community of practice are developing a 
shared repertoire of resources: experiences, stories, tools, ways of addressing re-
curring problems – in short, a shared practice. This takes time and sustained inter-
action. The development of a shared practice may be more or less a conscious 
process. For example, the departmental secretaries who meet regularly for lunch 
in the unit may not realize that their lunch discussions are one of their main 
sources of knowledge about how to solve problems. 

“Those girls (departmental secretaries from departments A and B) meet daily. 
And also I do that, because drop in here when I take down those dictations 
for the two (departments). So, I meet the girls every day and we chat, and we 
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have lunch together. And if we don’t meet otherwise, then by phone. We com-
municate frequently.” DDS1712/12 

Communities of practice within case organization 

According to the above-mentioned influencing factors, I could recognize a num-
ber of distinct communities of practice within the unit. By interviewing employ-
ees from the various levels of the organization, from all the four departments, I 
was able to map existing communities within the unit. These interviews uncov-
ered the nature of the relevant domains of practice, the competences of all inter-
viewees, the connections that did or did not exist and the issues they faced related 
to these domains. The identified communities of practice are presented in Table 8. 

Table 8. The communities of practice within the unit 

Communities of practice Members From where 

Cop of PHY Physiotherapists A, B, C and D 

Cop of PSY Psychologists A, B, C and D 

Cop of SOS Rehabilitation social workers A, B, C and D 

Cop of MGR Rehabilitation managers A, B, C and D 

Cop of SEC Departmental secretaries A, B and D 

Cop of PSOS Psychologists, rehabilitation social workers A, B, C and D 

I noticed that the members of certain communities did not necessarily think them-
selves as participants in a community of practice. De facto, communities of prac-
tice do not necessarily think of themselves as a community in the conventional 
sense. And vice versa, conventional communities are not necessarily communities 
of practice. For example, the weekly departmental meetings, working groups, 
meetings of the executive group, and the healthcare unit’s working group on qual-
ity development are considered conventional or formal communities. 

The first four communities of practice (cop of PHY, cop of PSY, cop of SOS, 
and cop of MGR) each consisted of employees who work in the same profes-
sional field. All departments were also well represented in these communities – 
the members came from every department of the unit. The members of the cop of 
SEC came from three departments; A, B and D, yet all departments were repre-
sented in practice because the appointment and other practicalities of department 
C fall within the remit of the departmental secretary from department A. The psy-
chologists and rehabilitation social workers were the members of the cop of 
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PSOS, even if they had their own professional communities (namely: cop of PSY 
and cop of SOS). 

Next I’ll describe these communities of practice in more detail. 

4.2.2 The communities of practice by dimensions 

There are several ‘parameters’ or ‘dimensions’ to describe the functions of differ-
ent kinds of communities of practice. Several dimensions came up from the inter-
views from which I pulled together the most descriptive ones. Many communities 
perform all these functions equally, but when you look more deeply at how the 
community is structured and operates it tends to focus mainly on one or two func-
tions. Table 9 illustrates the dimensions through which the communities of prac-
tice are described. 

Table 9. The dimensions of the communities of practice. 

Dimensions Description 

Natural vs. contrived Emergent vs. management initiated; the stage of the formality 

Interest Personal and professional interests 

Motivation Intrinsic vs. extrinsic 

Intensity of contact on Frequency and duration of meetings/communication 

Voluntariness of participation The amount of compulsion, the stage of the participation 

Status and power Core or marginal status, community power and influence 

Know-how Communities of practice specific knowledge and know-how 

The dimensions 

Dimension: natural vs. contrived.The first dimension describes the genuineness 
and artificiality of the community. The community may be considered emergent 
or management initiated. The degree of formality tells how formal vs. informal 
the community is. It also reveals what kind of roles, responsibilities and rights 
members have in their communities. 

Dimension: interest. The nature of interest of a community of practice de-
scribes its members’ personal and/or professional interests, and also shapes the 
ways in which it responds to the organization. Communities can be seen perform-
ing various kinds of functions equally, but when you look more deeply at how the 
community is structured and operates it tends to focus one or two. When commu-
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nities are specifically formed to achieve one goal they seem to be particularly ef-
fective. 

Dimension: motivation. It is important to examine the role of extrinsic and in-
trinsic motivation if we want to understand the role of individuals and social 
communities in transferring and transforming knowledge. This dimension brings 
out the question whether self-interested individuals are motivated to share knowl-
edge extrinsically, for material benefits such as money, or intrinsically, for the 
distinct action itself. Intrinsically motivated individuals act for their immediate 
need for satisfaction (Osterloh & Frey 2000). 

Dimension: intensity of contact. The fourth dimension, the intensity of con-
tact describes the frequency and duration of meetings and communication. It re-
veals how often the members get together, and what kind of other features the 
meetings or communication have. Meetings can be regular or irregular (e.g., re-
lated to the functions of free time), natural and common communication. The 
meetings may vary quite a lot with various communities of practice, and the meet-
ings can be separated into various groups, for example, into professional and so-
cial gatherings. The communities define the focus of theirs’ meetings and other 
communication by themselves. 

Dimension: voluntariness of participation. This dimension depicts the com-
pulsion of the members in the community, whether the membership is officially 
assigned or based on the passion of the leader and core members makes a big dif-
ference. It is helpful to analyze whether community members participate for love 
of the topic or because participation is a paid for, expected part of their jobs. Be-
sides the degree of voluntariness and compulsion of participation, the level of 
participation is defined within communities of practice. 

Dimension: status and power. The status of the group is seen to make a big 
difference in the community’s vitality and longevity. One community of practice 
may have tremendous status and thrive on being at the heart of important things, 
while another community has little status and is seen as marginal. However, both 
communities may be successful even if they have different status among employ-
ees. In this dimension is also affecting the fact how much power will the commu-
nity have or claim? What kind of influence does community have over the organi-
zation? Organizations may identify several different ways to define community 
influence. 

Dimension: know-how. This dimension emphasizes the knowledge and know-
how specific to each of the communities of practice. It describes the kind of 
knowledge and know-how that arises from the communities. That means, for ex-
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ample, how the communities of practice work, how they create and transfer their 
tacit knowledge and know-how. Know-how is community-specific. 

On the next page I present an outline of the communities of practice along the 
dimensions (Table 10). 
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The communities of occupational groups 

The communities of PHY, PSY, SOS, and PSOS are regarded as relatively natural, 
and these communities have emerged for the purposes of their own, and not 
formed by the organization. Each community reinforces itself, and supports the 
commitment of the members to the group by dealing with shared, interesting is-
sues. Members act as equals, with similar responsibilities and rights. The level of 
formality among the community is very low. The interviewees thought that their 
meetings are informal and that each member has his/her personal freedom to act 
within the community. 

“Then we have the physiotherapists meetings there. Those are often quite 
rambling, and the meetings are not so standardized. We have more liberties 
there.” BPH912/31 

“I belong to the group of social workers, we have four rehabilitation social 
workers in this building. This group is informal, and I think that it is such a 
democratic and equal group.” ARS1712/15 

The communities pursue both personal and professional interests. The community 
is seen as a ‘self-organizing’ formation, where members have a common interest. 
The members of these communities feel that their meetings are important, not just 
for themselves, but also for the whole organization. By discussing, for example, 
different working methods or processes, they help each other to face and cope 
with various problem situations and changes in their daily work, and also have an 
effect on the fluency of their work. 

“This group of social workers, and also psychologists, it is kind of about 
sharing information and such, but it is also a professional support group by 
nature.” ARS1712/18 

“In these groups everyone’s experiences from different stages of their working 
life are emphasized. When those are joined together, it is a way to find solu-
tions to situations with customers.” AOS1712/7 

The members are also very intrinsically motivated. The communities are solid by 
nature, focused on their own objectives. Although the members are not necessar-
ily working together, they are facing the same kind of problems in their daily 
work. In these meetings they share knowledge, experiences, and deal with diffi-
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cult issues which are, for example, related to their work or their own resources 
and competencies. 

“In fact, it is fairly important, that group (Cop of PSY), I mean, you know, be-
ing able, to have energy to work. Because you get so much information there, 
and, in a way, you can freely talk shop.” CP1212/16 

The frequency and duration of meetings varies, the communities get together both 
regularly and irregularly. The meetings related to professional issues take place 
regularly, once a week in the work place. They focus on, above all, the issues re-
lated to the development of their work. The meetings related to leisure time, so-
cial issues, take place more irregularly, and the meeting place is outside of the 
organization. The communication between members also happen naturally, in 
addition to these meetings, constantly on the side. 

The membership is fully voluntary in these communities. The members have 
urgent need for participation, and they are either full or part-time members. Like 
mentioned above, the communities have been on own very solid by nature, and 
there is either very little turnover of members or none at all. The communities do 
not have or claim much power over the organization, they are more likely to be 
self-supporting communities. The communities have quite a good status among 
other employees; especially the managers consider the communities’ meetings a 
relevant and important way to compare working experiences and share informa-
tion. 

“They (psychologists, social workers) have their own group, and they evalu-
ate their own professional know-how. They talk about various issues related 
to their work, give feedback, and so on. I think it is important that they dis-
cuss and change that information there. I think that these are educational 
situations.” AM1812/35 

“Sometimes those physiotherapists make time and get together, if they have 
run into something troublesome in their work.” BM912/58 

Rehabilitation workers of various occupational groups encounter different kinds 
of problems in their daily work. For example, they face managerial problems and 
problems related to customer work; in the relations between workmates, custom-
ers or partners (like occupational healthcare, the Social Insurance Institution, 
etc.). For instance, there have been collaborative problems between rehabilitation 
workers and representatives of partner organizations. The supervisor of the reha-
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bilitation worker in question has been trying to solve the problems between the 
sides, for example by arranging a negotiation to go through the difficulties. The 
rehabilitation workers may not have ready-made solutions for resolving their 
problems, but they must use their own and also others’ knowledge and know-how, 
for finding solutions to the problems. The members of these occupational groups 
exploit each other’s skills and experiences, exchange their views and knowledge. 
Many of these problems are very practical, and are related to problematic situa-
tions with their customers. 

“If I’m having problems with a customer, I try to think with other social 
workers what I should do in this particular situation.” ARS1712/5 

“We had one forgetful customer who disappeared yesterday. And then the 
plan of action was that we discussed with the members of team who had seen 
him last and where to start asking. Indeed it is pretty much so that you turn to 
your own workmates.” DD1912/5 

“Well, one thing that is very typical is that when a customer arrives, there is 
regularly confusion about medication. Our customers often have their own 
doses in medicine boxes with them. Then those doses and the medicine card 
don’t match. Then you have to call the home nurse or the customer’s home. 
The medicine card hasn’t been updated. Usually that is the case. A situation 
like that comes first to mind.” CN1212/5 

Rehabilitation workers develop and maintain their knowledge. The members of 
these communities of practice gather information about new trainings and other 
sources to advance their know-how. The members appreciate updating the infor-
mation related to their own work and the development of the work.  

The community of SEC 

I found that the community of SEC is the most informal community within the 
unit. The community is very natural and autonomous by nature, and its members 
are equal. The community is self-organized and based on mutual interests. These 
interests are both personal and professional, while social interests are emphasized 
in their meetings. The interviewees also point out the importance of sharing in-
formation and getting professional support in these groups. 

The departmental secretaries are both regularly and irregularly in contact with 
each other. They meet regularly at their lunch breaks, and irregularly at other 
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times, for example, at the coffee breaks. They are also interconnected by phone or 
email whenever they face difficulties in their work. Because their tasks are similar 
and they use a common information system for the whole unit, their collaboration 
helps them with the fluency of the work and to achieve the same kind of goals in 
their work. 

“We do not have such meetings, I mean formal ones. Our group is, kind of 
loose… we meet for lunch, coffee, or so. I think that we do our work in the 
best possible way, the fluency of the work…when we all, broadly speaking do 
the same kind of tasks, in the same way. The fluency of the work, and the sta-
tistics, so that those would be just right, that the customer data would be in-
put manually, in the same way, onto the computer... in order for those statis-
tics to be uniform.” DDS1712/15 

The members of this community are – first and foremost – intrinsically motivated. 
They want to share their tacit knowledge and know-how, and to help each other to 
cope efficiently in their work; they transfer and transform what they know. The 
departmental secretaries have created a peer network where they can freely, with-
out any external pressure (for example, from the organization), to share informa-
tion and experiences among colleagues. 

The members are willing to participate in the community. Participants are 
considered ‘full members’, and all members act freely in the group. The line-up of 
this group has remained unchanged for years, because this group consists only of 
few people and the turnover of departmental secretaries is low. Also due to that, 
the community is active. It does not have or claim much power over the organiza-
tion, they are more like a self-supporting community. Their status among the em-
ployees is minor, though that has not affected the community’s success. 

The knowledge and know-how of the departmental secretaries is important 
for the fluency of activities in the departments. They work as a link between both 
departments and working teams and other staff in the department. The depart-
ments have various resources which are common to all, like cleaning and accom-
modation facilities. Departments also use shared information and accounting sys-
tems, in which case departmental secretaries’ smooth collaboration benefits the 
whole organization. First of all, they are usually the first to meet the customer on 
arrival at the department, as they receive customers and accommodate them. They 
are informed about customers’ rehabilitation programs according to which sched-
ule they appointments to the doctors, psychologists, etc. In their own community 
of practice, the departmental secretaries discuss their daily work, the practical 
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problems they face, exchanging their knowledge and learning from each other. 
Because they have a lot of shared resources and use common systems, they also 
face the same kind of practical problems. 

The community of MGR 

The community of managers is mainly management initiated. The community 
was born out of organizational change when the unit was broken down into four 
independent departments with differentiated functions. The community of MGR 
is a self-ruling and creative community, though the organization builds the com-
munity’s goals into its annual planning process, allocating funds to each depart-
ment as their goals and the business strategy line up. This gives the community’s 
members a lot of power and influence, but it also places clear management expec-
tations on them, so the community cannot be as informal as the previous ones. 
The community is considered relatively formal, but not fully; its members act 
freely and are equals. Perhaps the very purpose of the community and the formal-
ity of the issues under discussion also render the group formal in a certain way. 

Every department is a stand-alone profit center, but departments have lots of 
shared resources, for example human resources, the devices and the premises. The 
rehabilitation managers are those responsible for the allocation of these resources 
and expenses. Taking care of the department’s finances, the allocation of re-
sources and budgeting are emphasized in the community. One of the most impor-
tant functions of the community is to ensure fluent collaboration between depart-
ments, both financially and professionally. 

Besides the above-mentioned financial aspects, the community is also fo-
cused on serving professional interests. The managers participate in several offi-
cial meetings in the organization, for example in the meetings of the executive 
group or the meetings common to all employees in the organization. In the com-
munity meetings they discuss and deal with issues arise from their own depart-
mental meetings. This way they aim to – in a certain way – standardize their op-
erations in their own departments, touching upon central issues such as human 
resources, administration, and marketing policy. 

“Well, for example, we discuss issues related to personnel. We have many 
stand-ins, temporary stand-ins, so we have to consider the whole picture be-
fore we continue their temporary posts. We have to consider that all perma-
nent employees have been placed before we continue with those stand-ins. It 
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is quite a big issue which we have to go through quite carefully. When we are 
budgeting, we agree on who pays for whom so that everybody participates in 
sharing costs.  

Bigger purchases are discussed together, how these costs are shared between 
the departments, and who needs what… We have made marketing plans to-
gether, these targets, and… this kind of, and… just the issues related to hu-
man resource management, that, if we have, for example, a refresher course 
in which many employees are taking part, and working hours are exceeded… 
then we agree together that everyone has the same policy, whether it is per-
sonal or working time from four to six.  

Or then the cleaning contract, even the cleaning contracts must be agreed on 
together as we use these premises together, so we have to agree on who is go-
ing to pay for which square meter area.  

I think that these issues related to human resource management and person-
nel administration are probably the most general issues.” BM912/32 

“And then in these rehabilitation managers’ meetings, we discuss issues re-
lated to management in practice, operational management, and I think that 
we share goals and objectives easily” AM1812/19 

Also the rehabilitation managers – in comparison to the members of the previous 
communities – are motivated, even if differently. Mainly external factors drive the 
motivation of managers. Like mentioned above, the objectives of the departments 
(and also the objectives of the community) are set by the organization, but the 
managers can freely decide the ways in which to achieve their goals. In spite of 
these economic obligations, the members also feel individual satisfaction by 
working together with others in order to solve complex tasks they face in their 
work. 

The members meet regularly; communication between members takes place 
mainly in these or other group meetings (formal ones) in which all four partici-
pate in. In that case the communication is mostly about professional matters, al-
beit it is impossible to say how much these members communicate with each 
other besides these groups. Their meetings can be divided into voluntary and 
compulsory; they meet freely, but participation is also expected to be part of their 
job, at the very least when financial factors are in question. In this case, the man-
agers have to agree on financial aspects so that, first of all, their own department 
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would show a profit, but also, so that the collaboration between the departments 
would work. The members form a core group. 

“Then we rehabilitation managers have our own group, we have a weekly 
meeting. No doubt it is not necessary every week if no essential matters have 
come up that we managers tend to discuss further, and in such a form that we 
could familiarize the personnel with these important issues. It is an organiza-
tion of its own.” CM1212/16 

“The agenda is planned in advance, there are the executive meetings and the 
departmental meetings, but not meetings for rehabilitation managers. For ex-
ample, we can arrange it by phone in advance and agree that we are taking 
up this and this kind of issues, so that we are able to prepare for the meeting. 
Or then, we often prepare for the meeting ‘impromptu’. Then everyone has 
only those issues that are there and… that are more kind of informal… and 
sometimes we might have a part of the meeting for venting out.” BM912/36 

Also the rehabilitation managers (like members of other communities) face simi-
lar problems in their daily work, varying from managing human and physical 
resources to administrative questions. Sometimes managers find themselves with-
out ready-made solutions for solving these practical problems. Problems related 
to employee relations came up in several interviews. 

“If we think of these relationships, there have been two workmates who have 
had difficulties in their collaboration last autumn. Their situation has been 
discussed both separately with each employee and also together. And now, 
before Christmas we all sat down and were able to compromize on the way of 
doing their work together. Both of them agreed to compromize – even a bit – 
on their own principles. However, we identified three concrete ways in which 
they will try to reconcile their differences in collaboration. We have arranged 
to meet in a couple of months. Once they have carried out these activities for 
a couple of months, we can then evaluate together what the situation looks 
like.” AM1812/5 

The managers have to invent their own solutions and new standards of activity – a 
new way of doing things. If a department already has an active and functional 
way to deal with a certain situation, others may ask about it for their own needs 
and implement it their own departments. 
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“We do have an administration for relating to our operative system, and dif-
ferent kinds of directions have been developed on how to act in various situa-
tions, which standards and legal obligations we have in common use (in the 
whole organization), and what the issues are that can be adapted and agreed 
on together. On the other hand, we do have directions related to safety. For 
example, if we take on-the-job bullying, drinking problems or something like 
this, there are methods and processes for how to act in these particular situa-
tions. If we encounter a problem, I can always ask our personnel managers, 
and other authorities, whom I’m able to ask for support for my actions. We 
have weekly meetings with the rehabilitation managers where, for example, 
one can ask if they have any standards of activity for this and this kind of a 
situation.” AM1812/6 

4.3 The summary of the implications 

To conclude the case descriptions, both of the formal and informal organizations, 
I would like to point out some of the major findings that emerged from the mate-
rial. This part of the study constituted an essential early research step in develop-
ing grounded theory. Throughout the research report I have distinguished four 
abstraction levels (see 3.4.1, Figure 4). In this chapter I have presented the lowest 
level (Level 1 in Figure 4) by including a dense description of the case organiza-
tion, both of the formal and the informal one. 

The first part of this chapter focused on describing the case organization and 
its operation, the formal side of the case organization. The main activities and 
functions of every department were introduced together with their objectives and 
demands, as well as the standard required from the staff. I highlighted some es-
sential factors and elements in the case organization and its environment which 
prepare the way for a better understanding of the “big picture” of the environment 
where the communities of practice under study really operate. For example, the 
case organization has faced different kinds of changes, both organizational and 
managerial, but also changes in the market. The competition for market share has 
tightened all the time, and it has created demands to focus and develop competi-
tiveness, not just at the strategic but also at the human resources level of the or-
ganization, at the way source of knowledge and know-how. These are crucial is-
sues for understanding the arguments presented in next chapter. 

The second part of this chapter focused on describing the informal side of the 
case organization; the constellation of the communities of practice. I defined the 
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communities of practice through various characteristics and dimensions and I dis-
covered six various communities of practice which differed from each other quite 
a lot through several dimensions. Some of them were very informal by nature, 
whereas some had more formal aspects in their functions. However, all these 
groups could clearly qualify for a “community of practice”. 

I will now move on to the more grounded analysis, in which I will show how 
knowledge and know-how are managed and how organizational learning works as 
a process in these communities of practice under study. 
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5 Learning and knowledge management within 
the case organization 

This research project aims at understanding and explaining how knowledge is 
managed, and how organizational learning works as a process in communities of 
practice. I arrived at my theory largely through with an inductive procedure and 
that is documented in such a way that reader can follow. The focus of this chapter 
is on defining the elements included9 in the developed theory, and on the relations 
between them. Comparing this analysis with the pre-understanding presented in 
Chapter 2 could further tighten the substantive theory (Goulding 1998). It should 
be remembered that the reflections on earlier conceptual and empirical findings 
essentially intervened in the development of the substantive theory. In the case 
organization, I built this theory from the bottom up10. There are proponents of the 
strategy, for the sake of readability, to briefly introduce the substantive theory first 
(e.g. Skelley 2000). I believe it will prove helpful to read first where the journey 
will end. Figure 9 below represents the main elements of the theory achieved on 
the basis of grounded theory analysis. 

                                                        
9 I arrived at higher and lower level categories through the coding procedure offered by grounded 
theory methodology. The grounded theory analysis steps were explained and described in sub-chapter 
3.4. 
10 Explanations of how I arrived at the higher abstraction levels are given in sub-chapter 3.4. The case 
description, with considerable density, is given to help the reader to draw his or her own conclusions 
in the fourth chapter. Nevertheless, it should borne in mind that the case description itself (Chapter 4) 
already represents the first level of abstraction. 
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Fig. 9.  The theoretical framework generated by applying grounded theory. 

As Strauss and Corbin (1990, 124) say, “The core category must be the sun, 
standing in orderly systematic relationships to its planets”. Subsidiary categories 
are related to the core category, allowing the researcher to think systematically 
about data and relate them in complex ways. The concepts arose as the underlying 
meaning, uniformity or pattern within a set of descriptive incidents (Glaser 1992). 
The core concepts found were know-how, learning, competence, problem-solving, 
information vs. knowledge, communities, and timing. In practice, the lower-level 
theoretical elements defined the higher-level ones. As a result, the core category 
was “organizational learning” and seven main categories were the nature of the 
work, learning and development of know-how, problem-solving and the acquisi-
tion of information, the accessibility and usability of information, the flow of in-
formation and knowledge between organizational levels, the need for communi-
ties of practice, and the role of the organization. 

Next I bring out the results of the coding according to the applied grounded 
theory methodology. The focus of this chapter is on defining the elements and 
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themes which have emerged from the interviews, and which derive from the 
communities of practice presented in the earlier chapter (Chapter 4). 

5.1 Know-how and learning related to work 

It is essential to study learning and knowledge creation/utilization both at the in-
dividual and the organizational unit (community of practice) levels. The nature of 
the work must be described, because the concept of “community of practice” fo-
cuses on the actors´ interactions and the ways in which practitioners in a commu-
nity of practice collectively master tasks by transmitting knowledge and experi-
ences to its members (Brown & Duguid 1991). The different aspects of work are 
emphasized in the chosen expert organization as they have an effect on how indi-
viduals make use of and share knowledge. 

5.1.1 The nature of the work 

I was examining the nature of the work through three main themes: the reward-
ing nature/richness of the work, the degree of challenge of the work, and the 
complexity of the work. It turned out that people often consider the challenging 
nature and the complexity of the work to be the same thus. For example, often 
challenging work can also be problematic at the same time and cause extra work 
to solve emerging issues. The findings also brought out another essential issue, 
time management which was found to be quite problematic among workers in the 
whole case organization. 

The rewardful nature of work 

The rewarding nature of work was related to various issues. First of all, the work 
itself was conceived as positively challenging. 

“I see that this rehabilitation work – as it is – is like that of optimism, for-
ward-looking work, it is well received. There the human being is beheld, the 
customer who finds his/her way to the rehabilitation, gets into the programme 
and has hope… hope for better living, that one can manage everyday life bet-
ter. Already that is such a positive thing.” AM1812/3 

“I think I have had a great chance to learn new things. I work in traditional 
medical rehabilitation, and also in children’s rehab… so, I think that it is a 
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very challenging and positive thing. And then I have a good working group 
here, and we have a good spirit here so that we can work together, supporting 
each other.” BM912/3 

Accordingly, the atmosphere of the working community was seen to facilitate the 
working conditions. Especially, the good spirit and supportive atmosphere were 
mentioned, and the working community was seen to evolve aspiring. The findings 
show that most of the interviewees saw the actual work among customers as the 
most rewarding thing in their work. They got particular personal and professional 
satisfaction from the successful rehab outcomes. Also, in the case of troublesome 
and challenging patients, the discovered solutions and satisfied customers were 
perceived to be the most rewarding experiences. 

“The most rewarding thing I experience at work is that if you can play a part 
in customer work, especially if the customer is very troublesome and chal-
lenging, and when you find those solutions, people’s conditions are starting to 
progress… and the customer is satisfied. That is the most rewarding experi-
ence. I have awfully good staff here, and they are very committed to their 
work. I say that gives us strength and feels very good.” DM1912/3 

“I guess, when you see some wonderful outcomes… some years hence the 
customer might greet you and you see that this person has found that thing 
that he was looking for once.” AOS1712/3 

In general, the interplay between different people, both with customers and 
workmates – encountering human contact – is essential for all interviewees. All 
above-mentioned things which interviewees thought enriched their work, can be 
seen contributing to self-development and self-fulfilment. 

“For me this work has been a very important thing in my life. It is like that 
now and will be like that in the future. This assignment that I’m doing now 
has been such an enormous incentive to develop myself.” CM1212/41 

“The experiences of success, I see that this job gives me quite a lot of space 
to do the type of work that I want. At one time, many people wondered how 
the social work and spoken communication can fit in the same person. And I 
have thought that they do. The most fundamental professional skill or tool in 
social work is the person herself, and within herself she has those 
communication skills which are essential. And this is the type of work where I 
can utilize those both sides.” ARS1712/3 
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The challenging nature of the work 

The challenging nature of the work relates mainly to three issues: the work and 
the customer contact itself, organizational change and personal challenges. First 
of all, all kinds of customer problems were found to be the most challenging as-
pect of the work of the rehabilitation workers. They felt that the biggest challenge 
in their work is to satisfy customer needs and requirements. Because customer 
needs are various, the rehabilitation workers felt they are facing very different 
kinds of problems. 

“The customers have different kinds of problems, with their musculoskeletal 
system. Actually, it is the most challenging part I’ve been educated for, how 
we are able to respond to these needs… and how we can help these custom-
ers.” BPH912/1 

“The challenge is the mystery that is the group, the appreciation of the group. 
After all, the groups are so terribly dissimilar. On one hand one group starts 
to work together like nothing, and on the other hand you can do anything in 
your power, and still it doesn’t start to work. I don’t know if anyone knows 
what the philosopher’s stone is, and I think that that is the challenge in my 
own work.” ARS1712/1 

The nature of problems depends often also on the departments. For example, in 
Department C, with neurological patients, the biggest challenge is to sustain the 
state of the customer unchanged; achieving even small progress in customers’ 
condition is an ‘absolutely decisive’ thing in their daily work. On the other hand, 
in Department A customers are capable of work, and are present in working life. 
Their rehabilitation is more about professional rehabilitation where the main pur-
pose is to improve working ability and managing work. 

The work itself was seen as very interesting and challenging, as well as the 
versatility of the work. Related to the work, the interviewees considered also the 
financial aspects of the rehabilitation work very challenging. Competition for 
market share is hard today, so financial challenges create pressure to develop in 
different fields to invent new products and services. The rehabilitation workers at 
various levels of the organization felt that these financial challenges concern eve-
ryone, and that they should all be responsible for the outcome of their own de-
partment. 
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“And still, the challenge is that we should develop new products all the time, 
to be able to make a vision for the future… what the product or service of the 
future is, and what the good market niche is, and to have any number of these 
services, and… I think it is very challenging.” BM912/1 

It also turned out that keeping up with the pace was experienced as very demand-
ing. Today the increased working pace and profit responsibility have increased 
competitiveness of the work and the efficiency of daily processes. The large 
changes which were implemented within the organization few years ago have 
increased also the demands of the work. 

“In this ‘house’, and certainly in every place nowadays, there is a large num-
ber of such changes. You have to keep up with the times, changes will come 
thick and fast. And of course, when people are working together, and with 
these kinds of issues which relate to people’s lives in so many ways. Yes, I feel 
that this is challenging too.” CN1212/1 

Because the rehabilitation work in itself is very challenging and diversified, it set 
also personal challenges for employees. For example, one manager mentioned 
that she consider motivating employees very challenging; to get people to do their 
work to the best of their abilities, being enthusiastic and active. Several inter-
viewees also mentioned that their work is about learning, learning new things and 
sustaining one’s level of achieved knowledge. 

“Well… of course I may not think of everyday work as a challenge, because 
I’ve been here for so long, and I’m already doing quite a lot with routine. But 
with neuropsychology, to keep up with the level of the know-how, as brain re-
search is such a rapidly progressing branch of knowledge nowadays. The 
most challenging thing would be to be able to maintain that level of knowl-
edge, also regarding the rehabilitation methods.” CP1212/1 

One interviewee crystallized the basic challenge of the whole rehabilitation activ-
ity to be: “to get people to wake up to take care of themselves”. 

The problematic nature of the work 

The complexity of the work was mainly associated with working conditions, cus-
tomers or time management. For example, organizing the job and the rooms was 
considered problematic and complex. Especially the appointments and tight time 
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schedules caused problems: some of the interviewees thought that customers ap-
pointments were causing extra work, while others mentioned the lack of rooms in 
the organization as the most problematic thing. When the initial organization, and 
especially the Healthcare Center was built, there were no plans to operate it as an 
‘open’ rehabilitation center. In consequence, the rooms are old and limited, and 
also the considerable part of the facilities are dated. Partly this has been seen to 
have an effect on practical work. Also the organizational design has been seen to 
have an influence on people’s social interaction and consequently on the forma-
tion of communities of practice. 

“Mainly the biggest problem we have if you just think of organizing the work 
is managing the appointments. And regarding the customers, there aren’t so 
many problems, but sometimes there are aggressive customers who don’t 
want help, something like this. It comes with the territory, and one has learnt 
to accept it.” BPH912/2 

The disproportion of customers is seen quite problematic, because the variation of 
customers is considerable. The differences in the rehabilitation of customers be-
tween departments may be significant. It can be seen that the required competen-
cies of the rehabilitation workers vary a lot, and different approaches are called 
for to solve various problem situations. I’ll return to this subject later when I’m 
examining the problem solving and the acquisition of the information (5.2.1). 

Time management 

The findings concerning time management emphasized the continuous hustle in 
rehabilitation workers’ daily processes. No matter in which organizational level 
the interviewees were working, they were facing the same kinds of problems in 
their consumption of time. Usually their working days are so scheduled that they 
are going through the day hour by hour. 

“Well, for most of the time, I feel that this management of working time, that 
normal working day isn’t enough for me, and… well… in fact, I’ve been 
thinking about that a lot, that where that could come from, but we have had a 
number of quality projects, and many other big deals to take further, and… 
but, at this moment, I personally feel that that is the biggest problem. And 
also, even if you plan your days well, you cannot necessarily have an influ-
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ence on how you’ll perform that day. Many times those plans go to the dogs.” 
BM912/2 

They hoped that they would have more time and opportunities, for example, to 
have conversations with their fellow workers, or to browse the organization’s da-
tabase or the Internet. All workers have a 60 minutes’ meeting (called the ‘de-
partment hour’) once a week, but it is spent on organizing practical things and 
daily work. 

5.1.2 Learning and the development of know-how 

In this section, learning and know-how are defined at the individual level. The 
rehabilitation workers were asked to describe how they generally learn things and 
facts related to their work in order to find out how individuals develop their 
know-how and competence. 

Learning the issues related to the work 

All rehabilitation workers considered their education the core source of their fun-
damental skills and know-how. Even so these basic skills were perceived inade-
quate, as on the contrary various kinds of additional learning and competences 
were thought to be needed. People learn things from very different sources, and 
this learning was perceived beneficial to accomplish the work in the best possible 
way. 

“This work is so, kind of manual work, and thanks to the education one has 
already learned the basic skills. Then the job and the training. From the da-
tabase you can refresh your memory for some basic things. And from your 
workmates you also learn these, like techniques and then what kind of meth-
ods should be used in different situations.” BPH912/5 

The most important sources of learning were considered to be the work itself and 
one’s own experiences. Especially working with customers in different situations 
brings valuable information and experience which rehabilitation workers share 
with each other. Learning from workmates was a central learning process, and 
employees with special skills at different levels in the case organization also give 
support and help if required. All in all, all kinds of interactions both with custom-
ers and with workmates were considered to be very fruitful for both sides. 
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“If I think of my entire career path, indeed that learning on the side is ex-
tremely important. You learn from these situations with customers, alongside 
with this education you have. You have to keep yourself up to date, to provide 
also that theoretical information. It is terrible, hard to prepare for this job, 
there isn’t a subject which would prepare you for this job… it consists of so 
many things.” DM1912/4 

“Well, most of all, probably I’ve learnt from others and from my own experi-
ence. These work instructions, those are just ok and useful in many situations. 
From the organization you can get general work instructions and procedures, 
and practices… these are very useful and important. I’m using the intranet 
fairly little, I should invest more time in it and use it, and the Internet also.” 
BM912/4 

Besides the importance of people’s own working experience, also life experience 
in general was considered to be helpful for their performance at work. By defini-
tion, rehabilitation work is multifaceted and complex, with the focus on the cus-
tomer’s mental and physical welfare, and their balance: 

“This is the kind of issue about which it is hard to say anything to someone 
who has just graduated in rehabilitation, because he/she easily is offended. 
But I’ve noticed in practice that it has a great status that you’ve lived that life 
for some time. So you have some kind of way of thinking of customers, and… 
that you’ve already seen life in quite a few sectors that you kind of… that 
nothing trivial doesn’t shock you or you don’t know what to do or spend time 
on any idle issue. Life experience, it has a significant meaning in this.” 
DT1712/4 

As mentioned in previous extracts, learning can also take place from explicit 
sources. These kinds of sources are, for example, databases, intranet, the Internet, 
work descriptions, procedures, and literature. An interesting issue also came up: 
the popular belief is that people are receiving so much various information in or-
ganizations that they have difficulties to extract the essential bits, but in the case 
organization the problem seem to be more like the opposite. A lack of information 
or difficulty to get information is vital for learning and/or the accumulation of 
know-how. Someone pointed out that “One has to scrape up that information 
from general sources”. 

Importance of training was also mentioned. Trainings are used for both learn-
ing new things and also to refresh employees’ memory. And finally, things can be 
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learnt also from everyday life, because first and foremost, rehabilitation work is 
human relation work. 

“I have such a fairly positive attitude towards life, and on the other hand I’m 
quite vivid by nature. That in this job one is able to combine everyday life 
with work, it gives a lot to our role. Then, of course, different kinds of train-
ings, and so on. You get that information from whatever peculiar place, like 
from articles you are reading, literature, but you can get that also from,say, a 
theatrical performance. I think that this rehabilitation work, and then this 
kind of human relation work from which you can get this learning and lessons 
about what you should not do, or what should be a good path to take things 
further. Usually it is said that we should get training, but I think that it isn’t 
necessarily so. Often it is things that you are going to brush up on, familiar 
things, providing reassurance for yourself.” AM1812/4 

The development of competence 

The employees develop their know-how and competence in several ways. First of 
all, training is regarded as a reusable tool for the development of competence. 
Rehabilitation workers are allowed to take part in a number of training courses, 
both internal and external. The internal refresher courses are aimed at the whole 
staff or at certain professions. For example, the organization recruits training staff 
when the refresher courses can be organized internally and when also a greater 
number of participants can participate in these courses. Also the departments or-
ganize some internal courses, which are aimed at certain professions. When train-
ers come in usually the topic is addressed to all employees, across professions. 
These kinds of refresher courses are called ‘development days’, where the prime 
purpose is the development of the whole work community. These kinds of com-
mon occasions open for everyone can be seen as a vital contributor to the organi-
zation’s aim to be a forerunner of rehabilitation. One example of this kind of ‘de-
velopment day’ is below. 

“Well, for example we have this kind of ‘development forum’ where people 
have been able to sign up, anyone who has been interested. There we are able 
to discuss, for example, how to benefit from creativity and know-how in daily 
work, as well as creativity of all occupational groups as a whole’.” 
BM912/48 
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The training courses organized by external training centers have been focused 
more on certain professions. As a whole, people from several occupational groups 
are taking part in courses relatively regularly. There are also opportunities for fur-
ther education in the organization. For example, the employees are able to partici-
pate in post-graduate education in the Open University. The participation in 
courses and further education depends, in the first place, on individual’s own will-
ingness and initiative, but also on the departments’ needs to update employees’ 
knowledge and know-how. Certain courses are comparatively costly, so that par-
ticipation must be limited. 

“In the end, it depends on yourself. But, according to the message which 
comes from the organization, you develop yourself or you can make extra 
money… DT1712/14 

As a matter of fact, education and training is on offer all the time. We are try-
ing to get education, trying to arrange for more education. The whole profes-
sional rehabilitation work is such an art there isn’t one professional degree 
for the bulk of the work. There aren’t such people who would be professionals 
in that field. It is more like you come over here with life experience and we’ll 
see if you are going to get on in this job.” DT1712/18 

Besides these trainings and studies, competence is developed by getting up to date 
literature. Already due to the nature of rehabilitation work, the interviewees said 
that they want to update their knowledge and know-how. Up-to-date knowledge is 
regarded as very useful in their work and they said that they get enough literature 
and other material. For example, they tell their managers what kind of interesting 
books have been published, and ask if those could be purchased. 

Also the quality system and the know-how development tool are seen to im-
prove the competence of employees. They have been developing their activities in 
accordance with a new quality system. Some of the interviewees pointed out that 
the quality manuals are of great help because from there they are able to find use-
ful instructions for their own work. Also the know-how development tool is help-
ful especially for managers, and many rehabilitation workers considered this new 
tool very useful in resource allocation, for managers to know what kind of special 
know-how their employees have and this way to have better opportunities to ex-
ploit these competencies. 

“We are making our own education and development plans in every depart-
ment. But if we think of the whole organization, we are using this kind of tool 
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of know-how and development. There are records or files of everyone’s spe-
cial know-how and competencies in this system. I think that it is a good thing 
to have to keep up to date about people’s education and development.” 
AM1812/29 

The interviewee also pointed out that there are differences in attitudes towards the 
development of competences at the individual level. Some employees are very 
active developing their own competencies; they take part in courses, study, and, in 
one’s own words: “‘drag’ the gang who couldn’t be bothered to do anything”. 

5.2 Gathering and using knowledge 

Problem-solving is a substantial issue to discuss here, in the context of managing 
knowledge. Problem solving contains different features which illustrate various 
ways to manage knowledge. I also wanted to know about the accessibility and 
usability of information, and at the end of this chapter I consider the flow of the 
information and knowledge between relevant organizational levels. 

5.2.1 Problem-solving and the acquisition of information 

By bringing up problem-solving with its features, I wanted to examine how peo-
ple acquire information and transfer their knowledge and know-how. What are the 
ways in which they to approach the problem? And what kind of means and re-
sources are they using when managing their knowledge and know-how? In order 
to find out what kind of problems and difficulties rehabilitation workers face in 
their daily work, they were asked to describe concrete daily problems they are 
dealing with. The aim was to consider how they solve these problems and where 
the required information is obtained for. 

The concrete problems and action 

The rehabilitation workers face different problems and difficulties in their daily 
work. The problems can be divided into managerial problems and problems re-
lated to customer work, either in relations between workmates or actual custom-
ers. The interviewees also approached their problems in rather varied ways. 

Managerial problems involve difficulties in relations between employees, 
where managers may have to come in to smooth out various conflict situations 
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among employees. Several means are used to clear these situations, such as confi-
dential discussions with both sides, both separately and together. The terms of 
reference and directions by personnel management are also at their disposal, and 
when necessary, managers can also get expert help from personnel management. 

“Human resource management is such area where various problems come up 
every now and then. How I solve a problem, for example, I discuss with this 
person who has faced some kind of a problem situation, and together, by dis-
cussing we try to settle the situation.” CM1212/5 

“Today there was a certain matter, related to human resource management, 
which I checked in those instructions, and still I checked with the personnel 
manager that my reading was correct. That was today’s situation, and… I say, 
that kind of situations are quite frequent… problem situations are discussed 
together with workmates: what should be done, and how.” BM912/6 

The managers also use their own community of practice (MGR) to have consul-
tancy help and support from others in difficult situations. They exchange views 
and experiences in this community, and even establish their own, mutual practices 
after which they are able to act upon in similar situations helping them to stan-
dardize their actions. 

To approach the problems related to customer work, rehabilitation workers 
are exploiting, in addition to their own experience, also the experiences of others. 
Generally, these conflict situations concern relations between workmates or cus-
tomers. 

“If I’m having trouble with a client, I’ll talk with my own team, or then I’ll 
speculate with other social workers on the appropriate course of action.” 
ARS1712/5 

“You have to use your own experience, at least in problem-solving in cus-
tomer contact. You have to rely on our own experience pretty much. One fact 
that affects is that, when there is team work, there are the representatives of 
various professions, so everyone, kind of, brings their own field into it. It is 
emphasized in team work that everyone has experiences from different stages 
of working life and when those are brought together, solutions can be found 
for customer situations.” AOS1712/7 

Besides relying on one’s own experience, difficulties with customers can very 
often be solved together with them. The rehabilitation workers try to solve prob-
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lems as they appear, at once with the customer. For example, customers may have 
different expectations about treatments, or they are not satisfied with the treat-
ments they get. In the situations the rehabilitation worker and the customer dis-
cuss, try to find a mutual understanding, for example, about possible changes in 
the treatments. 

“Yes, I would see that I’m such a straightforward person that I like to solve 
those problems, at least what comes with the customers in that situation 
then… If the customer wants something else, or is not satisfied with the 
treatments, so I have a policy that I hope to talk it through with the customer 
at once.” CPH1212/6 

The employees’ own experience was considered the best resource for solving 
problems: due to the nature of the work, it is possible to attain strong professional 
skills together with work experience and education. 

The acquisition of information 

There are various factors which seem to have an effect on the acquisition of in-
formation. When the rehabilitation workers face problems in their daily work, 
they use different sources of information and ways for solving difficulties. Be-
sides the codified sources of information, the meaning of interaction as a source 
of information is considerable. As codified sources of information may be consid-
ered explicit type of knowledge which is, according to Nonaka, Toyama and 
Konno (2005, 25), expressed in formal and systematic language and shared in the 
form of data, scientific formulae, specifications, manuals and such like. Inter-
viewees stressed that the most of all it depends on the individual herself, their 
activity and how and where from the information is obtained; if the individual 
wants to find that information by herself, or to find out someone else from whom 
to ask. 

“Perhaps it depends on your own activity, how you acquire information. I 
think that what I’m doing… there are such people in the working group who 
have know-how or connections from where to find that information. So, 
through that we benefit from other people’s know-how.” Unit PM 1812/8 

Like mentioned above, the codified sources of information are one way to acquire 
information. This kind of explicit knowledge is available, for example, from the 
Internet and the organization’s own Intranet. Memos and different kinds of proce-
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dures are also important formal sources of information. Generally, rehabilitation 
workers use comparatively seldom the Internet. More often they use the organiza-
tion’s own internal databases which are considered to be one of the most impor-
tant sources of information. They have built a comprehensive operational system 
into the whole organization. This system includes, for example, procedures and 
working instructions. From these internal databases, which are called r and y sta-
tions, the employees are able to, for example, look for the organization’s and own 
department’s general information; schedules and memos of meetings, proceedings 
of board meetings, and so on. They also use these stations to check up, for exam-
ple, a certain way or plan of action – how to proceed in some difficult situations. 
The purpose of this operational system is to ensure that everyone has equal oppor-
tunities to reach and acquire information, have access to knowledge and this way 
to exploit their knowledge in their work. 

“Well, currently we do have this operational system. That, we have awfully 
good and a large number of these procedures and working instructions. You 
can find lots of practical information from these, how to proceed. But then, 
how could I say that… for organizing the rehabilitation process and taking 
care of it, our system doesn’t produce that kind of information. You have to 
search for that information from the existing channels when needed. And 
then, as there is a multi-professional working group in the unit, everyone is 
acquiring that information in accordance with their own profession. So, these 
are those channels.” DM1912/8 

“And then we have this operational system where we have all the information 
in electronic form. All the memos of the executive group can be found there, 
and the department memos, and… that information, if you think that just our 
ADP system is there, is a lot available in there. The question is, do I have 
time to search for that information. But, I think that this current information 
is coming quite a lot… for example, our whole organization’s weekly informa-
tion, I think that it is displayed quite well in there. And then there will be a 
weekly information bulletin for the unit, the rehabilitation managers and the 
planning manager are in charge of it together.” AM1812/8 

The rehabilitation workers can also get information from the internal library. 
There is a library in the unit, but they prefer to use their own reference libraries at 
their own departments. Many interviewees told that they use their own library, for 
example, to update their own knowledge or to acquire information, for example, 
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to deal with difficult situations with customers. The use of the libraries varies 
from daily use to once every six months. They also obtain today’s literature 
(books and articles) in the field of rehabilitation from the Internet. 

Besides these codified sources of information, one of the most useful source 
of information among rehabilitation workers is social interaction. Interaction hap-
pens mainly in three ways; with colleagues, with customers and their partners. 
Some examples from the empricial material below: 

“Yes, there is a lot of interaction every day, even if we work alone. We have a 
big office where we all five physiotherapists are in the same office and where 
we do all the writing. And then we interact with customers, with these reha-
bilitees all the time, and every now and then with the partners in coopera-
tion.“ BPH912/8 

“The flow of information is like that, you know, such an old practice which 
has formed in the organization, and when you start to look into it you wonder 
why it is done like this. And then you are given the green light – by the boss – 
to fix a meeting and get together with the parties involved to debate some 
issues, for example how to make things more concrete and flexible. For 
example, what we put into the database about the customers. That issue came 
up this winter, and a more practical solution was found.” AOS1712/5 

“It is recommended (by the organization) to acquire virtually any kind of in-
formation. But, for various areas no information can be found… naturally 
this rehabilitation is a special field of its own, and if we think about the Intra-
net which serves the whole organization. Indeed that basic information can 
be found there, but if you want to find information related to issues in our 
field, you in fact have to contact cooperation partners, as well as for example 
the OYS. And the Social Insurance Institution is one of that kind. With some 
great instances, with whom we collaborate, the information is finally found 
there.” AOS1712/6 

Through all these interactions the rehabilitation workers acquire valuable infor-
mation for their work. Although they work alongside customers for most of their 
working time, they interact with each other a lot daily. From each others’ experi-
ences they get valuable information for their own work, for example, they may 
exchange ideas of how to handle difficult customers, because such situations take 
place every now and then. In these cases they often help each other to cope with 
the situations, and together they think of alternative courses of action; trying to 
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identify who should take care of the patient (for example, who gets along best 
with the patient), who else to inform about the situation, etc. 

The rehabilitation workers also exploit their knowledge which they gain 
through in the interaction with their customers and partners. So, the information 
they get through interaction with customers is vital. Occasionally they collaborate 
also with their partners. Dealing with these partners constitute a formal side in the 
service of customers, and their role is essential in the realization of rehabilitation 
services. 

5.2.2 The accessibility and usability of information 

To find out if there are any barriers or difficulties to acquire or use the informa-
tion, the interviewees were asked to tell about the availability information, level 
of difficulty of getting to the information, and also, what kind of information the 
individual has access to. In the interviews, some offending factors emerged which 
were seen to prevent or at least hinder the access to the information bases. 

All interviewees admitted that basically all the information needed in their 
daily work is available. They use different sources of codified information, like 
mentioned above. But they have noticed that there are also some limitations 
which impede, or even prevent the availability of information. For example, 
sometimes the protection of the primary of the patient may make the wholesome 
care of customers impossible. Besides that, the employees do not have the right to 
access every file in their own Intranet. Mainly they are using their own stations, 
the r and y stations, where they can find the needed information also faster than 
from the Internet. 

Sometimes the gathering of information is seen as very laborious and time-
consuming. Many of the interviewees emphasized that it depends also on individ-
ual how actively the information is searched for, how often, in what way, etc. A 
few factors can impact the acquisition of information, such as the problem that 
people haven’t enough computers at their disposal. For example, the physiothera-
pists share few computers with the others, so even access to a computer – and 
consequently into the databases – becomes difficult. However, one of the most 
influential element in the acquisition of information is the management of time. 

“Yes, I think that depends very much on the individual. And then in terms of 
spending time, I’m reflecting now on the last six months, we have had really 
busy times there at the department, and I haven’t had time to sit by the com-
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puter, and… well, and when we sit by the computer, we are writing a report or 
something of sorts… it is not exactly the time to browse the Internet… I think 
it would undoubtedly be a better channel if you had time to use it.” 
BPH912/11 

“You have access to the information and the knowledge, but it takes reason-
ing and time, to be able to catch up with these people who have that knowl-
edge, and think of how it could be adapted for our practices. In a certain way 
it is laborious and time-consuming. Sometimes you may feel that if you have 
not got plenty of enthusiasm, the progress will fall by the wayside… that it is 
too hard to go and dig around the matter.” AOS1712/8 

According to the empirical material, it can be seen that there are several factors 
which can affect time management. First, the issues related to extrinsic factors, 
like physical surroundings which can hinder people’s efforts to make better use of 
their time. For example, some rehabilitation workers don’t have enough com-
puters, or their office is located geographically far from the place where their ac-
tual work takes place. Second, the issues related to the nature of the work which 
can be fundamental to the amount of control over time that is both desirable and 
necessary. Like described above (5.1.1), the work of the rehabilitation workers is 
at the same time very rewarding, challenging and problematic by nature. The 
work is usually very scheduled and involves regular contact with others, both 
with customers and workmates which leave rehabilitation workers under great 
pressure. They also have to do a lot of paperwork. Third, the issues related to per-
sonal factors, like motivation and enthusiasm to acquire the required information. 

5.2.3 The flow of information and knowledge between organizational 
levels 

As I earlier (see 2.2.1) pointed out, the differences between the concepts of in-
formation and knowledge, I still want to specify their meaning in my research 
context. Information can be seen to have an impact on the receiver’s knowledge, 
know-how and behavior. In my research, I’m using both of these concepts, de-
pending on the context in which it is used and by whom. For example, during 
interaction between individuals, interpretation and reflection are needed among 
other things, so it is knowledge that flows between them, not information. More 
about the discourse between information and knowledge is presented in Chapter 
6. 
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In the organization the information (or knowledge) flows between several or-
ganizational levels: individual, group, department, unit and organizational. In ad-
dition, the flow of information between departments and customers’ partners is 
relevant and deserves to be examined. This level is important because partners 
play an important role in the rehabilitation of customers. The interviewees were 
asked to define how information is transferred, and how well information flows 
between levels, and in both directions. 

First of all, sharing the knowledge between employees is considered vitally 
important among rehabilitation workers. They change their knowledge and ex-
periences daily, and their interaction with each other is regarded as one of the 
most useful way in the fluent flow of knowledge. The meaning of interaction was 
discussed above (5.2.1). At the individual level, the employees experience to be a 
part of the entity, the whole unit and the organization, even if they do not continu-
ously co-operate with each other. 

One good example about the collaboration between individuals is the em-
ployees who belong to the same profession. For example, the physiotherapists co-
operate over the boundaries of departments, mainly at the informal level. The 
physiotherapists of departments of A and C get together regularly, at least 
monthly. In these meetings they discuss issues related to their work, are given 
feedback about trainings and education, and study some systems and methods 
which they can exploit in their own work. They thought that the transfer of infor-
mation and knowledge between physiotherapists from different departments has 
improved, especially because of these discussions where they can exchange their 
knowledge and know-how informally. 

The flow of the knowledge between groups (or teams) consists mainly of the 
sharing of the information related to work. There are several working groups and 
teams in each department. The number of working groups changes depending on 
the department. The flow of information could well be very fluent already be-
cause the same people may belong to many groups. So the sharing information 
between groups is also easy and natural. Working groups are also using different 
kinds of ways to share information. One important way is their own, joint E-mail 
system. Groups also share knowledge among members at the departmental meet-
ings. 

“So, we have this E-mail system at the department A, so the information 
reaches everyone. And then, in my department, two teams have their own sys-
tems. If you want to inform only the other team about something, you are able 
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to do that. And we have agreed on when things should be distributed by e-
mail, and when it is not the most high-priority thing in the world. Because 
everyone is not necessarily reading e-mails by the computer at that time. 
Then, if it is some kind of an urgent issue then the notice is left on the table. 
Or try pursuing to get to that person by phone.” AM1812/10 

The mutual E-mail system is working also at the department level, like mentioned 
in the interview extract above. Each department has their own E-mail system. 
Mainly the flow of information happens through a departmental meeting, the so-
called ‘departmental hour’. 

“The ‘departmental hours’ are where the information is shared and 
transferred particularly between teams. It is simply, when we all have our 
own daily rhythm, and we change positions, so the work is in that way some 
kind of floating between customer groups. I think that I do that (share 
information), because I move between these groups, and maybe I’m doing 
that subconsciously… it can be that I’m transferring it, and if I put my 
thinking cap on, I see that’s what is happening there.” AOS1712/12 

“Employees are asked if they have anything to share. If these issues haven’t 
got to me by the departmental hour, that these kinds of issues are brought 
forth… This is a chance to let others know, if you have heard something, or 
you know something. And we have such an aim that this departmental hour 
shouldn’t be so full of predefined issues, but it really should rather be an open 
meeting where we could talk if there is something left that should be dis-
cussed during the departmental hour, or even to talk about some common 
things. But so far these meetings have been so fully booked.” CM1212/13 

“I think that there are channels. We do have given departmental hours which 
are for example, in our department set one year beforehand. It is such a 
channel through which one can bring up information at the department level. 
Those sessions work in a way that if there is something to be informed from 
the administration and management downwards, then those issues are shared 
at these departmental meetings. These departmental meetings will be ar-
ranged at unit level, at least up till spring. I think that there are possibilities, 
there are channels, but a different matter is if they are taken advantage of 
enough by the employees...” DM1912/13 
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The departmental hours of this kind are arranged both at the department and also 
at the unit level. Mostly these meetings are relatively formal by nature; the issues 
related to work are mainly on the agenda. Also informal issues, for example free-
form discussions about current issues take place in these meetings, and especially 
at the department level. Besides these, information flows also between the unit’s 
executive group and departmental meeting. Every department’s rehabilitation 
manager is a member of the executive group and this way the rehabilitation man-
agers transfer the information their own department – especially those which re-
late to the personnel. In these departmental hours the rehabilitation managers 
bring information also from their own meetings, from their own community of 
practice (called cop of MGR). 

“If we think about the departmental hour at the department level (department 
D) and the unit’s departmental hour, so… similar types of issues are dis-
cussed at these meetings, and to some extent, the very same issues which are 
worked on in a somewhat deeper manner from the department’s point of view. 
And then, of course, the information flows between the unit’s executive group 
and our own department. And I’ll take up those issues which have been dis-
cussed in the meeting of the executive group, the issues which relate to staff. 
And then we have three teams, and there are lots of interfaces of this kind, the 
information between these teams has to flow.”DM1912/28 

The collaboration between departments is comparatively modest. And if there is 
co-operation between departments, it is usually very official and happens mainly 
among individuals of the same profession. For example, sometimes several de-
partments share the same customer project and the rehabilitation workers from 
different departments share the knowledge about the customers. 

Collaboration with partners is important to successful rehabilitation of cus-
tomers. I presented the most significant cooperation partners in 4.1.2. Because in 
most cases the rehabilitee comes to rehabilitation through his/her own occupa-
tional healthcare, smooth collaboration between the healthcare unit and the part-
ner is vital. The responsibilities of the rehabilitee’s occupational healthcare in-
clude among other things, to clarify how the work load the worker, deal with the 
work arrangements, and refer the patient to rehabilitation. Normally, in addition 
the rehabilitation customer him itself and the rehabilitee’s employer, the health-
care unit is in close collaboration with the Social Insurance Institution. Its major 
task is to determine on a case-by-case basis whether a rehabilitation assessment is 
necessary, as this assessment is required by law to grant the rehabilitation allow-
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ance. To improve and to sustain the flexible flow of the information and knowl-
edge with the partners, the rehab employees arrange collaboration meetings where 
they may go through the treatment of each rehabilitee. 

“And then we have this kind of collaboration meeting which we hold with the 
rehabilitee’s occupational healthcare representatives and employers, and with 
the representatives of the Social Insurance Institution… about what the 
schedule is like for the day. And there have been a lot of differences between 
teams. But now we see what has been experienced, what has worked in each 
case, and so on.” AM1812/11 

Close and continuous co-operation relationships with partners are important in the 
unit’s business development. Besides the above-mentioned partners, other part-
ners in cooperation are for example, the municipalities, the federation of munici-
palities, insurance companies, hospital district, universities, employment authori-
ties, as well as various associations and organizations. Together with these part-
ners, the unit implements rehabilitation for different target groups. 

The flows of information and knowledge between different levels in the or-
ganization relate mainly to customer situations or common issues inside the or-
ganization. When the flow of information relates to customers, the transmission 
of knowledge was considered good. But in the case of communication within the 
organization, especially from the organization to the employees, it was regarded 
as relatively poor. 

“If we talk about communication and the flow of information within the or-
ganization, it is the case that it is never felt to be sufficient. And surely, we do 
have still a lot of improving to do, to rationalize. But if I think of these things, 
like in the case of customer care. There we have quite good systems. So, there 
information moves and works, because there are this kind of intervening 
meetings at the department, and first, just when the customer arrives, we 
identify together with the working group who are coming and what their case 
is. We arrange contact persons and so on. And this contact person is in a way 
a person who pulls together this information, and therefore also the means of 
communication.” DM1912/12 

The information related to customers and at the same time the information flow 
between various levels of the organization must work and support each other, and 
both have to be in order so that the rehabilitee gets the best possible and efficient 
rehabilitation. Some factors which emerged in the interviews seem to have an 
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effect on the flow of information. First, the atmosphere must be open in order for 
people have the courage to bring out their knowledge, or even to question some 
information or practice. The flow of the information must work mutually; from 
the organization towards the employees, and vice versa. The physical distance 
between departments was conceived hindering the fluent flow of information, 
having an effect on how much people deal with each other daily. For example, the 
physiotherapists from Department C work quite dispersed, on several floors. And 
including their nature of work, they do not deal very much with other professions, 
or not even with other physiotherapists in their daily work. They feel that they are 
somehow isolated, mostly because of the nature of their work. Their cooperation 
with other fellow workers, is usually limited to common customer meetings and 
the meetings at departmental level. 

The interviews also highlighted the various possibilities to have an effect on 
the flow of information and knowledge– both at the individual and group level. 
The interviewees were asked to answer if they are able to have an influence on 
the flow of information and knowledge. For example, at the individual level the 
person itself, his/her own willingness and abilities to communicate were consid-
ered one of the most important things for successful information flows. Especially 
at the group level, the two-way flow of information has been improved during the 
past few years. 

“For example, I think that I have an opportunity to influence the flow of in-
formation, but I do believe, that there are also those who feel that they can’t 
do it so well. So, it depends on how great the one, so-called, “fear of God” is, 
and if you have the courage to walk over to your boss to talk, or if you dare to 
raise an issue in the middle of a situation. For me it is quite easy, but I do 
know it isn’t for everybody. It is very much a question of personality, and 
about their communication ability.” ARS1712/11 

“During the past few years, and all along that time when I’ve been here, it’s 
been developed: The transfer of information has been improved, and the pre-
sent departmental hours work much better. So, this kind of group knowledge 
is maintained. And an individual occupational group shares their own knowl-
edge with the others. There, too, there one can definitely always find some-
thing to improve. But, I think that if we look a couple of years back, and then 
compare that with the picture of today, so one can see we have gone forward 
quite a bit.” AOS1712/9 
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5.3 The role of the organization 

The questions about the role of the organization generated a great deal of interest-
ing observations. First of all, I wanted to map the need for communities of prac-
tice among the interviewees. In the interviews it was highlighted specially the 
supportive role of the organization in the development of know-how and compe-
tence. For example, how the organization supports the learning, does it gives any 
possibilities to learn new things and to maintain and develop individual’s own 
competence? I also wanted to examine if people feel that their learning and know-
how is taking into account by the levels of managers and organization. 

5.3.1 The need for communities of practice 

The interest and the need for the different kinds of communities of practice were 
some varying. However, the most of the interviewees felt that the need for infor-
mal communities does exist. One of the interviewee said touché: “These informal 
groups are often more essential than those which are defined by the organiza-
tion”. The interviewees were asked, for what purpose and in what field or compe-
tence areas would be needed these informal communities. On average, people 
thought that these kinds of informal groups are needed, for various purposes. 
Some of the interviewees felt that they do not need informal groups, but they do 
not see them as negative either. Some of the interviewees expressed their views 
against these communities, rather strongly, mainly because they found these 
communities threatening in some way. 

“These kinds of ‘closet organizations’ or groups gnaw at the manager’s work 
in there all the time. So, groups like this are not needed, and I think that peo-
ple should say no to those.” AM1812/34 

“I think we do not need any informal ‘gangs’”. CM1212/38 

However, most people thought that often good ideas arise in these informal 
groups, and contribute to continuous development. First of all, these communities 
would be needed to contribute to common welfare. The communities are needed 
for the general development of the work community, as well as for constructive 
intercommunication. The interviewees pointed out a need for up-front and open 
discussion within the whole organization. 
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“Well, I don’t see those (communities) as negative, in any way. Good thoughts 
and proposals for development often arise in them. Usually they form particu-
larly according to one’s interests and progress. I think that those are needed 
for the common development of the work community and things like that… for 
social dealings, where the atmosphere would be open to debate. Also, you 
know, for the appreciation of the individual, or something like that, so that we 
all wouldn’t be treated alike… that we could learn to benefit from individuals’ 
resources, and such things.” CPH1212/30-31 

“I say, those informal groups are undoubtedly needed, but I feel that, for ex-
ample, the gang of physiotherapists themselves can discuss issues amongst 
themselves…that in a way, how are we taking our own work further, develop-
ing it? There are four social workers in my part of the office and they might 
go and have a meeting, have lunch together, or something else… get together 
spontaneously. These meetings are related to the content of the job, their own 
know-how, how they use and exploit it. Yes, these groups are needed.” 
PM1812/19 

The interviewees thought that the organization should learn to exploit employees’ 
skills, human resources and other competencies better. Also, learning was men-
tioned as a competence area where communities of practice would be needed. 

“Get-togethers should always have a certain purpose. I think that it would be 
quite interesting to have these kinds of study groups, and learn through 
them.” DM1912/41 

It emerged from the interviews that the most highlighted need for communities of 
practice for the interest and benefit of the customer, because, after all, successful 
rehabilitation is the most important thing. The interviewees thought that informal 
groups, would help them to have better control over time and make practices 
more adaptable. 

“Yes we need (informal groups). So, of course we definitely need those, be-
cause we have people with multiple skills here in our unit, different kinds of 
educational backgrounds. And nevertheless, we aim at the same things, we 
have shared objectives. What we need is, small development get-togethers of 
occupational groups, and small meetings of multi-professional working 
groups where the daily programs of rehabilitees are put together, or some-
thing like that. So, those groups are essential and necessary for us, but yet it 
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has to be controlled that we do not get together just for the courtesy of getting 
together, but it has that common purpose, the aim to forge good-quality daily 
rehabilitation programs for rehabilitees. For example, occupational thera-
pists have their own meetings, and they plan their own schedule and how they 
could be able to practice and share (resources) because the resources are 
poor.” CM1212/37 

“In principle these (informal groups) could be needed, because the problem 
that we face is the lack of time. Practices should be made more adaptable, 
and specifically these kinds of development groups which are, in a way, build-
ing up from that need. Administratively those are difficult to plan. Our work 
is still bound to the schedules… the schedules are tight.” AOS1712/20 

5.3.2 The role of the organization regarding communities of practice 

The role of the organization towards the communities of practice is considered 
important among the employees. Most interviewees held the view that the organi-
zation’s support and the possibilities the organization has offered contribute to the 
activity and the development of the communities of practice. In general terms, the 
organization was considered to be ‘natural’, and it was hoped to offer people op-
portunities. The following comments were made: 

“The organization should be functional, and also safe. If it leads, it is also 
supportive… and in a certain way open, honest, with the thought that we are 
working together. After all, some kind of an organization has to be in the 
background, so so… guiding, but such an organization should pass on the ba-
ton to the employees.” BDS912/19 

“But then, something can always be found that needs to be worked on, but… I 
think that I’ve always been able to piece together what the organization is… 
it’s like a circle which prepares the way to earn our bread, that thing we do 
here. A kind of a functional, flexible organization which enables us to do this 
everyday work. It is quite ok.” BPH912/50 

Most people think that the organization should empower people, for example, to 
gather and create relationships. Different kinds of resources were seen to either 
promote or hinder people’s dealings with each other. For example, even the or-
ganizational structure was conceived as an influential factor in the creation of 
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informal groups. Also they hoped for the time and other resources, like facilities, 
to facilitate their get-togethers. 

“After all, the organization should be kind of empowering, and… a tower of 
strength, and… to care for these human resources and other resources, like 
facilities, so that those all correspond with the needs.” BM912/60 

“I think that there is one such simple thing, like these physical settings. The 
issue is with whom you are rubbing elbows, and with whom not.” DD1912/24 

“Yes, I’m thinking how it (the organization) could support us…it is one thing 
that people could be able to break out of the work… and the department. 
Hardly no-one is using their days off. Time, resources for that people could 
get together.” CN1212/21 

The interviewees hoped that the organization would take their needs into account. 
A few also mentioned the financial support from the organization. In that case 
these communities of practice would better correspond with the organization’s 
demands for the activity of the communities of practice. 

“In any case, it (the organization) should make it possible… I think, there 
could be some rewarding things. 

It could be even financial. We could have some kind of groups, it could be 
pretty nice… if we had study groups for some interesting issues. 

This would require some sort of a supportive team from outside… and also 
consulting assistance given by the organization” FM1912/43 

Like mentioned above, several issues came up about the support given by the or-
ganization. However, a few felt that the organization don’t necessarily have to 
have any kind of role or support relating to the communities of practice. If the 
organization shouldn’t have any kind of role relating to these informal groups, 
people hoped that the organization could give the permission to get together any-
way. On the other hand, the meetings of the communities of practice were seen as 
spontaneous happenings where the organization is not needed. 

“The organization neither needs a role, nor it is a concern of the organiza-
tion. That’s those informal groups’ own business. The only thing that the or-
ganization can do, is to give us that right, that we all have the time and 
space. So that, we sometimes could pull up and get together somewhere to 
linger over some issues or problems, and it wouldn’t be so odd. But if we 
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ought to write a memo or to appraise the organization of those meetings, then 
I don’t… I can’t see any reason for that...” ARS1712/32 

“Well, actually it (the organization) cannot give substantial support in prac-
tice these days. In those days when we started this hassle, we had time to go 
for a coffee with others, but no more, at the departmental level. Sometimes we 
gathered somewhere every day. I haven’t seen those people for several 
months.” DT1712/21 

5.3.3 The role of the organization in supporting learning and 
competence 

The role of the organization is regarded as very important in developing compe-
tence and supporting learning. Many of the interviewees pointed out that the 
management should exploit people’s skills and competence better. Basically, the 
organization aims to exploit competences, but it was thought that the competence 
of the employees was not taken into account in the best possible way by the man-
agement. Although the aim is to exploit people’s skills, special know-how, crea-
tivity, and education, the practice might be differently however. The organization 
was seen to support and pay attention to people’s learning and know-how, but still 
there were some factors (i.e. financial resources and organizational factors) which 
were seen to hinder the implementation of these objectives.  

“Well… yes, the organization always says that it supports us. They say they 
support, but they cry after money in spite of all. And the profit. And the little 
managers, in between, should pass on the information. They are such ‘Acts of 
God’, that even if it (the exploitation of competence) is spoken about, then it 
is a question of euros in the end anyway.” DT1712/13 

“Yes, I believe that one´s competence is taken into account, and it is appreci-
ated if one has enthusiasm for education and development. Anyway it is at the 
organization level, I don’t know if there are just those financial resources 
which are squeezed there. I also know that there are those who do not want to 
participate in education because they feel that it doesn’t benefit them. You 
have to have huge motivation. Myself, I think that you have to find that moti-
vation within yourself, regardless of whether your employer is supporting it 
or not.” AOS1712/16 
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The organization empowers the employees, for example, by giving opportunities 
for education and training. Most interviewees think that the organization supports 
their learning and competence development comparatively well, giving enough 
opportunities to learn new things, to maintain and develop own competence and 
know-how. The management organize different courses regularly, targeted both at 
the whole work community and at certain professions. The management supports 
employees’ personal studies also financially, for example university studies. Like 
mentioned in the previous interview extract, the development of competence de-
pends on a lot also one’s own input, thereby one has to be active and search for 
education and training. 

Taking the employees’ competence into consideration was considered as eas-
ier at the departmental than at the organizational level. At the departmental level 
benefiting from individual know-how is able to take to the practice level fluently. 
Although the exploitation at the department level is relatively fluent, the employ-
ees have given feedback that their know-how and various skills are not exploited 
well enough by the managers of the departments. 

“I think that, at the department level… certainly this know-how…when we 
are familiar with each other, here in the little circle. So, I believe that… at 
least I myself I’m aiming at, that, if some special tasks come up, I’m able to 
exploit my idea of people’s know-how and skills. Certainly there still exists 
such know-how which is not necessarily being used yet.” DM1912/36 

“There has been feedback that a part of the staff feels that their special know-
how is not being exploited. No one forbids you to express your creativity, 
know-how… because we should develop our activities all the time anyway, so 
that these rehabilitees would be satisfied here, and that they would want to 
come here year after year. I feel that this creation and all this kind of activi-
ties are emphasized by the top management. And one can even get rewarded 
for good ideas and what not. It is not forbidden, not at any level. But even so, 
the feedback is that it is not exploited. At least I’m thinking of that know-how 
that I’ve gained, I have been able to bring out my know-how very well. No 
one has ever forbidden it, on the contrary, they’ve encouraged it. And I en-
courage that, everyone encourages it, but I think that it depends on the indi-
vidual if she/he experiences it that way.” CM1212/35 

Especially the meaning of positive feedback was emphasized in the interviews. 
However, it emerged that there are some difficulties to give positive feedback. 
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Specifically, positive feedback from the managers was valued highly. But it was 
also mentioned that feedback should be given from the employees to the manag-
ers, and vice versa, and from an employee to another. It was felt that positive 
feedback gives people courage and confidence in work – regardless of their posi-
tion in the organization. 

Taking the employees’ competencies into consideration is highlighted in the 
so-called ‘consultation custom’. The consultation custom is based on competen-
cies and it means that expertise is exchanged between departments when needed. 
For example, an employee may go to another department to share his/her own 
expertise in a difficult situation, and vice versa. It emerged that many people have 
a certain expertise in their specific field and they hope that their competencies and 
know-how could be better taken into account by the management. 

People think that the management is taking their learning and know-how into 
account relatively well. There seemed to be cases where the employee doesn’t 
seem to get support from the organization: it depends partly on the department, 
and the nature of the work to what degree the employees are given opportunities 
to develop themselves. Also, aims and goals don’t always meet due to issues of 
personal chemistry. 

5.4 Summary 

To sum up, based on the interview data it seems that people need discussion and 
shared experiences with other people. The main results are summarized below 
(Table 11). 
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Table 11. Summary of the main results. 

Issue Implication 

The nature of the work Claims to acquire more information about the work, to learn new things and to 

sustain expertise and know-how 

Rewarding The work itself, the working community (e.g., good spirit, supportive 

atmosphere), customers (e.g., successes in treatment, finding new solutions to 

problems) 

Challenging The work itself (e.g., various customers’ problems), financial aspects (e.g., 

competition in the markets, pressures to invent new products and services), 

organizational change (e.g., new departments, changes in human resources), 

personal challenges (e.g., motivation) 

Problematic The work itself (e.g., organizing the job and work premises, appointments and 

time schedules), customers (e.g., the disproportion of customers cause extra 

work and worry), time management. 

Case organization 

comprise several 

communities of practice 

across the formal 

boundaries 

People create new insights, learn and develop know-how 

Communities of practice create their own practices that help the members to 

keep up better with their work 

Communities of practice standardize their actions into working routines. 

Various crucial things for 

learning 

The work itself 

People’s own experiences 

The trainings 

Life experience 

Interaction with customers and workmates. 

Hindering factors: lack of information or difficulty to get important information 

which is vital for learning and/or know-how. 

Various essential things 

for development of 

competence 

Training 

Further education 

Up-to-date literature 

Quality systems 

Tools of know-how and development. 

A number of factors 

describing various ways 

to manage knowledge 

In relation to managerial problems: by having discussions with employees, 

using terms of reference and directions for personnel management, getting 

expert help from personnel management, getting help from work communities. 

In problem situations with customers: by exploiting own experience, 

experiences of other workmates, together with the customer. 

The acquisition and use 

of information 

The most important sources of information: codified sources (e.g., the Internet, 

Intranet, memos, operational system, procedures, working instructions, the 

organization’s own library), interaction with colleagues, customers and 

partners. 

Weaknesses in the access to and use of information: no rights to access 

information, not enough facilities (e.g. computers or rooms), lack of time. 
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Issue Implication 

The flow of the 

information and 

knowledge across 

organizational 

boundaries 

Collaboration comparatively modest between departments, between the 

organization level and the employees. 

Hindering factors: practical organizational aspects (e.g., physical distance 

between departments) 

Various need for 

communities 

The creation of new ideas 

The contribution to common welfare 

The general development of the work community 

Constructive intercommunication 

Developing competencies through communities of practice (i.e. learning) 

In the interest of the customer 

Controlling time 

The role of organization 

important in various 

meanings 

The organization should give people the opportunities and the right to get 

together, the role of the organization is important in the development of 

competence and supporting learning. 

Hindering factors in the organization’s support: financial resources, 

organizational factors. 

Rehabilitation workers rely heavily on their own community of practice as one of 
their most important source of knowledge. It became evident that the nature of the 
work makes it essential to acquire more information about the work on a continu-
ous basis, to learn new things and to sustain one’s expertise and know-how. In 
conclusion, the most focal features of the work are its rewarding and challenging 
nature. The main issues that emerged from this study regarding the rewarding 
nature of the work were related to the work itself, the working community and the 
customers. Also the good spirit and especially the supportive atmosphere were 
seen to have an effect on how rewarding the work was perceived to be. Particu-
larly the work among customers; successes in the treatment and finding new solu-
tions to problems were seen as very rewarding. Working with the customers can-
not be considered just service, but rather “deeper care” of the customer. In gen-
eral, all kinds of interaction both with the customers and workmates enriched the 
interviewees’ work and was reflected on better self-development and self-
fulfilment. 

The challenging nature of the work related mainly to the work itself, organ-
izational change and personal challenges. The various customers’ problems were 
the most important challenge where the prime aims were, for example, to main-
tain the state of the customer unchanged, or to improve the customer’s working 
ability. Also the financial aspects, like the competitive situation in the markets and 
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the pressure to invent new products and services are present in the rehabilitation 
workers’ daily work. Besides the large change project implemented a few years 
ago that brought new challenges, also personal challenges, such as motivation 
issues must be considered when speaking about the challenges at work. 

Problems at work related mainly to the customers. For example, organizing 
the job and work premises, appointments and time schedules with a dispropor-
tionate number of customers caused extra work and worry. One particularly inter-
esting thing emerged very clearly from the study; time management. 

Valuable knowledge arises through the rehabilitation workers’ experience 
over the course of time. People learn things from different sources, and the most 
important sources of learning were considered to be the work itself and the work-
ers’ own experiences. Besides the trainings and life experience, also all kinds of 
interaction with both customers and workmates were considered to be very fruit-
ful for both sides. Especially the lack of information or difficulty to get important 
information vital for learning and/or know-how was found to be a crucial im-
pediment for learning and/or know-how. The most essential things for the devel-
opment of competence were identified to include training, further education, up-
to-date literature, and the quality system and tools for know-how development. 

I found a number of factors that describe the various ways knowledge among 
the rehabilitation workers is managed. The rehabilitation workers were facing two 
kinds of problems; managerial problems and problems related to customer work. 
In relation to the managerial problems, for example in the relations between em-
ployees, rehabilitation managers discussed with the employees or got expert help 
from the personnel management trying to solve conflict situation between em-
ployees. The work communities were seen as a great help and support in difficult 
conflict situations. In problem situations with customers, the rehabilitation work-
ers were exploiting their own experience, experiences of other workmates, or the 
problems were solved together with the customer. 

In the acquisition of information the most important sources of information 
were the codified sources and the interaction with colleagues, customers and part-
ners. The codified sources of information were mainly the Internet, Intranet, 
memos, operational system, procedures, working instructions and the organiza-
tional library. Some considerable weaknesses were revealed especially in the ac-
cess to and the use of the information, and in the lack of facilities (e.g. computers 
or rooms). In addition, one of the most influential elements in the acquisition of 
information was the management of time. 
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I described the flow of information and knowledge between five organiza-
tional levels; individual, group, department, unit and organization. In addition, the 
flow of information between departments and partners was found to be relevant 
also because the partners play an important role in the rehabilitation process of 
the customers. Collaboration between departments was comparatively modest, as 
well as the flow of information from the organization level to the employees. Or-
ganizational factors, like the physical distance between departments were seen to 
hinder the easy flow of information. 

The role of the organization was considered important in various ways. First 
of all, most rehabilitation workers felt that the need for informal communities 
exists, albeit a few considered these communities someway threatening. However, 
the communities served the purposes of creating new ideas, contributing to com-
mon welfare and to the general development of the work community, supporting 
constructive intercommunication in learning, and for the most part, serving the 
customer. Most of the rehabilitation workers held the view that the organization 
should first and foremost give people opportunities and the right to get together; 
on one hand by giving time and facilities, and on the other hand by taking into 
account the rehabilitation workers’ need to get together. The role of the organiza-
tion was regarded as very important in the development of competence and sup-
porting learning. The organization was seen to support and pay attention to peo-
ple’s learning and know-how, but still there were some factors (i.e. financial re-
sources and organizational factors) which were seen to hinder the implementation 
of these objectives. 

In the next chapter I interpret my findings in the light of previous knowlege. 
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6 Empirical findings and discussion 

In this chapter, the main findings of the study are discussed. I will relate the find-
ings of the analysis to the theoretical discussions in the knowledge management 
and organizational learning fields. These selected discussions from related fields 
support the answers to the original research questions (see the research questions 
in section 1.3). 

According to the empirical material of this study, communities of practice 
emerge in the social space between working groups. When multiple and formal 
working groups engage in similar tasks, their need to share their knowledge often 
seems to lead to community formation. I also discovered that knowledge and 
know-how cannot be separated from the communities that create it, use it, and 
transform it. This is especially the case with this kind of knowledge-based work, 
where the nature of the work necessitates actors’ actual interactions, as people 
require discussion and shared experiences with other people: as a result, the reha-
bilitation workers rely heavily on their own community of practice as one of their 
most important knowledge resource. 

6.1 Reflecting back to previous knowledge 

As the emergent theoretical framework guided me, now I aim to assess the find-
ings of the analysis in the light of selected studies outside of the immediate field. 

Two main or metalevel paradigms have been identified in knowledge man-
agement literature, namely, the scientific view and the social view (Hazlett & 
McAdam & Gallagher 2005). The scientific view of knowledge takes a “knowl-
edge is truth” view (Alvesson & Willmott 1996). This view considers knowledge 
to essentially be a canonical body of facts and rational laws (Swann & Scarbor-
ough 2001). These “facts” are labelled as scientific and are therefore reified. Ger-
gen (1991, 81) describes such indisputability as “scientists adding sanctity to ide-
ology.” Individuals propose hypotheses, evaluate outcomes of deductions, then 
they build repositories of knowledge within and hence take action in organiza-
tions”. 

Considering the limitations of solely relying on the scientific paradigm to in-
terpret knowledge management, a different view or paradigm is needed (Demerest 
1997). Such a paradigm is a view that is loosely referred to as the social paradigm 
of knowledge construction. Describing this paradigm, Burgoyne, Pedler and Boy-
dell (1994) state that the “philosophy of science has largely been replaced on the 
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intellectual agenda by the history and sociology of knowledge which emphasises 
cultural and historical processes rather than rationally superior knowledge.” In 
other words, knowledge can be socially constructed rather than being seen as uni-
versal scientific truth, which Burgoyne et al. term “constructionist conscious-
ness.” This concept agrees with Habermas’s view that knowledge constitutes hu-
man interest rather than being restricted to a functionalist science approach 
(Hazlett & McAdam & Gallagher 2005). 

6.1.1 The foundations for sharing knowledge and know-how 

According to Davenport, De Long and Beers (1998), knowledge can be consid-
ered information combined with experience, context, interpretation, and reflec-
tion. It is a high-value form of information that is ready to be applied to decisions 
and actions. This research revealed ways in which individuals acquire new 
knowledge to address work-related problems. Some knowledge is gained through 
access to codified sources such as databases, the Internet, intranet, work descrip-
tions, procedures and literature. However, most (and also the most valuable) 
knowledge is gained through the work itself and through one’s own experience, 
and first and foremost, through interaction with other people – with in the organi-
zation but also outside of it. Especially through these multiple interactions with 
other directions, actors gained valuable knowledge for solving work-related prob-
lems. The rehabilitation workers’ interaction happens mainly with colleagues, 
customers and partners. 

We can highlight some essential focus areas that embrace the sharing of 
knowledge across organizational boundaries, across departments, working groups 
and communities of practice. According to Allee (1997), corporate know-how is 
important at strategic levels to sense the environment and challenge management 
assumptions. In the case organization and especially in the research context, the 
most relevant focus areas in the sharing of knowledge and know-how are consid-
ered to be at the management level and at the operational level. For example, at 
the management level, day-to-day decision-making requires that people talk can-
didly, share their experience and insights, and find meanings together. At the op-
erational level, replicating best practices throughout the company quickly and 
effectively can lead to greater efficiencies, lower costs and a higher quality of 
goods and services. 
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Outcome one: Implicit, socially constructed knowledge has a greater ten-
dency to flow between organizational levels compared to explicit knowled-
ge. 

This research highlighted that socially embedded knowledge flows easily, even if 
it is deeply rooted in practice. It has been argued that explicit knowledge moves 
easily and tacit knowledge moves with difficulty (Polanyi 1958). This is where 
the importance of the communities of practice lies, because within communities, 
practice helps to generate knowledge and collective know-how. If the rehabilita-
tion workers try to transfer their knowledge outside the practical work, it means 
moving the know-what without the know-how. In know-how, knowledge can be 
applied to accomplishing a mission or solving a problem. It is explicit knowledge 
that ‘sticks’, and I found some offending factors which were seen to prevent or 
hinder the smooth flow of knowledge: 

– lack of facilities,  
– lack of informative, explicit knowledge, 
– difficulties to get crucial knowledge 

For example, all rehabilitation workers didn’t have the right to access information 
which was needed to take care of patients, or they hadn’t enough facilities (e.g. 
computers or rooms) at their disposal to even allow them to get any information. 
One of the major problems was also – against the popular belief that if people 
receive plenty of information they will have difficulties to extract the essential 
data – the lack of information or difficulty to get such important knowledge 
which is a crucial determinant of learning efficiency. This leads to other important 
conclusion that besides tacit knowledge, also explicit knowledge is critical. 

Knowledge flows through interactions between above-mentioned actors. 
People use language, they discuss and exchange knowledge and experiences with 
each other. Telling stories and discussing during daily work activities continually 
builds both tacit and explicit knowledge. Tacit knowledge is context-specific, per-
sonal know-how that is deeply embedded in life experience, learning and in the 
way that rehabilitation workers work. Explicit knowledge is easier to identify, 
deliberately shared, documented and communicated. The empirical findings of 
this research clearly pointed out the differences between tacit and explicit knowl-
edge. 

Viewing knowledge as a duality emphasizes that both sides of knowledge 
must be taken into account if an attempt to manage knowledge. According to 
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Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), knowledge creation describes a dualism between 
tacit and explicit knowledge and argue that this is a balanced distinction that en-
ables an meaningful view on knowledge creation dynamics between different 
types. Hildreth and Kimble (2002) have been studied the duality of knowledge 
also. According to them, knowledge is not made up of opposites. Rather than see-
ing knowledge as opposites, perhaps we should think of it as consisting of two 
complementary facets: a duality consisting simultaneously and inextricably of 
both what was previously termed ‘structured’ and ‘less structured’ knowledge. 

Like I mentioned earlier (see 2.3.3), the search for “best practices” has di-
rected the discussion of organizational learning towards the search for universal 
mechanisms and solutions, independent of content and local contingencies of 
learning. New findings concerning the nature of knowledge and learning have, 
however, emphasized the local and embedded nature of learning processes (see 
Blackler 1993, Brown & Duguid 1991, Tyre & von Hippel 1993). As shown in 
this research, the case organization comprises of several communities of practice 
that often cross the formal boundaries of organizational units, like departments 
and formal working groups. The findings show how people in these communities 
create new insights, learn and develop their know-how. Dealing together with the 
problematic situations and discovering new ways of doing work, communities of 
practice are also creating their own practices. These shared practices help the 
members of the communities to keep up better with their work, and also to stan-
dardize their actions into working routines. As an example, in the community of 
MGR the members compare their own ways to solve problems and their standards 
of activity, and discuss well-functioning standards of activity for certain situations 
which they could adopt. 

6.1.2 Challenges set by the work context 

Rehabilitation work is very challenging and demanding by nature. The nature of 
the work is changing towards a greater emphasis on knowledge-based work and 
working hours are used as indicators of both productivity and commitment (Per-
low 1998). It appears that the nature of the work requires the employees to ac-
quire more information about the work, to learn new things and to sustain exper-
tise and know-how. By learning from multiple sources, individuals are able to 
achieve the best possible level of competence. The challenging nature of the work 
relates mainly to the work with customers as well as to organizational change and 
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personal challenges. Customers’ problems were perhaps the most challenging 
aspect in the work of the rehabilitation workers. 

Besides the challenging nature of the work, the changes the unit has under-
gone a few years ago have caused difficulties in time management. An essential 
finding was that time management was found to be quite problematic among the 
rehabilitation workers in the whole case organization, as a result of substantial 
organizational and managerial changes. In that case, knowledge management is 
also about the management of time. 

Outcome two: Knowledge management is also management of time 

For the rehabilitation workers, no matter at which organizational level they were 
working, time was a critical factor. Particularly, this came up in learning and the 
development of know-how. According to Tuomi (1999, 367), learning requires 
time for cognitive re-arrangement. The interviewees expressed clearly that the 
rehabilitation workers didn’t have enough time for acquiring information, to be 
educated, or enroll in trainings. People learn things from very different kinds of 
sources, and the most important sources of learning were considered to be the 
work in itself and one’s own experience. Especially interacting with customers in 
different situations brought valuable information and experience to the rehabilita-
tion workers to share with each other. However, it was found that there was not 
enough time for exchanging experiences and for informal conversations, although 
learning from workmates was found to be an essential part of learning. 

The findings concerning time management emphasized the continuous pres-
sure in the rehabilitation workers’ daily processes. No matter which organiza-
tional level the interviewees were working, at they faced the same kinds of prob-
lems in their time consumption. Usually their working days are so scheduled that 
they go through the day hour by hour. In general, keeping up with the step of time 
was considered quite challenging. Today, the increased working pace and finan-
cial accountability have increased pressure for achievements in their daily proc-
esses. The large changes which were implemented within the organization a few 
years ago have also increased the demands of the work. One of the most influen-
tial elements affecting the acquisition of information is the management of time. 
Sometimes the acquisition of information was seen to be very laborious and time-
consuming. 

According to the empirical material, it can be seen that several factors affect 
time management. First, there are issues related to extrinsic factors, like physical 
surroundings which can hinder people’s efforts to make better use of their time. 
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For example, some rehabilitation workers don’t have enough computers, or their 
office is located geographically far from the place where their actual work takes 
place. Second, the issues can relate to the nature of the work which can be fun-
damental to the amount of control over time that is both desirable and necessary. 
The work of the rehabilitation workers is at the same time very rewarding, chal-
lenging and problematic by nature. Their work is usually very scheduled and in-
volves regular contact with others, both with customers and workmates, and all of 
this puts the rehabilitation workers under great pressure. They also have to do a 
lot of paperwork. Third, the issues are sometimes related to personal factors, like 
people’s motivation and enthusiasm to acquire the required information. Many 
interviewees emphasized that it depends also on the individual how actively the 
information is searched for, how often, in what way, etc. 

The management of time is an issue which is fundamental to job perform-
ance. In philosophy, there is a long and sophisticated tradition of temporal analy-
sis (Hassard 1990). In the past, during the time of Scientific Management, atten-
tion to the relationship between time and job performance was restricted to man-
ual workers, and then, by means of Organization and Methods, to clerical work-
ers. The consideration of time utilization of managerial and professional grades 
has not received much attention until recently. The current approaches are based 
on the assumption that personal effectiveness at work is primarily a function of 
the individual’s management of his or her time. 

The basic ideas of Taylor’s ‘systematic scientific time study’ (Taylor 
1903/1972) were to break each job down to simple, basic elements and, with the 
anticipated cooperation of the workers, time and record them. The timings of the 
basic elements were then filed and subsequently used as means to construct stan-
dard times for various jobs. 

Organizations as entities are facing time management problems themselves. 
Given the dominant conception of time in Western culture as scarce, valuable, 
homogeneous, linear and divisible, and given the dominant characteristics of 
work organizations as functional, specialized, formalized and rational, organiza-
tions are confronted with three key time-related problems: the reduction of tem-
poral uncertainty, the resolution of conflicts over temporal activities, and the allo-
cation of scarce temporal resources (McGrath & Rotchford 1983). In attempting 
to solve these problems, three temporal needs emerge: the need for time schedules 
(for reliable predictions of the points in time at which specific actions will occur), 
the need for synchronization (for temporal coordination among functionally seg-
mented parts and activities), and the need for time allocations (for distributing 
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time so that activities will consume it in the most efficient and rational way) 
(Moore 1963). The relationships between these various problems and needs can 
be described through three main issues. 

Uncertainty and control 

For a structural analysis of temporal uncertainty, J.D. Thompson’s (1967) classic 
text on organizational design, Organizations in Action, represents a valuable first 
model (see Clark 1982, McGrath & Rotchford 1983). In this work, Thompson 
contrasts problems of temporal structuring with those of organizational structur-
ing. In focusing upon the changing nature of organizational environments, he re-
veals the difficulties encountered when organizations seek to establish stable and 
efficient time structures. 

A main theme of Thompson’s analysis is that organizations have a technical 
core that requires protection against uncertainty. To operate successfully, an or-
ganization must comprehend, and as far as possible control, the numerous envi-
ronmental forces which impinge on its activities. It is these strategies which make 
the interaction of the organization and its environment more predictable, because 
they reduce the uncertainty over the availability and timing of resources. In par-
ticular, it is these processes which illustrate the importance of efficient schedul-
ing; for they suggest ways of resolving temporal uncertainty by increasing the 
predictability of the timing of events and/or the availability of a desired product. 

Thompson suggests that the major imperative in organizational structuring is 
the desire to minimize communication and decision/effort times. Through 
Hassard’s analysis, we see that a major reason why decision and communication 
activities incur costs is that they consume time: they use up scarce temporal re-
sources. 

Conflict over activities 

The second problem – conflict over activities – describes how functionally seg-
mented actions can be coordinated through specialization and interpersonal 
norms. Dealing with the coordination of segmented activities be more concerned 
with questions of synchronization rather than with scheduling, such as: (a) the 
temporal patterning of an actor’s multiple actions, (b) the temporal patterning of 
the actor’s actions in relation to those of other actors, and (c) the temporal pattern-
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ing of an actor’s actions in relation to other objects or events (e.g. the timing of a 
machine, the activities of another unit). 

As Weber (1947) described, the logic of an organization is such that the larger 
and more complex it becomes, the greater functional specialization it will display. 
As functional specialization requires the synchronization of various parts and ac-
tivities, the greater the need for temporal coordination of the various activities 
among the various parts. The irony here is that while the need for increased syn-
chronization is a direct consequence of functional specialization, then what is 
needed to accomplish this, the coordination of workers on individual tasks, vio-
lates the premises on which functional specialization is based, the interchange-
ability of parts. 

As norms take on an increasingly critical role, there is pressure to make them 
explicit. No longer are behaviors indexed to particular individuals, groups and 
situations; instead they are objectified on to particular functions. It is the role 
which acts, not the actor. 

Scarcity 

The third problem, ‘scarcity’, is concerned with matching productive activities to 
limited time allocations; that is, with ‘the efficient assignment of temporal re-
sources to tasks, hence the assignment of priorities or values to the tasks and as-
signment of responsibility for those tasks to staff’ (McGrath & Rotchford 1983, 
85). The goals here are twofold: at the macro level, to balance temporal resources 
between units; and at the micro level, to obtain optimal matches between em-
ployee’s available time and the number of actions to be performed. In particular, 
the matching of time and activities forms the basis for an employee’s role/load 
problems, a form of stress which results from a perceived scarcity of time relative 
to the requirements of the tasks to be performed. 

As we enter the world of affairs, we find that a major function of socialization 
is the structuring of our sense of time within formal institutions (Hassard 2002). 
Notable here is the process whereby school and the workplace teach us rigid dis-
ciplines. In the West, the external and highly specialized organization has become 
not only the main regulator of social time, but also its primary claimant. In organ-
ized society, we structure our actions according to what we feel are ‘proper’ social 
times. We base our temporal understanding on practices we learn from the envi-
ronment. In dealing with sophisticated social structures, we develop ways of ex-
pressing our needs for coordinated acts. Given the increasing scope of human 
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communication – and thus the problem of dealing with a plurality of times – we 
seek means by which diverse groups can adjust their actions to meet the chal-
lenges of mutual dependence: we require general temporal agreements so that we 
can relate processes in ways which avoid activities becoming conflictual. This is 
especially necessary in situations where actions must be regulated in order to give 
scope for each to fulfil their potential. 

Temporal structuring is thus at the heart of the organization. When organiza-
tions are designed or changed, temporal factors are of primary concern. Time is a 
basic tool to resolve problems of environmental uncertainty, conflicts over activi-
ties, and the allocation of scarce resources. 

6.1.3 The meaning of communities of practice 

Outcome three: Communities of practice are often also occupational com-
munities 

Actually, communities of practice are often also occupational communities. These 
communities gather around a type of knowledge; they deal with the same kind of 
problems and work in similar situations with customers, etc. Communities per-
form various functions, but the ways in which these communities are structured 
and how they operate reveal that they focus mainly on one or two functions. 

Due to its social origins, knowledge moves differently within communities 
than it does between them. Within communities, knowledge is continuously em-
bedded in practice and thus circulates easily, and within communities practice 
helps to generate knowledge and collective know-how. Members of a community 
implicitly share a sense of what practice is and what the standards for judgement 
are, and this supports the spreading of knowledge. Without this sharing, the com-
munity disintegrates. 

According to Dougherty (1995, 115), competencies ‘do not exist apart from 
the people’ who develop them, ‘nor from the social processes of interpretation and 
construction through which people make their experiences meaningful’. My re-
search illustrated that people in these communities manage their knowledge and 
know-how, from the formal form of data, information and knowledge to the 
know-how and expertise which they are able to apply in their own work. 

Between communities, however, where by definition practice is no longer 
shared, the know-how and expertise embedded in practice must be separated in 
order for knowledge to be circulated. Different communities of practice have dif-
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ferent standards, different priorities, and different evaluation criteria. The question 
is, do they (various communities of practice) have to transfer their knowledge 
between communities? This research showed that the physiotherapists can’t al-
ways share insights with the rehabilitation manager or with the departmental sec-
retaries, and so on. Different perceptions and attitudes, shaped by practice, make 
the interchange between quite similar subjects remarkably difficult, and thus sub-
consciously forces similar disciplines to work among themselves rather than to 
engage in cross-disciplinary work. In my opinion, the most important task is to 
make those communities of practice work and function well and aim to develop 
them. 

By an occupational community, Barley and Kunda (2006) mean a group of 
people who consider themselves to be engaged in the same sort of work; who 
identify (more or less positively) with their work; who share a set of values, 
norms, and perspectives that apply to, but extend beyond, work related matters; 
and whose social relationships meld the realms of work and leisure. Occupational 
communities of all types are marked by distinctive work cultures promoting self 
control and collective autonomy for the membership. As a result, we share the 
stance of many organization theorists who regard professional work as an occupa-
tional category clearly separable from other lines of work by describing, in com-
parative terms, some of the structural or external conditions that appear to foster 
self control. According to Barley and Kunda (2006), we can observe how each of 
several long-standing research domains within organizational studies – careers, 
conflict, loyalty, and innovation – can be enriched empirically and advanced con-
ceptually by paying serious attention to the role occupational communities play 
within organizations. 

On the nature of occupational communities 

If we want to know what rehabilitation consists of and means to those who pursue 
it as a career, we need to find out about the cognitive, social, and moral contours 
of the occupation. Some occupations display rather remarkable stability in terms 
of social space and time, and hence, they can be decoded. 

The notion of an occupational community derives from two classical socio-
logical premises. First is the contention that people bound together by common 
values, interests, and a sense of tradition, share bonds of solidarity or mutual re-
gard and partake of a communal way of life that contrasts in idyllic ways with the 
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competition, individualism, and rational calculation of self-interest associated 
with persons organized on utilitarian principles. 

The central dilemma spawned by such a transformation lies in the nature of 
the social contract: how can human relationships remain socially integrated and 
rewarding if they are based on principles of utilitarianism and rational calculation 
of self-interest? 

Second, tracing to Durkheim the second premise upon which the notion of 
occupational community rests is the idea that the work we do shapes the totality 
of our lives and, to a great extent, determines who we think we are. 

”Besides the society of faith, of family, and of politics, there is another… that 
of all workers of the same sort, in association, all who cooperate in the same 
function; that is, the occupational group or corporation. Identity of origin, 
culture, and occupation makes occupational activity the richest sort of mate-
rial for a common life.” (Durkheim 1951, 578) 

The implication of Durkheim’s remarks is that modern society is not only struc-
tured vertically by the rationality of industrial and state organization, but that it is 
also structured horizontally by occupational groupings. This blurring of the dis-
tinction between work and leisure, and the idea that certain kinds of work bind 
people together and help shape the course of their existence lies at the core of re-
search ventures into occupational communities. For example, the members of the 
MGR community of practice used to meet up also in their leisure time, and for 
instance, went to the theatre together. The rehabilitation workers considered their 
work very much human relations work. Besides the importance of people’s own 
working experience, also their life experience in general was considered to be of 
the essence for their work performance. By definition, rehabilitation work is mul-
tifaceted and complex work with the focus on the customer’s mental and physical 
welfare. And those things must be in balance. Working with high status occupa-
tions, Gertzl (1961, 38) used the phrase “occupational community” to reflect the 
“pervasiveness of occupational identification and the convergence of informal 
friendship patterns and colleague relationships.” 

‘Institutional’ supports refer to organized systems and communities that foster 
occupational identities and assist in creating, storing and disseminating sub-
stantive knowledge (Barley & Kunda 2006). 

The rehabilitation workers found themselves without ready-made solutions for 
resolving professional practical problems. As they encountered these problems in 
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their daily work, they had to invent their own solutions, generally developing and 
maintaining their knowledge. They took classes, joined professional associations, 
consulted other professionals, and educated themselves. Their efforts to stay up-
to-date were consequently sustained, intense, and ongoing. Community-building 
was usually spontaneous and informal, driven less by conscious design than by 
the workers’ efforts to solve immediate problems. Although not all employees in 
the rehabilitation unit can be classified as members of a profession in the tradi-
tional sense of the word, it nevertheless seems that they found common identity 
around their occupational practices and beliefs. 

6.1.4 The support from the organization 

In the discourses of communities of practice it has been frequently pointed out 
that communities of practice are natural and simply cannot be managed like a pro-
ject or a team. I agree that even if communities of practice are more or less natu-
ral by nature, they can be however managed, or organizationally supported. 
Communities of practice are more like volunteer organizations which continually 
redefine themselves and their organization in an organic way. Yet those who 
would support communities need to learn what type of conditions foster their 
emergence and create an environment in which they can flourish. 

My empirical findings highlighted the fact that the role of the organization 
regarding communities of practice was considered an important factor among the 
employees. The role of the organization is regarded as significant in the develop-
ment of competence and in supporting learning. The empirical findings revealed 
that management should exploit people’s skills and competencies better. 
Basically, the organization aims to exploit competence, but it was seen that the 
full competence of the employees was not taken into account in the best possible 
way by the management. The organization was seen as supporting and paying 
attention to people’s learning and know-how, but still there were some factors (i.e. 
financial resources and organizational factors) which were seen to hinder the im-
plementation of these objectives. People hoped that the organization would give 
opportunities for self-development, enhancing know-how and competencies, and 
also for maintaining those abilities. 

The rehabilitation workers perceived that the organization’s support and the 
possibilities the organization has offered contribute to the activity and the devel-
opment of communities of practice. Especially the empirical findings highlighted 
the need for communities of practice in customer service. The success of rehabili-
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tation is considered to be the most important thing in the organization. People 
though that these kinds of informal groups, communities of practice, would help 
to control time better and to get practices more adaptable. 

On the other hand, this research illustrates that we have to respect the way 
knowledge naturally happens, and when we should support the communities in 
which it grows. The organization should provide communities of practice a free-
dom to develop, grow and build the frame for natural networks of communities, 
because communities of practice can be seen as powerful resources for learning 
and knowledge. Knowledge and know-how cannot be separated from the com-
munities that create it, use it, and transform it. Also, people rely heavily on their 
own community of practice. 

6.2 The worlds of communities and the formal organization 

In this section I want to summarize some essential issues and to form my own 
argument, emphasizing some of my findings. 

In this thesis I have made a leap from cognitive into social learning. There 
wasn’t a ready-made model available but I have pulled together aspects from 
knowledge management, organizational learning and communities of practice 
theories in this work. I have tried to support the idea of communities and have 
been able to follow people’s and communities’ activity closely. People do their 
jobs well but some problems can be found at the organization level. I found that 
there exist two different kinds of worlds: the world of communities and the world 
of the formal organization (Table 12) described next. 

Table 12. The world of communities and the world of formal organization. 

Communities Formal organization 

Free, spontaneous – like primitive, natural tribes Mechanistic, administrative, bureaucratic 

Order ‘Chaos’ 

Exploration 

A certain search for innovativeness 

Development of skills and competence 

Knowledge creation and learning 

Exploitation 

Refine and integrate new ideas into practice 

Exploit skills and competence 

Exploit existing knowledge 

Communities of practice can be seen as free and spontaneous, like primitive tribes 
which are natural by nature. Members in the communities of practice have an 
identity defined by a shared domain of interest, they give each other peer-to-peer 
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help in problem-solving, develop best practices, distribute knowledge in their 
daily work and foster unexpected ideas and innovation. There is order within 
these communities: communities are part of the formal organization, but they can 
be considered to be a world of their own where the members have their own rules 
and ways of doing things. On the other hand, the case organization is seen to be 
quite mechanistic, administrative and bureaucratic where ‘chaos’ prevails. New 
levels of hierarchy in the case organization have increased bureaucracy. 

At any point in time an organization cannot simultaneously exploit or explore 
(Weick 1979). In prevailing theories of organizational learning, exploitation and 
exploration are assumed to be very distinct activities, and thus it is not possible 
for an organization to enhance both at the same time (March 1991, Crossan & 
Lane & White 1999). Communities of practice can be seen to be those who take 
care of the exploration while the organization’s main function could be the exploi-
tation; learning to refine their capabilities, for example, to exploit communities of 
practice’s existing knowledge, learning to focus the activities on certain domains 
and learning what brings success and failure. 

March (1991, 71) described two processes of learning: exploration for new 
knowledge, skills, and processes, and exploitation of existing knowledge, skills 
and processes in terms of refinement and incremental improvement. In general, 
exploitation includes “refinement, efficiency, reverse production … and execution 
of routines already located in the organizational knowledge base” (March 1991, 
71). The exploitation of routines based on prior knowledge occurs when organiza-
tional members make current decisions based upon past experiences and actions. 

Exploration encompasses search, variation, risk-taking, experimentation, and 
innovation to develop new routines (March 1991, 71). It generally occurs when 
new situations arise or previous outcomes from existing routines do not meet 
goals and objectives set by the organization. March (1991) argued that a trade-off 
is required in terms of exploring or exploiting. Exploitation may not be sufficient 
in the long run to maintain a competitive advantage over time, in that the envi-
ronment does not remain constant. However, March also pointed out that if or-
ganizations continually explore, they incur higher costs of experimentation that 
may not have been necessary or beneficial. When organizations face similar situa-
tions, it depletes their scarce resources to explore, but they may lose competitive 
advantage if they continue to exploit. However, both appear to be necessary, but 
which behaviour better serves the organization? The organization needs both; 
both are key sources of sustainable competitive advantage: in the case organiza-
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tion, a balance between exploration and exploitation is achieved when communi-
ties of practice explore and the organization exploit. 

It is certainly commonly stressed in organizational learning literature that 
“maintaining an appropriate balance between exploration and exploitation is a 
primary factor in system survival and prosperity” (March 1991, 71); “renewal 
requires that organizations explore and learn new ways while concurrently ex-
ploiting what they have already learned” (Crossan et al. 1999, 522); “a key di-
lemma in organizations involves the trade-off between adaptation to exploit pre-
sent opportunities and adaptability to exploit future opportunities” (Weick 1982, 
386); and “Existing definitions of organizational learning tend to focus either on 
learning as exploitative ... or on learning as exploration” (Weick & Westley 1996, 
445). 

In literature addressing organizational learning, innovation is described as the 
creation or discovery of new solutions, new approaches or new ideas (McGrath 
2001, Weick & Westley 1996). By contrast, exploitation is the integration of new 
ideas into everyday practice, whereby they are shared and eventually become 
taken-for-granted routines (Crossan et al. 1999). Both innovation and the exploi-
tation of ideas are important forms of everyday practice-based learning. But as 
McGrath (2001, 119) argues, in contemporary environments of uncertainty and 
instability, innovative learning may have greater importance: 

“… those organizations that prove to have superior abilities to manage ex-
ploration will be better able to adapt to changing circumstances”. 

All learning at work is to some extent innovative in that it introduces change. Or-
ganizational learning is typically described in terms of ‘change’, as for example in 
the following definition: 

“… changes in organizational practices … that are mediated through indi-
vidual learning or problem-solving processes” (Ellström 2001, 422). 

And thus, as Weick and Westley (1996) point out, organizational learning is a dis-
order because it contravenes the central existence of workplace organizations as 
ordered. That is, learning breaks moulds, challenges structures and routines, and 
casts doubt upon the knowledge that holds the organization together. This is why 
so many theorists of organizational learning stress that innovation cannot happen 
in a vacuum, but must live in dynamic tension with processes of exploitation, or 
the integration of innovative changes towards long-term organizational improve-
ment (Crossan et al. 1999, Leavy 1998, Weick & Westley 1996). 
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7 Conclusions 

The aim of this research project was to explain how knowledge in organizations is 
created and managed, and how organizational learning works as a process in 
“communities of practice” within the case organization. The study developed a 
substantive framework of knowledge creation and organizational learning proc-
esses in communities of practice. Throughout the long research process, my plan 
was to build a useful, valid substantive theory – or generated concepts and catego-
ries. In order to understand the way in which knowledge is constructed and in 
which it flows within the organization, it is first necessary to understand the vari-
ous communities within the formal organization. 

Brown and Duguid (1991) link the general situated learning theory and in 
particular the communities of practice theory with organizational learning. How-
ever, in their early work, Lave and Wenger leave the idea of communities of prac-
tice rather vague, noting: 

“The concept of ‘community of practice’ is left largely as an intuitive no-
tion… which requires a more rigorous treatment. In particular unequal rela-
tions of power must be included more systematically in our analysis.” 

Subsequently, Wenger (1998) provides a more detailed account of communities of 
practice, but does not really address unequal relations of power. Both deal with 
the issue of identity: how people become members of and then belong to commu-
nities. 

Wenger’s (1998) theoretical framework to understand communities of prac-
tice does not raise the issues of power and inequality in ways so suggestively 
prominent in Lave and Wenger (1991). Instead, he offers a basically social, con-
structionist account of learning as the negotiation of meaning and the process of 
identity formation within communities of practice, viewed as emergent social 
structures in which conflict may play a part in both beneficial and negative ways. 

I introduced some critics of the concepts of ‘community’ and ‘community of 
practice’, as presented by several researchers in the discourse of organizational 
knowledge and knowledge management. Those critics suggest that communities 
of practice should be approached with an open mind when studying the ways in 
which social learning takes place in complex organizations. My aim was to de-
velop and examine the communities of practice theory by taking these critics into 
account. 
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The following closing sub-chapters summarize my main findings and contain 
my suggestions for potential future research. 

7.1 A Summary of the main findings 

The phenomena investigated were knowledge creation and organizational learn-
ing within communities of practice. 

The main challenge of the research was to understand how communities of 
practice affect organizational knowing and learning. Accordingly, two sub-
questions were formed in order to answer the main question, namely: 

– How do learning and knowledge creation take place in communities of prac-
tice? 

– How is knowledge exploited and transferred between and among communi-
ties of practice? 

According to the empirical material collected during this study, community for-
mation often occurs when groups are engaged in similar tasks and need to share 
what they know. I also discovered that knowledge and know-how cannot be sepa-
rated from the communities that create it, use it, and transform it. Especially in 
knowledge-based work, where the nature of the work necessitates human interac-
tion, people require discussion and shared experiences with other people. The 
interviewed rehabilitation workers relied heavily on their own community of 
practice as one of their most important “mechanisms” of learning. 

The communities of practice will indeed influence organizational knowledge 
creation and learning. Even so, there are some crucial issues which must be taken 
into consideration. One of the most essential conclusion was that invisible, so-
cially constructed knowledge has a greater tendency to flow within the case 
organization, compared to explicit knowledge. The most important offending 
factors are the lack of facilities (e.g. computers or rooms) and the lack of informa-
tive knowledge. It has been somewhat forgotten in previous studies that commu-
nities of practice also need explicit knowledge, not just tacit knowledge that gets 
emphasized in literature. 

The findings brought out one essential issue; knowledge management is al-
so about the management of time. Time management was found to be quite 
problematic among the rehabilitation workers in the whole case organization. For 
the rehabilitation workers, no matter at which organizational level they were 
working, time was a critical factor. In particular, this came up in learning and the 
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development of know-how. When an organization faces substantial organizational 
and managerial changes, one of the most scarcest resources is time. In that re-
spect, knowledge management is also about time management. In particular, at 
the individual level the meaning of time management is emphasized. The findings 
suggested that there is not enough time for exchanging experiences or conversa-
tion, although learning from one’s workmates was found to be essential for the 
learning process. 

Like it has came up in this research, communities of practice are often also 
occupational communities. The findings show how people in these communities 
create new insights, learn and develop their know-how. Communities of practice 
are also creating their own practices which help the members of the communities 
to keep up better with their work, and also to standardize their actions into work-
ing routines. 

Due to its social origins, knowledge moves differently within communities to 
the ways in which it moves between them. Within communities, knowledge is 
continuously embedded in practice and thus circulates easily, and practice helps to 
generate knowledge and accumulate collective know-how. Members of a commu-
nity implicitly share a sense of what practice is and what the standards for judge-
ment are, and this supports the spreading of knowledge. 

Between communities, however, where by definition practice is no longer 
shared, know-how and expertise embedded in practice must separated from 
knowledge in order to circulating it possible. Different communities of practice 
have different standards, priorities and evaluating criteria. Different perceptions 
and attitudes, shaped by practice, make interchange between otherwise quite simi-
lar subjects remarkably difficult, and thus invisibly encourage disciplines to rather 
work among themselves than engage in cross-disciplinary activities. 

In my research context, the valuable knowledge arises throughout the reha-
bilitation workers’ experience in the course of time. People learn things from very 
different kinds of sources, and the most important sources of learning were con-
sidered to be the work itself and one’s own experience. The workers in the case 
organization interact with various players with different problems, and through 
these actions valuable knowledge is gained. The rehabilitation workers’ interac-
tion happens mainly with colleagues, customers and partners. In particular, work-
ing with customers generated valuable information and experience for the reha-
bilitation workers to share with each other. 

This research highlighted that knowledge is continuously being produced and 
developed in different communities. For sharing knowledge, embedding individ-
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ual knowledge and know-how in practical working processes is what counts. 
Through communities of practice we are able to focus on the actors´ actual inter-
actions and the ways and means in which the individuals in the community of 
practice master a task collectively by transmitting knowledge and experiences 
with each other. 

This research pointed out that all communities of practice in the organization 
do not necessarily have to highlight, to give a certain role, for example, in running 
the business. In that case the communities of practice may lose their creativity and 
ability to innovate. The organization should not only focus on recognizing and 
identifying communities of practice within it, but also try to exploit their knowl-
edge and know-how. From this perspective, communities of practice are impor-
tant to the functioning of any organization, but they become crucial to those that 
recognize knowledge as a key asset. My research illustrated that people in these 
communities manage their knowledge and know-how, from the formal form of 
data, information and knowledge to the know-how and expertise which they then 
apply in their own work. This practical knowledge is valuable – not merely for 
the individual, but also for the whole organization. Communities of practice are 
more like volunteer organizations, which continually redefine themselves and 
their organization in a more organic way. Those who aim to support communities 
need to learn what conditions foster their emergence and create an environment in 
which they can flourish. 

This research illustrates that we have to respect the way knowledge is gener-
ated naturally and the communities in which it grows. The organization should 
provide communities of practice a freedom to develop, grow and build frame-
works for a natural network of communities of practice, because communities of 
practice can be seen as powerful resources for learning and knowledge. 

Knowledge and learning are at the heart of strategic thinking of success in the 
new economy. By supporting learning and knowledge by fostering communities 
of practice, an organization can generate value for its business, in this case for the 
supply of effective rehabilitation work. Much of the knowledge is embedded in 
practice, and therefore these professions have organized their learning processes 
in ways that facilitate the learning of tacit knowledge. The organization has to 
learn to apply that knowledge and know-how owned by the communities of prac-
tice, throughout its businesses in the most effective way. 
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7.2 The theoretical contribution of the study 

It seemed right to take a clear departure from the underlying theories of knowl-
edge management and organizational learning and just acknowledge that these 
theories give, so called “context stage” to the study of organizational learning as a 
process in communities of practice. The study of the life of communities of prac-
tice illustrated that communities of practice are not necessarily the natural collec-
tives limited by formal organizational structures, time or information flow, as de-
scribed in literature. Rather, these factors have major influence on the role and 
function of the communities of practice in terms of organizational learning and 
knowing. 

According to Cabrera and Cabrera (2002), there is potential to develop a 
deeper and more grounded theory in knowledge management which will ulti-
mately lead to improved practice (Moffett & McAdam & Parkinson 2002). One 
of the core topics of knowledge management, knowledge creation, is a central 
issue in organizational learning; a core topic of organizational learning, organiza-
tional diffusion of innovations and practices, is a major problem in knowledge 
management. The multilevel framework of this study facilitated deeper under-
standing of the meaning of communities of practice in organizational learning and 
in managing knowledge and know-how. 

One contribution of this study is that I could substantiate the importance of 
communities of practice perspective in the field of knowledge management and 
organizational learning. In this study my aim was to approach organizational 
learning through communities of practice which can be seen as one of the most 
prominent approaches within today’s organizational learning discourse. A number 
of people believe that a communities of practice approach could provide a new 
paradigm for developing the world of work. The communities of practice perspec-
tive can enrich and make a stronger contribution to our understanding of organ-
izational learning. 

According to Nelson and Winter (1982), ways of doing things can become in-
stitutionalized within routines. As Fox (2000, 860) notes, “community of practice 
theory tells us nothing about how, in practice, members of a community change 
their practice or innovate”. This study represents how, in practice, members of a 
community change their practice or innovate, for example, by creating new ideas 
and ways of doing things, creating so called new ‘best practices’. In this research 
study I have described different types of communities of practice in the context of 
rehabilitation work, providing an abstract picture of reality. I have developed a 
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detailed classification of types of communities of practice together with the ap-
propriate organizational context for their successful application. 

According to Roberts (2006), the boundaries of a community of practice may 
not reflect organizational boundaries. An appreciation of the interaction between 
formal organization and extra-organizational communities of practice is required. 
In this study I have introduced various aspects of both formal and informal or-
ganization and discovered that there exist two different kinds of worlds: the world 
of communities and the world of the formal organization which interact with each 
other in many ways. 

In my research context, the valuable knowledge arises from the rehabilitation 
workers’ experience over the course of time. People’s experience is the result of 
their daily work and provides a historical perspective to face new situations and 
events. There has been discussion about how to define best practice; whether it is 
more about official and formal prescriptions or whether experiential learning is 
more crucial (see Brown & Duguid 1991, Orr 1990). My research illustrated that 
best practices are created by communities of practice; people in these communi-
ties manage their knowledge and know-how, from the formal form of data, infor-
mation and knowledge to the know-how and expertise which they can apply in 
their own work. This practical knowledge is valuable – not merely for the indi-
vidual, but also for the whole organization. Communities of practice could in 
practice take responsibility for learning and knowledge creation and preservation. 

The study results run contrary to the traditional belief – communities are not 
limited by formal organizational structures. Even if the formation of communities 
of practice occurs across the boundaries of departments within the case organiza-
tion, both organizational and geographic boundaries influence the creation of 
communities of practice. For example, it was discovered that the formation of 
communities occurred within a unit, not within the wider organization, and the 
communities were formed by professions from similar fields. 

This study pointed out that communities of practice need also explicit knowl-
edge on top of tacit knowledge. One of the major problem was the lack of infor-
mation or the difficulty to obtain important knowledge vital for learning and/or 
supporting know-how – against the popular belief that if people receive plenty of 
information which they have difficulties to extract the essential parts from. Ac-
cording to Polanyi (1958), it is explicit knowledge that moves easily and tacit 
knowledge that moves with difficulty. This research highlighted that it is, rather, 
the socially embedded knowledge that flows easily, even if it is deeply rooted in 
practice. Within communities, practice helps to generate knowledge and collec-
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tive know-how. It was discovered that it is explicit knowledge that does not move 
as easily as tacit knowledge, and some offending factors were found to prevent or 
hinder the smooth flow of knowledge. 

The interest in studying and understanding the organizational learning proc-
ess has been strong, but despite this seemingly significant volume of material, the 
definitions of the organizational learning process have, more or less, been devel-
oped by deduction and not through explorative empirical research on the phe-
nomenon. This study has been designed to be exploratory not just because of 
structural constraints, but because such a design is so compatible with the re-
search thesis. Exploratory research is well-suited to understanding the concepts 
and theories held by the people being studied (Bickman & Rog 1998, 79), and the 
development of an inductive, grounded theory is most fruitful with the context of 
exploratory research (Bickman & Rog 1998, Glaser & Strauss 1967). As a result, 
grounded theory analysis was a design that best served my research intent, and 
helped me to conduct an empirical analysis of the social learning structures and 
processes in the case organization. This study is inductive, emphasizing the fit 
between the grounded theory method and the exploratory case study research 
strategy. I have deliberately applied both in studying the phenomenon in question; 
organizational learning. 

This kind of systematic analysis of the phenomenon of communities of prac-
tice has been lacking and a deeper analysis could also be seen as a contribution of 
this study. The contribution of this study is both theoretical and empirical; The 
result is an abstracted, refined and enriched picture of communities of practice. 

7.3 Managerial implications 

Grounded theory research was directed towards making sense of the collected set 
of data and giving it a structure. There was a genuine attempt to understand the 
world of managers as they consciously or unconsciously construct it, and to pro-
vide a foundation for developing a theory that could serve as a future explanatory 
basis (Parker & Roffey 1997). The rehabilitation workers from different depart-
ments and different organizational levels (e.g. managers vs. physiotherapists) 
make sense of their world rather similarly, working in a similar environment, 
striving for prosperity. My aim was to try to offer some further insight into im-
proving and developing the management of knowledge, know-how and organiza-
tional learning. 
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It would be essential to know how managers can use the information embed-
ded in the organizational framework. It is a question of what to do with the new 
framework, or actually, with the results derived with the help of the emergent 
framework. I believe that the theoretical framework offers quite a few reasonable 
explanations as to how and why communities of practice are so beneficial and 
should be taken into account. I also believe that managers will find my findings 
interesting and logical. 

Communities of practice may represent the natural social structure for the 
ownership of knowledge and know-how. Wenger and Lave (1991) point out that 
organizations are already full of communities of practice – so what is new here? 
According to them, the novelty lies in the need of organizations to become more 
systematic about "managing" knowledge, and therefore they face the need to give 
these age-old informal structures a new, central role in running the business. I 
agree with the fact that organizations should invest in communities of practice, 
allocate resources to their use, and in general support them in various ways. 

This research pointed out that all communities of practice within an organiza-
tion do not necessarily have a particular role in running the business: in that case 
the communities might even lose their creativity and ability to innovate. The or-
ganization should not only focus on identifying communities of practice in the 
organization, but also on exploiting their knowledge and know-how. From this 
perspective, the expertise of these communities should participate in developing 
the business and the functions. That way, they become crucial to those that recog-
nize knowledge as a key asset.  

According to the empirical findings, communities of practice are beneficial in 
various ways for the business, the community itself and for employees. They are 
efficient not only for sharing knowledge and know-how, but also for achieving 
business results. First, they support faster and more effective problem-solving 
both locally and across the organization. Secondly, communities of practice help 
with developing and retaining expertise by building capabilities and knowledge 
competencies. They are very effective to diffuse created practices across the 
whole organization, as these communities create and innovate new practices 
which can be embedded into the procedures and working instructions which are 
part of the comprehensive operational system of the case organization. For exam-
ple, the members of the community of practice of MGR (involving all rehabilita-
tion managers) have created practices that are used in the whole organization. Ac-
cording to my empirical findings, good ideas arise in these informal communities, 
keeping the organization at the cutting edge. Members discuss novel ideas, work 
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together on problems, and keep up with developments inside and outside the firm. 
People distribute responsibility for keeping up with or pushing new develop-
ments. This collaborative inquiry makes membership valuable, because people 
invest their professional identities in being part of a dynamic, forward-looking 
community. Communities are needed also for contributing to common welfare, to 
the general development of the work community and constructive intercommuni-
cation. 

At the community level, for one thing, communities of practice help to create 
a common language, methods and procedures around specific know-how and 
competencies. People work with similar problems in every department, with all 
rehabilitation workers using the same procedures. Consequently, the communi-
ties’ knowledge and expertise are embedded in a large number of employees, re-
sulting in one major benefit of the communities of practice; to ensure the reten-
tion of knowledge when some employees leave the organization. Communities of 
practice preserve the tacit aspects of knowledge that formal systems (like data-
bases or procedures) cannot capture, and therefore they are also ideal for initiating 
newcomers. Even when the communities routinize their working processes, they 
can do so in a manner that responds to local circumstances and thus is useful to 
practitioners. They also increase access to expertise across organizational levels: 
they are nodes for the exchange and interpretation of information and knowledge. 
Because their members have a shared understanding, they know the relevance of 
things to communicate and the ways to present information in useful ways. As a 
consequence, a community of practice spreading across an organization is an 
ideal channel for moving information, such as best practices, tips, or feedback, 
across organizational boundaries. 

The benefits of communities of practice were found to be tremendous for in-
dividuals, for the members of the communities. To begin with, the rehabilitation 
workers got a lot of support and help – both practical and mental – from their own 
communities. Given that their work is very challenging by nature, they help each 
other to cope with their jobs. Communities foster a learning-focused sense of 
identity – they provide homes for identities. Communities are organized around 
what matters to their members, and also help develop individual skills and com-
petencies. In these communities people discuss issues related to their work, swap 
opinions with each other, are given feedback about training and education, and go 
through some methods and practices which they can exploit in their own work. 
Knowledge and know-how are transferred very fluently between the members 
which also contributes to the members’ self-development and self-fulfilment. Fi-
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nally, communities of practice were seen to help knowledge workers keep up with 
developments, as the increased working pace and profit accountability have in-
creased the demands of the work and daily processes. 

7.4 Limitations of the study and suggestions for further research 

All scientific research has limitations some of which can be identified and 
brought forth for discussion. Next I will describe some of the limitations of this 
study. Also, avenues for future research are introduced. 

This study cannot be considered as pure case study neither pure grounded 
theory analysis. Despite obvious methodological limitations, I believe this study 
provides a valuable contribution to the development of an empirically validated 
framework from which the fields of knowledge management and organizational 
learning could still benefit. Grounded theory is the inductive analytical approach 
used, whereas an exploratory case study strategy is utilized as a broader frame-
work for drawing theoretical conclusions from the empirical material describing 
the organizational case. I found the combination of the grounded theory method-
ology and the case study analysis especially fruitful in achieving theoretical inte-
gration and dynamism. The phenomenon of this study needs both approaches, 
because organizational learning is a complex interplay between different ele-
ments, a multifaceted and multiphased phenomenon. 

A single-case study approach was chosen to study knowledge creation and 
organizational learning in communities of practice. One of the limitations was 
that the study focused on single case – over a limited period of time; it would 
have been preferable to undertake an extended longitudinal study of several 
communities of practice. The single-case approach was appropriate because the 
case organization was aimed at revealing emergent social structures where the 
embedded approach also had the capacity to capture ambiguities and other ten-
sions that the researcher suspected would recur fractally at each increasingly nar-
rower level of study. 

The research activities specified here could provide the basis for a continuing 
exercise in theory development. I would like to suggest that the theoretical propo-
sitions on knowledge creation and organizational learning in communities of 
practice discovered in this study could have a use and explanatory power in other 
organizations. Future studies could be conducted to test the theoretical proposi-
tions in other organizations, and in various areas of business. 
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One of the most notable developments in qualitative research in the recent 
years has been the arrival of computer software that facilitates the analysis of 
qualitative data (Bryman & Bell 2003). The original theoretical propositions were 
developed with the help of a qualitative software, NVivo. Today, it seems reason-
able to recommend using a suitable program for coding and analyzing cases, since 
this may give added value to the research itself. Researchers could then conduct 
the case study research on the basis of the grounded theory methodology in order 
to test the original theoretical propositions without major problems. Using this 
kind of a computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS), al-
lowed me to code text and retrieve the coded text. In practice, I went through sets 
of data, marking sequences of text with codes (coding) and then I collected to-
gether all sequences coded in a particular way (retrieving). For me using NVivo 
worked as an instrument, to control the empirical data in a powerful and flexible 
way. As the computer took care of a part of the manual labor required, I, as a re-
searcher could focus on interpreting and retrieving data. 

I want to point out some issue with and also criticism about NVivo (or similar 
computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software). NVivo is the updated and 
improved version of NUD*IST, and it has provided many new opportunities for 
flexible analysis for scholars. Using qualitative data analysis software basically 
helps and assists researchers during labor-intensive process of qualitative data 
analysis. Not only are there many different approaches and debates on qualitative 
research methods and techniques, but also computer-assisted analysis of data is 
discussed widely. For instance, Seidel (cited in Welsh 2002) expresses his concern 
that the software may “guide” researchers in a particular direction. There are 
also many other comments like “using computer-assisted qualitative data ana-
lysis software may serve to distance the researcher from the data, encourage 
quantitative analysis of qualitative data, and create a homogeneity in methods 
across the social sciences” (Welsh 2002). NVivo is criticized for not being able to 
retrieve all the responses because it only takes into account the frequency of key 
words but not their meaning or synonyms. On the other hand, using computers in 
qualitative analysis may add rigor and prestige to the research, and also improve 
the reliability and the quality of the analysis by organizing and managing data and 
coding. However, it is still the researchers who will make the decisions for their 
data organization, coding, or analysis. In this study I have used both manual and 
computer-based (NVivo) analysis techniques together. The study is completed by 
using traditional paper and pencil method and NVivo.  
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My access to the case organization was secured through a consultant who 
created a model for competence development in the healthcare unit from year 
2003. I participated in several meetings (called project meetings and workshops) 
arranged between the management of the healthcare unit and the consulting com-
pany during the years 2002-2004 (See Appendix 1). I acted mainly as an observer 
in these meetings. In this study, I made some crucial decisions regarding the 
model for competence development, pointing out that the focus of knowledge 
management has been moving from an emphasis on technologies to an apprecia-
tion of how deeply knowledge is embedded in people’s experience. The consult-
ant, however, operated on the basis of the technological paradigm and his major 
aim was to codify social knowledge. One suggestion for further research could be 
a study which examines more closely the relation and influence of the interven-
tion of a consultant on the activities of communities of practice. 

Even experts do not have a ready and widely accepted definition of what 
knowledge management really is. Knowledge management literature provides a 
complicated conceptual framework derived from various organization theory tra-
ditions. According to Cabrera and Cabrera (2002), there is potential to develop a 
deeper and more grounded theory in knowledge management which will ulti-
mately lead to improved practice (Moffett & McAdam & Parkinson 2002). Lan-
zara and Patriotta (2001, 968) call for a “new focus in research on knowledge 
management… theories of knowledge need to address new questions… rather 
than confining the inquiry solely to the relationship between knowledge factors 
and competitive performance.” By focusing more on the social processes and see-
ing organizational learning as a process in communities of practice, I was able to 
look for new dimensions with which to describe learning as well as knowledge 
creation and utilization as a local and emergent process. 
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Appendix 1 The sources of empirical qualitative 
material 

The researcher participated in all meetings. 

Table 13. The research meetings. 

Time Attendant(s) Subject Duration 

26.6.2002 CEO of an IT company Planning cooperation 2h 

(13.00–15.00) 

20.8.2002 Professor of the department 

CEO of an IT company 

Secretary of an IT company 

Planning cooperation 1,5h 

(10.00-11.30) 

18.9.2002 CEO of an IT company Presentation of the model for competence 

development 

2,5h 

(13.00-15.30) 

11.3.2003 Professor of the Department 

CEO of an IT company 

Reviewing the cooperation 

Planning cooperation 

1,5h 

(11.00-12.30) 

18.6.2003 From the case organization: 

Director of the Unit 

Planning manager 

Manager of Department A 

Manager of Department B 

Manager of Department C 

Manager of Department D 

Others: 

Professor of the Department 

 1,5h 

(14.00-15.30) 

My research project was discussed in the research meetings were considered my 
research project. Cooperation both with the local IT company and the case or-
ganization were also discussed. In total there were 5 research meetings, with the 
total duration of 9 h. 
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Table 14. The project meetings. 

Time Attendant(s) Subject Duration 

5.12.2002 From the case organization: 

Director of the Unit 

Planning manager 

Personnel manager 

General doctor 

Specialized doctor 

Others: 

CEO of an IT company 

Presentation of the research 1,5h 

(8.30-10.00) 

17.1.2003 From the case organization: 

Planning manager 

Personnel manager 

Manager of the department A 

Manager of the department B 

Others: 

CEO of an IT company 

Identifying the indicators for 

the competence development 

model 

2h 

(9.00-11.00) 

28.1.2003 From the case organization: 

Planning manager 

Personnel managerT 

Specialized doctor 

Company nurse 

Others: 

CEO of an IT company 

Reviewing the progress and 

implementation of the project 

2h 

(8.30-10.30) 

5.2.2003 From the case organization: 

Planning manager 

Manager of the department A 

Manager of the department B 

Manager of the department C 

Manager of the department D 

Others: 

CEO of an IT company 

Identifyig the indicators for the 

competence development 

model and planning the 

implementation of the project 

2,5h 

(8.30-11.00) 

19.2.2003 From the case organization: 

Planning manager 

Manager of the department A 

Manager of the department B 

Manager of the department C 

Manager of the department D 

Others: 

CEO of an IT company 

Identifying the indicators for 

the competence development 

model and planning the 

implementation of the project 

2,5h 

(8.30-11.00) 
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Time Attendant(s) Subject Duration 

28.3.2003 From the case organization: 

Director of the Unit 

Planning manager 

Personnel manager 

Manager of the department A 

Manager of the department B 

Manager of the department C 

Manager of the department D 

Specialized doctor 

Company nurse 

Others: 

CEO of an IT company 

Analyzing the results of the 

project and planning for 

action 

4h 

(8.30-12.30) 

The project meetings were arranged between the management of the case organi-
zation and the IT company. In total there were 6 project meetings, with the total 
duration of 14,5 h. 

Table 15. The interviews. 

Time Attendant(s) Subject Duration 

9.12.2003 Physiotherapist Systemic 1h (12.00-13.00) 

9.12.2003 Manager of the department Systemic 1h (13.05-14.05) 

9.12.2003 Departmental secretary Systemic 1h (14.15-15.15) 

12.12.2003 Physiotherapist Systemic 1h (8.00-9.00) 

12.12.2003 Nurse Systemic 1h (9.05-10.05) 

12.12.2003 Physiotherapist Systemic 1h (10.10-11.10) 

12.12.2003 Nurse Systemic 1h (11.15-12.15) 

12.12.2003 Psychologist Systemic 1h (12.30-13.30) 

12.12.2003 Manager of the department Systemic 1h (13.35-14.35) 

17.12.2003 Nurse Systemic 1h (9.00-10.00) 

17.12.2003 Social worker Systemic 1h (10.10-11.10) 

17.12.2003 Departmental secretary Systemic 1h (11.15-12.15) 

17.12.2003 Tutor Systemic 1,5h (12.30-14.00) 

18.12.2003 Planning Manager Systemic 1h (13.00-14.00) 

18.12.2003 Manager of the department Systemic 1h (14.05-15.05) 

19.12.2003 Psychologist Systemic 1h (13.30-14.30) 

7.1.2004 Manager of the department Systemic 1h (12.00-13.00) 

17 interviews 17,5 h in total. 
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Appendix 2 The interview themes 

In interviewing the personnel, the following themes were used: 

1. Intro 

– Educational background 
– Working history 
– General working experience 

2. Know-how, learning and problem-solving ability associated with 
work/profession 

– Managing knowledge and know-how 
– Nature of the work 
– Sources of information 
– Exploitation of own experience in problem-solving 
– Acquisition of information 
– Availability of information 
– Transferring knowledge between levels of analysis 

3. Networks of communities of practice 

– Belonging to groups 
– Roles and responsibilities 
– Interests 
– The nature of communities 
– Goals and purpose 
– Rules and norms 

4. The role of the organization 

– Attitude to leadership at different levels of the organization 
– Working environment/atmosphere at different levels of the organization 
– The organization’s support in learning and development of own competence 

5. Closing 

– Future possibilities for developing the work 
– The need for informal communities 
– The role of the organization in the future 
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